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Abstract 

This thesis proposes a concept and transformations for designing 
interactions in a service composition at related abstraction levels. The 
concept and transformations are aimed at helping designers to bridge the 
conceptual gap between the business and software domains. In this way, the 
complexity of an interaction design can be managed adequately.  

A service composition is specified as one or more interactions between 
application components. Interaction design is therefore the central activity 
in the design of a service composition. Interaction design at related 
abstraction level requires an interaction concept that can model interactions 
at a higher abstraction level (called abstract interactions) and interactions at a 
lower abstraction level (called concrete interactions), in order to avoid any 
conceptual gap between abstraction levels. 

An interaction is defined as a unit of activity that is performed by multiple 
entities or participants in cooperation to establish a common result. 
Different participants can have different views on the established result. The 
possible results of an interaction are specified using contribution constraints 
and distribution constraints. Contribution constraints model the 
responsibility of the participants in the establishment of the interaction 
result. Distribution constraints model the relation between the participants’ 
views. An interaction provides synchronisation or time dependency between 
the participants on each other. This interaction concept can model abstract 
and concrete interactions. A designer can hence use a single interaction 
design concept during a design process. 

Two design transformations are defined, namely interaction refinement and 
interaction abstraction. Interaction refinement replaces an abstract interaction 
with a concrete interaction structure. Interaction abstraction replaces a 
concrete interaction structure with an abstract interaction. A set of 
conformance requirements and a conformance assessment method are 
defined to check the conformance between an abstract interaction and 
concrete interaction structure. 
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 In an interaction design process, a designer first represents a service 
composition as an abstract interaction that specifies the desired result. This 
abstract interaction is then refined into a concrete interaction structure that 
specifies how to establish that result. Interaction refinement can be done 
recursively until it results in a concrete interaction structure that can be 
mapped onto available interaction mechanisms. Every refinement is 
followed by conformance assessment. 

To facilitate the development process of a service composition, this 
thesis provides  
– patterns for interaction refinement, which serve as guidelines on 

possible refinements of an abstract interaction; 
– abstract representations of interaction mechanisms, which allow 

interaction mechanisms  to be included in an interaction design at a 
higher abstraction level; and 

– a transformation tool to transform an interaction design at an 
implementation level to an executable implementation.  
  
The use of the interaction concept, design transformations, patterns for 

interaction refinement, abstract representations of interaction mechanisms, 
and transformation tool are illustrated with two case studies. In the first 
case study, we design a travel reservation application as a service 
composition using a top-down design approach. The services and 
application components that are involved in the service composition have to 
be developed. In the second case study, we design enterprise application 
integration for an order management that composes existing services and 
applications. We follow an integration approach and use our interaction 
concept during the design process. The obtained integration solution is 
then transformed to an executable implementation using our 
transformation tool. 
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

This thesis proposes a concept and transformations for designing 
interactions in the development of a service composition. To facilitate the 
development of a service composition, this thesis also provides abstract 
representations of interaction mechanisms and a transformation tool to 
transform an interaction design into an executable implementation. The 
concept, transformations, abstract representations, and tool aim at enabling 
and encouraging designers to design interactions at related abstraction 
levels. In this way, the business requirements of a service composition can 
be transformed correctly to a software application. Also, the complexity of 
an interaction design can be managed adequately.  

This chapter presents the motivation and objectives of this thesis as well 
as the approach followed. It is organised as follows: Section 1.1 presents 
background information, Section 1.2 provides the motivation, Section 1.3 
defines the objectives, Section 1.4 defines the scope, and Section 1.5 
presents the approach followed in the research. Section 1.6, finally, 
presents the structure of the remainder of this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

A distributed application is an application that is composed from a number 
of application components that interact with each other. Typically, these 
application components are distributed over different computing machines 
at different locations, connected with each other via a communication 
network. Distributed applications range from enterprise applications, e.g., 
e-commerce, enterprise application integration, and computer-supported 
cooperative work, to personal applications, e.g., e-mail and instant 
messengers. Distributed applications facilitate many activities of modern 
life. 
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In the development of a distributed application, a paradigm called 
service-oriented computing [55, 100] has been widely accepted and is now 
gaining popularity. In this paradigm, an application component exposes its 
external functionality without revealing its internal functions and structures. 
Application components interact with each other to deliver a service. 

 
A service is the establishment of some valuable effect through the interaction between 
two or more application components [113]. 

 
In a service, one application component plays the role of service user 

while the other application components play the role of service providers. A 
service user requests a service from one or more service providers. A service 
provider offers a service to a service user. These partial definitions of the 
service are called the requested service and the offered service, respectively. 

Services can be composed into a service composition [55, 100, 127]. 
 

A service composition is a composition of services to deliver a new service. 
 
In service oriented computing, a distributed application is developed as 

a service composition by reusing existing services. Development of 
distributed applications by reuse promises less development cost and 
shorter time-to-market [50, 122]. 

A service composition is specified as one or more related interactions 
between application components. Therefore, designing those interactions 
and their relations is the central activity in the design of a service 
composition. It deals only with the external functionality of the application 
components. This activity results in an interaction design. 

 
An interaction design is a design that describes interactions between application 
components. 

 
A service composition can be a choreography or orchestration [21, 

103]. A choreography defines a set of related interactions between 
application components to achieve a common goal. The business logic of 
the choreography is distributed over the application components.  Figure 
1-1 illustrates a choreography between an inventory and manufacture 
services. The common goal of this choreography can be the completion of a 
production order. This figure uses intuitive graphical notation. A rounded 
rectangle represents an application component. A bidirectional arrow 
represents an interaction in terms of message exchanges.  

 

Figure 1-1 
A choreography between 
an inventory and 
manufacture services 
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An orchestration defines the offered service of a service provider as 
interactions between a coordinator and other service providers. The 
business logic of the orchestration is centralised in the coordinator. The 
coordinator coordinates interactions between the service user of the service 
provider for which the orchestration is defined and the service providers 
that are parts of the orchestration. Figure 1-2 illustrates a travel agent as an 
orchestration. The travel agent is composed of a coordinator, hotel service 
provider, and airline service provider.  

 

Problem description 
A service composition can support an organisation’s business. In the design 
process of such a service composition, a designer plays the role of business 
analyst or application designer. A business analyst analyses and elicits 
requirements for a business process and recommends a business process 
that satisfies those requirements [56]. This business process is specified as 
an interaction design. An application designer designs a software application 
that implements the interaction design specified by the business analyst. 

The different sets of concepts in the business and software domains 
create a conceptual gap between the domains. This gap can cause that a 
business process is not correctly implemented as a software application [17, 
49]. To bridge this gap, the business analyst and application designer should 
collaborate, to some extent, with each other [49, 62]. Such collaboration 
can use related abstraction levels as illustrated in Figure 1-3. At a certain 
abstraction level, e.g., n+1, the business analyst and application designer 
work together to develop interaction design D1. 

A proper design method is necessary to guide the development process 
of a service composition through these related abstraction levels. In this 
development process, an interaction design at an abstraction level is refined 
or abstracted into another interaction design at another abstraction level. 
The design method should have a correctness mechanism to ensure that a 
refinement or abstraction results in a correct interaction design. 

To avoid any conceptual gap between abstraction levels, the design 
method should use the same set of design concepts at all abstraction levels. 
This would also facilitate the development of a correctness mechanism.  

Figure 1-2 
A travel agent as an 
orchestration  
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Business domain
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abstraction level n+1
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refinement

refinement

refinement

abstraction

abstraction

abstraction

 

Several methods for designing service compositions have been proposed, 
e.g., in [15, 32, 33, 41, 51, 65, 76, 81, 108, 113, 117, 125, 143, 145]. 
Our analysis [37], later presented in Chapter 2, shows that these design 
methods use design languages whose interaction design concepts are not 
suitable for modelling interactions at higher abstraction levels. Most of the 
interaction design concepts represent interaction mechanisms that are 
provided by communication middleware. Such an interaction design 
concept forces a designer to develop interaction designs at an 
implementation level. All interactions have to be represented in terms of 
middleware interaction mechanisms. 

Designing a complex service composition at an implementation level, 
though, results in an interaction design that reveals the complexity of its 
intended implementation. This has several disadvantages as follows. 
– The interaction design is difficult to create because the designer has to 

define a service composition that satisfies business and implementation 
requirements at the same time. A complex interaction design is prone to 
design error. 

– The interaction design is difficult to modify when some implementation 
requirements change. It offers no implementation alternative.  

1.2 Motivation 

Designing a service composition at higher abstraction levels can bridge the 
conceptual gap between the business and software domains. It also helps 
the designer to manage the complexity of a service composition and to 
overcome the disadvantages mentioned in Section 1.1. We adopt two 
design approaches: related abstraction levels and the MDA approach. We identify 
research questions associated with these approaches, which need to be 

Figure 1-3 
Collaboration between a 
business analyst and 
application designer to 
bridge the conceptual 
gap 
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answered to allow designing service compositions at higher abstraction 
levels. Those questions motivate us to do the research. 

1.2.1 Related abstraction levels 

In a design process that uses related abstraction levels, a design at a certain 
abstraction level is transformed into a design at a lower or higher 
abstraction level. The transformation is called refinement or abstraction, 
respectively.  

In this thesis, the terms abstract and concrete are used to denote a higher 
and lower abstraction level, respectively, without referring to particular 
abstraction levels. The notion of higher and lower abstraction levels is 
relative, i.e., an abstraction level n is lower than an abstraction level n–1 and 
higher than an abstraction level n+1. 

A step-wise refinement is a design process in which an abstract design is 
successively refined into more concrete designs. During refinement, the 
designer gradually includes solutions that satisfy business or implementation 
requirements; or define these solutions in more detail. This approach 
reveals design complexity in a controlled way, i.e., the design complexity 
gradually increases from an abstract design to concrete designs. 

Figure 1-4 illustrates a step-wise refinement in an interaction design 
process. At a higher abstraction level n, an interaction design D0 is created 
to satisfy initial requirements R0. This interaction design is refined into 
another interaction design D1 at a lower abstraction n+1 to satisfy 
requirements R1. Interaction design D1 can be further refined into another 
interaction design D2 at another lower abstraction level n+2 to satisfy 
requirements R2.  

 

A concrete design is a correct refinement of an abstract design if it 
preserves the design information defined in the abstract design, while it 

Figure 1-4  
Step-wise refinement 
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defines additional design details that does not conflict with the abstract 
design. Such a concrete design conforms to an abstract design. There are two 
alternatives to obtain a conforming concrete design. In the first alternative, 
a concrete design is defined by applying well-considered refinement rules. 
These rules guarantee that the concrete design conforms to its abstract 
design. This alternative, however, limits the designer’s freedom in defining a 
concrete design. In the second alternative, a concrete design is defined 
without applying refinement rules and then is checked whether it conforms 
to an abstract design. This “trial-and-error” alternative gives the designer 
more freedom in defining a concrete design. In this alternative, every 
refinement must be followed by a conformance assessment [44, 107, 110].  

This design process can be further continued until it results in an 
interaction design at an implementation level that can be mapped onto 
available interaction mechanisms.  

In our design approach, every interaction design is developed as a 
complete design. An abstract design is complete when it addresses and 
satisfies the requirements that are essential at the considered abstraction 
level. A concrete design is complete by preserving the design information 
defined in an abstract design and by satisfying requirements that result from 
specific implementation choices. 

Figure 1-5 depicts an example of an abstract and conforming concrete 
interaction designs. Figure 1-5(i) represents the purchase of a product 
between a buyer and seller as a single abstract interaction purchase. This 
interaction should specify the essential properties of the interaction, which 
we define as follows: when the interaction is completed, a product must 
have been selected, delivered, and payed for. Since this interaction cannot 
be directly mapped onto available interaction mechanisms, e.g., message-
passing communication or request-response operation, this interaction 
should be replaced with conforming concrete interactions. 

 

In Figure 1-5(ii), three related concrete interactions, namely selection, 
payment, and delivery, replaces the abstract interaction purchase. The relations 
between these concrete interactions define the order in which the 
interactions should be performed. (The relations are not shown in the 

Figure 1-5 
Examples of abstract and 
concrete interactions  
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figure.) Further refinement is required since these interactions cannot be 
directly mapped onto available interaction mechanisms either. 

Designing interactions at related abstraction levels produces a sequence 
of interaction designs of the same service composition; each of which has a 
different degree of complexity. Different interaction designs serve different 
purposes. For example, an abstract interaction design can be used in an 
analysis in the business domain. A concrete interaction design with full 
implementation details is used as a reference for an executable 
implementation. 

Designing interactions at related abstraction levels gives the following 
benefits. 
– An abstract interaction design is easier to understand and to analyse in 

its business domain. Implementation details are decided and elaborated 
in concrete interaction designs.  

– When some implementation requirements change, it affects only 
concrete interaction designs. Abstract interaction designs remain intact 
and can be refined again into concrete interaction designs that satisfy the 
changes.  

– Alternative implementations can be developed based on the same 
abstract interaction design to satisfy alternative implementation 
requirements. 

1.2.2 Model-Driven Architecture approach 

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach [90, 91] has been widely 
accepted for designing distributed applications and  has also been applied in 
the development of service compositions [14, 23, 35, 48, 74, 98].  

The MDA approach distinguishes three types of models: a 
computational-independent model (CIM), a platform-independent model 
(PIM), and a platform-specific model (PSM). This distinction allows 
separation of concerns by specifying models at different abstraction levels. 
Figure 1-6 depicts the relationships between those types of models. 

A CIM defines the goal and requirements of a distributed application. It 
abstracts from the structure and functionality of the application. A CIM 
accommodates different designs to achieve the goal and to satisfy the 
requirements. 

A PIM specifies the structure and functionality of a distributed 
application defined in a CIM. It abstracts from the details of the 
technological platform to which the application is targeted. In this way, a 
PIM can be implemented with a number of different platforms. This 
reduces the development cost of the same application functionality on 
different platforms. 
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In the MDA approach, a PIM and PSM are obtained from the 
application of model transformations on a CIM and PIM, respectively. A 
model transformation defines a specification for transforming a model to 
another model of the same application. In Figure 1-6, a model 
transformation T1 transforms a CIM to a PIM. Another model 
transformation T2 transforms that PIM to a PSM. A CIM can be 
transformed to a number of PIMs. A PIM can be transformed to a number 
of PSMs. Each transformation requires a different transformation 
specification. A model transformation can also be defined to transform a 
PSM to an executable implementation. A model transformation can be 
done manually or (semi-)automatically.  

Interaction designs at successive abstraction levels can be aligned with a 
CIM, PIMs, and PSMs, as illustrated in Figure 1-7. An interaction design 
D0 that consists of an abstract interaction specifying the goal and 
requirements of a service composition is a CIM. This interaction design is 
recursively refined into interaction designs D1 and D2 that abstract from 
the details of the technological platform to which the service composition is 
targeted. These interaction designs are PIMs. Further refinement into an 
interaction design D3 is done to facilitate an implementation with a specific 
target platform. This interaction design is a PSM. Refinement is a model 
transformation in the MDA approach. 

The separation of concerns between a PIM and PSM proposed by the 
MDA approach can reduce the development cost of the same distributed 
application on different platforms. When a tool support for model 
transformation is available, the MDA approach can improve 
implementation quality, speeds up the development process, and further 
reduces the development cost. 

Figure 1-6 
Relationships between 
CIM, PIM, and PSM 
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1.2.3 Research questions 

To obtain benefits of the use of related abstraction levels and the MDA 
approach in the design process of service compositions, we identify the 
following research questions. 
– RQ1: What interaction design concept is suitable for modelling 

interactions at related abstraction levels? Are available interaction design 
concepts suitable for this purpose?  

– RQ2: How to transform interaction designs between related abstraction 
levels? How to assess the conformance between interaction designs at 
different abstraction levels? 

– RQ3: How to facilitate the development process of a service 
composition? How can the MDA approach contribute to that process? 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of our research directly correspond to the research questions 
identified in Section 1.2.3. The objectives are as follows. 

The first objective is to propose an interaction design concept that is suitable for 
modelling interactions at related abstraction levels. The interaction design concept 
should be independent from any interaction mechanism, in order to 
prevent the interaction design concept from forcing a designer to design 
service compositions at an implementation level. The interaction design 
concept should be generic with regard to abstraction levels and application 
domains. This is to allow a designer to model interactions at any abstraction 
level in any application domain.  

Figure 1-7 
Interaction designs at 
successive abstraction 
levels aligns with a CIM, 
PIMs, and PSM 
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The second objective is to provide interaction design transformations between 
related abstraction levels. Interaction design transformations between related 
abstraction levels should preserve the conformance between them. Thus, 
the design transformation should allow a designer to assess the 
conformance between interaction designs at different abstraction levels. 
This includes the definition of conformance requirements and a 
conformance assessment method. 

The third object is to facilitate the design and implementation process of a 
service composition. We aim to provide  
– guidelines on the possible refinements of an interaction design;  
– abstract representations of interaction mechanisms, which allow 

interaction mechanisms  to be included in an interaction design at a 
higher abstraction level; and 

– a transformation tool to transform an interaction design at an 
implementation level to an executable implementation on a Web 
Services platform. 

1.4 Scope 

We define an interaction design concept and transformations for ISDL 
(Interaction System Design Language) reported in [31, 44, 107, 110, 111, 
130, 131]. Reasons for choosing ISDL are as follows. 
– The ISDL design concepts are basic design concepts that can be used at 

any abstraction level in a design process. These design concepts are not 
specific to some application domain. ISDL, hence, allows us to develop 
an interaction design concept that is generic with regard to abstraction 
levels and application domains. 

– The ISDL design concepts have clear semantics that are necessary to 
assess whether a concrete design conforms to an abstract design. For 
assessment, ISDL is supported with general behaviour transformations. 
We can reuse and extend those transformations in order to develop 
interaction design transformations.  

– The ISDL interaction concept satisfies some of the requirements that we 
define for an interaction design concept that is suitable for modelling 
abstract interactions (presented later in Chapter 2). We can enhance the 
interaction concept such that it satisfies all the requirements. 

– ISDL is supported with a modelling and simulation tool [57]. 
Availability of such tools encourages designers to use ISDL. 

 
To facilitate the implementation process of a service composition, this 

thesis provides abstract representations of interaction mechanisms provided 
by communication middleware. We focus on interaction mechanisms that 
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are provided in CORBA [89] and Web Services [133] platforms because 
CORBA and Web Services specifications are available for public and, 
therefore, allow us to study the behaviour of their interaction mechanisms. 
Web Services, in particular, is a popular platform to implement services and 
service compositions. 

To facilitate the implementation process of a service composition, this 
thesis provides a transformation tool to transform an interaction design at 
an implementation level to an executable implementation in a Web Service 
platform. We focus on a transformation tool that transforms an interaction 
design that describes an orchestration to an executable implementation in 
BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) 1.1 [20].  

1.5 Approach 

In order to achieve the objectives of our research, we use the following 
approach. 
1. We analyse interaction design concepts and methods for designing 

service compositions. In the analysis, we focus on the suitability of the 
design concept to model interactions at higher abstraction levels; and 
the way the interaction design methods manage the complexity of 
interaction designs. Our first observation is that the interaction design 
concepts are less suitable for that purpose and, consequently, the 
interaction design methods that are based on those concepts cannot 
manage the complexity of interaction designs adequately. 

2. We define an interaction design concept that is suitable for modelling 
interactions at related abstraction levels. Since we use behaviour 
concepts of ISDL, we first analyse the suitability of the current ISDL 
interaction concept to model interactions at higher abstraction levels. 
We then propose the necessary enhancement for that interaction 
concept. 

3. We define interaction design transformations between successive 
abstraction levels. Since we use ISDL, we first analyse design 
transformations that are available in ISDL for designing interactions at 
successive abstraction levels. We then propose extensions of the existing 
design transformations. We also provide guidelines on interaction 
refinements. 

4. Using our interaction design concept and transformations, we provide 
abstract representations of common interaction mechanisms provided 
by CORBA and Web Services platforms. We first represent interaction 
mechanisms as interaction patterns that are independent of the details 
of specific middleware. We then abstract each interaction pattern into a 
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single interaction. These abstract representations could serve as target 
refinements at an implementation level. 

5. We develop an automatic model transformation tool to transform an 
interaction design at an implementation level to an executable 
implementation in a Web Services platform.  

6. We apply our interaction design concept and transformations in the 
development processes of service compositions. We carry out two case 
studies: travel reservation application [134] and enterprise application 
integration [123]. In the case studies, we evaluate our interaction design 
concept, transformations, abstract representations of interaction 
mechanisms, and transformation tool to assess whether they serve their 
purposes well and can be used in practice.   

1.6 Outline of the thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. 
Chapter 2 (Analysis of interaction design concepts and methods) analyses 

available interaction design concepts and methods for designing service 
compositions. This chapter concludes that available interaction design 
concepts are not suitable for modelling interactions at higher abstraction 
levels. The design methods are forced to produce interaction designs at an 
implementation level.  

Chapter 3 (Design concept for interaction modelling) defines an interaction 
design concept that is suitable for modelling interactions at related 
abstraction levels. This chapter first introduces ISDL design concepts, 
including its current interaction concept. It then discusses the limitation of 
the interaction concept for modelling interactions at higher abstraction 
levels and proposes the necessary enhancement. 

Chapter 4 (Interaction design transformations) defines interaction design 
transformations between successive abstraction levels. This chapter first 
introduces the design transformations provided by ISDL. It then discusses 
their limitations for transforming interaction designs between successive 
abstraction levels and proposes the necessary extensions. This chapter 
includes guidelines on possible refinements of an interaction design. 

Chapter 5 (Abstract representations of interaction mechanisms) presents 
abstract representations of common interaction mechanisms supported by 
communication middleware, i.e., CORBA and Web Services. When an 
abstract representation of an interaction mechanism cannot be obtained, a 
shorthand notation is introduced. 

Chapter 6 (Transformation to executable implementations) presents an 
automatic transformation tool to transform an interaction design at an 
implementation level to an executable implementation in BPEL.  
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Chapter 7 (Case study: travel reservation application) and Chapter 8 (Case 
study: enterprise application integration) present applications and evaluations of 
our interaction design concept and transformations in the development of 
service compositions.  

Chapter 9 (Conclusions) concludes this thesis by outlining our main 
contributions and some directions for further research. 

 

 





 

Chapter 2 

2. Analysis of interaction design 
concepts and methods 

This chapter analyses interaction design concepts and methods for service 
compositions. Specifically, we analyse the suitability of the interaction 
design concepts to model interactions at higher abstraction levels. We 
analyse the way the design methods use the interaction design concepts to 
bridge the conceptual gap between the business and software domains and 
to manage the complexity of interaction designs.  

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 describes the relation 
between design concepts and a design language. Section 2.2 describes the 
relation between design concepts and design methods. Section 2.3 defines a 
framework for suitability analysis. Section 2.4 presents our analysis. Section 
2.5 shows an example of a top-down design process of a service 
composition using an unsuitable interaction design concept. Section 2.6, 
finally, presents some concluding remarks.  

2.1 Design concepts and design language 

The purpose of a design process is to produce a design prescribing a system 
that should be built. A design addresses a system’s characteristics or 
properties that are relevant to a certain purpose while ignoring properties 
that are considered irrelevant to that purpose.  

A design is created as a composition of design concepts. A design concept 
models aspects of objects or phenomena in a given domain. Design 
concepts exist only in the mind of a designer. Since a design is a 
composition of design concepts, a design also exists only in the mind of a 
designer [44, 131]. When a design process starts, the system that should be 
built does not exist yet. A designer creates a design as a mental image that 
represents the system.  
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For the purposes of documentation, communication, and analysis, a 
design, and thus the design concepts used, must be represented in some 
tangible form. A design notation is therefore necessary to represent a design 
concept in a concise, complete, and unambiguous way. Such notations can 
be graphical or textual. A design language is a collection of design notations 
and rules to compose them. In a design language, the design concepts 
define the semantics, the design notations define the syntax, and the 
composition rules define the grammar. 

Using a design language, a designer can express a design as a specification. 
A specification is created as a composition of design notations that specifies 
a system. By interpreting a specification, a designer can create a mental 
image of  the corresponding design and refer to it. 

Figure 2-1 depicts the relations between design concepts, design, design 
notation, and specification [44]. Design concepts and design exist in the 
conceptual world in the designer’s mind. Design notations and specification 
exist in the symbolic world.  

 

A specification represents a design of a system. In this thesis, the term 
design is used to denote design and specification.  

A design language may have multiple different notations for the same 
design concept. For example, UML (Unified Modeling Language [96]) 
provides different interaction notations that represent the same interaction 
design concept in different types of diagrams. Our analysis focuses on 
interaction design concepts, not on interaction design notations. However, 
examples of interactions in a design notation remain necessary to 
communicate the interaction design concept to the reader.  

Some design languages may have no interaction design concept. In such 
a design language, an interaction is typically represented by a composition 
of other design concepts. In this case, we analyse what kind of interaction is 
represented by that composition. 

Figure 2-1 
Relations between the 
conceptual world and 
the symbolic world 
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2.2 Design concepts and design methods 

A design method provides guidelines to perform design steps in a design 
process. A design method can distinguish a number of abstraction levels. An 
abstraction level marks an intermediate design as the result of a step in a 
design process. Refinement, the transformation of an abstract design into a 
more concrete design, is a creative process of composing design concepts 
[44]. A set of design patterns [11, 16, 46, 54, 70, 129] can be provided to 
give a designer hints in composing design concepts in order to satisfy 
certain generic requirements. 

A design method can refer to the design concepts of a design language. 
For examples, the design methods in [32, 41, 143] are specific to BPMN 
(Business Process Modeling Notation [87]). Those design methods provide 
guidelines for the development of a design by referring to the BPMN design 
concepts. Such a design method is language dependent, i.e., depends on the 
referred design language. It, hence, cannot be used with other design 
concepts. Figure 2-2 depicts the relations between a design method, design 
concepts, and design steps in the development of designs.  

 

A design method can restrict the use of design concepts, for example, by 
using specific annotations or stereotypes. The semantics of a design 
concept, however, cannot be violated by a design method. A design method 
can also define a subset of design concepts in a design language, which are 
allowed to be used in a design. In this way, a design method creates a profile 
of that design language [95]. A profile is targeted to a specific use, e.g., a 
specific application domain or implementation platform [9, 71, 92, 93].  

We analyse interaction design concepts and methods for service 
compositions. Since a number of design methods may use the same design 
language, we first analyse the interaction design concepts of the design 
languages that are used by the design methods and then analyse the design 
methods. 

Figure 2-2 
A design method refers 
to design concepts to 
guide design steps to 
produce designs 
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2.3 Framework for suitability analysis 

In this section, we define a framework for analysing the suitability of 
interaction design concepts to model abstract interactions. 

2.3.1 Abstract interactions 

In general, an abstract design reflects only design properties that are 
essential at the considered abstraction level, while ignoring properties that 
are irrelevant at the considered abstraction level. The ignored properties 
may be essential at a lower abstraction levels. At any abstraction level, one 
can choose which properties are considered essential and thus which 
properties one abstracts from. In interaction design, we want to abstract a 
structure of interactions for achieving a specific goal into a single interaction 
that only specifies that goal. This allows us to separate concerns of “what is 
the desired goal”, the higher abstraction level, and “how to achieve that goal”, 
the lower abstraction level [60]. In this thesis, a goal is represented by a 
desired result. A goal is achieved when this result is established.  

This separation of concerns leads to the definition of an interaction at 
two related abstraction levels as follows.  
– At a higher abstraction level, an abstract interaction specifies a desired 

result. 
– At a lower abstraction level, a structure of more concrete interactions 

specifies how to establish that result. 
These related abstraction levels can be considered as a relative notion. An 
abstraction level n is higher than an abstraction level n+1, but is lower than 
an abstraction level n–1. 

An entity that is involved in an interaction has its responsibility in the 
establishment of the interaction result. This responsibility can be modelled 
as requirements or constraints that have to be satisfied by the result. In a 
design process at related abstraction levels, an abstract interaction specifies 
the requirements that the involved entities have for the result; and a 
structure of more concrete interactions specifies how the involved entities 
satisfy those requirements. 

We argue that a designer should be able to represent a structure of 
interactions that establish a certain result by an abstract interaction that 
yields the same result. This allows better understanding of the involved 
entities, the responsibilities of those entities, and the desired result, while 
abstracting from detailed interactions between those entities.  

Of course, a designer could represent a structure of interactions by a 
generic activity, i.e. an action [131], that abstracts also from the 
participation of individual entities. With this representation, the designer 
only knows the desired result. This, however, is not sufficient in case of a 
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service composition where a designer wants to distinguish the different 
entities. In the beginning of a design process of a service composition, most 
likely, the designer has already some knowledge of existing or future 
services, and the participating entities, to be composed and of the 
distribution of responsibilities between the entities in the establishment of a 
desired result. This knowledge would be best expressed as an interaction, 
not as an action.  

Abstract interactions allow a business analyst to participate in the design 
of a service composition. A business analyst understands very well the 
business domain, but they are typically not knowledgeable or interested in 
system or implementation details. The participation of a business analyst is 
important to increase the possibility that a service composition indeed 
meets the business needs. 

2.3.2 Motivating example 

We use a service composition in Figure 2-3 to motivate the definition of 
our requirements for an interaction design concept that is suitable for 
modelling abstract interactions. This figure uses intuitive graphical notation. 
A rounded rectangle represents an entity. A bidirectional arrow represents 
an interaction. Interactions are numbered to indicate the order in which 
they should be performed. Entities that are involved in an interaction are 
called participants of that interaction.   

Figure 2-3 illustrates the following interactions between a buyer, seller, 
bank, and courier for purchasing an article. 
1. The buyer browses a product catalogue of the seller. 
2. The buyer orders an article in that product catalogue. 
3. The seller sends the invoice of the ordered article to the buyer. 
4. The buyer orders the bank to transfer some amount of money as 

indicated in the invoice, from the buyer’s bank account to the sellers’ 
bank account. 

5. The buyer notifies the seller that the requested amount of money has 
been transferred to the seller’s bank account as the payment of the 
invoice. 

6. The seller checks with the bank whether the money has been received. 
7. The seller confirms the payment to the buyer. 
8. The seller orders the courier to deliver the purchased article. 
9. The courier delivers the article to the buyer. 
10. The courier confirms the delivery of the article to the seller.  
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The designer may want to represent this example by a single abstract 
interaction for purchasing an article. However, the complexity of this 
example hinders the designer to derive an abstraction in a single step. To 
overcome the complexity, the designer can group those interactions into 
three smaller compositions of interactions: selection, payment, and delivery (as 
indicated with dashed rectangles in the figure); each of which is for 
achieving a sub-goal. Interaction selection is for selecting an article from the 
seller’s catalog. Interaction payment is for paying a selected article. 
Interaction delivery is for delivering a purchased article from the seller to the 
buyer. Their abstractions can be derived and then further abstracted into a 
single interaction. 

2.3.3 Abstraction patterns 

The motivating example consists of four generic abstraction patterns. A 
pattern is characterised by a generic structure of interactions and its desired 
abstraction.  

Pattern 1: multiple interactions to a single interaction 
A structure of interactions may consist of multiple interactions between 
participants, in which all participants are engaged in all interactions. This 
pattern abstracts such a structure of interactions into an interaction 
between those participants. 

Figure 2-4 illustrates multiple interactions between a buyer and seller 
for selecting an article (i.e., interactions 1 and 2 of the motivating example 
in Figure 2-3). We want to be able to abstract those interactions into an 
interaction between the buyer and seller.  

Figure 2-3 
A service composition 
for purchasing an article 
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Pattern 2: intermediary elimination 
A structure of interactions may consist of indirect interactions between 
participants through an intermediary. This pattern abstracts such a 
structure of interactions into a direct interaction between those 
participants. 

Figure 2-5 illustrates indirect interactions between a buyer and seller 
through a courier for delivering an article (i.e., interactions 8, 9, and 10 in 
Figure 2-3). We want to be able to abstract those interactions into an 
interaction between the buyer and seller. 

 

Pattern 3: bilateral interactions to a multilateral interaction 
A structure of interactions may involve three or more participants that 
interact with each other, in which every interaction is a bilateral interaction, 
i.e., performed by two participants only. A participant does not have to 
interact with all other participants. This pattern abstracts such a structure of 
interactions into a multilateral interaction between the participants. 

Figure 2-6 illustrates interactions between a buyer, seller, and bank for 
paying an invoice (i.e., interactions 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in Figure 2-3). We 
want to be able to abstract those interactions into a multilateral interaction 
between the buyer, seller, and courier.  

Figure 2-4 
Pattern 1:  multiple 
interactions to a single 
interaction 

Figure 2-5 
Pattern 2: intermediary 
elimination 
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Pattern 4: participant elimination 
A structure of interaction may consist of an interaction between three or 
more participants, in which some of the participants facilitate the 
implementation of that interaction. This pattern abstracts such an 
interaction into an interaction that abstracts from the facilitating 
participant. 

Figure 2-7 illustrates an interaction between a buyer, seller, and bank 
for paying an invoice (i.e., the abstraction of interactions 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in 
pattern 3 in Figure 2-6). The bank acts as a facilitating participant in this 
interaction. We want to be able to abstract this interaction into an 
interaction between the buyer and seller only.  

 

2.3.4 Suitability requirements 

To assess whether an interaction design concept is suitable for modelling 
abstract interactions, we define the following suitability requirements. An 
interaction design concept should allow a designer  
– SR1: to model an interaction between two or more participants. 

Figure 2-6 
Pattern 3: bilateral 
interaction to a 
multilateral interaction 

Figure 2-7 
Pattern 4: participant 
elimination 
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None of the abstraction patterns limits the maximum number of 
participants of an interaction. The abstract interaction in pattern 3 and 
the structure of interaction in pattern 4 require an interaction design 
concept that can model an interaction between three or more 
participants. 

– SR2: to define different views of different participants on the established result. 
Different participants may have different views on the result that is 
established by an abstract interaction. A view is modelled by a set of 
values that represents a (partial) result. In pattern 2, the different 
interactions between an intermediary and different participants may 
establish different views on a desired result. In patten 4, a facilitating 
participant may have a partial interest in and, hence, a different view on 
the established result.  

– SR3: to specify the relation between different views of different participants. 
Since different views represent the same established result, they must be 
related to each other.  

– SR4: to specify participants’ requirements. 
Participants are interested in the interaction result and use it for their 
own activities. They need to be able to impose their own requirements 
on the result. 

2.4 Suitability analysis 

In this section, we analyse the interaction design concepts and methods for 
service compositions in [15, 32, 33, 41, 51, 65, 76, 81, 108, 113, 117, 
125, 143, 145]. These methods are selected based on the following criteria. 
– Supported by graphical notations. A business analyst prefers to use graphical 

notations to model (interacting) business processes because this way of 
modelling is more intuitive and comfortable for them [87]. This 
criterion excludes design methods that use only textual or mathematical 
specifications for modelling service compositions.  

– No technical details of implementation platforms. Typically, a business analyst 
has no knowledge of, or interest in, the technical details of 
implementation platforms. This criterion excludes design methods that 
specific for implementation platforms.  

The design languages used by those design methods are UML [96], BPMN 
[87, 88], Petri Net [104], Let’s Dance [146], and ISDL [44, 107, 110]. We 
focus on the behaviour modelling of service compositions, not on the 
structural modelling.  
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2.4.1 UML 

UML provides different types of diagrams to serve the modelling of 
different aspects of a system. UML offers a large number of packages. A 
package consists of a set of design concepts.  

The CommonBehaviors package provides a communication infrastructure 
for interactions between objects, regardless of the diagram that is used to 
model the interactions, i.e., activity, sequence, communication, or 
interaction overview diagram. This package defines two kinds of 
communication: signal passing and operation call. A signal passing is an 
asynchronous communication. An operation call can be either an 
asynchronous or synchronous communication. An asynchronous 
communication between a sender and receiver allows the sender to 
continue its execution without having to wait any reply from the receiver. A 
synchronous communication makes the sender to wait for a reply from the 
receiver before it can continue its execution. 

The Actions package provides action types for behaviour modelling. It 
includes actions for communication: SendSignalAction, AcceptEventAction, 
CallOperationAction, AcceptCallAction, and ReplyAction.  

In a signal passing, a sender sends a send request (called a signal) to a 
receiver by executing a SendSignalAction. After sending the signal, this 
action completes immediately. To receive a signal, a receiver executes an 
AcceptEventAction. A signal triggers a reaction in the receiver and is 
without a reply. Figure 2-8 depicts signal-passing communication in a 
sequence diagram. 

 

To make an asynchronous operation call, a sender sends a call request to 
a receiver by executing a CallOperationAction with attribute 
‘isSynchronous’ set to ‘false’. After sending the call request, this action 
completes immediately. To receive a call request, a receiver executes an 
AcceptEventAction. This request invokes an operation in the receiver. 
Figure 2-9 depicts an asynchronous operation call in a sequence diagram. 

Figure 2-8  
Signal passing in a 
sequence diagram 
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To make a synchronous operation call, a sender sends a call request to a 
receiver by executing a CallOperationAction with attribute ‘isSynchronous’ 
set to ‘true’. This attribute setting makes the action to wait for a reply. To 
receive a call request, a receiver executes an AcceptCallAction. This request 
invokes an operation in the receiver. To send a reply, the receiver executes 
a ReplyAction. When the sender receives the reply, its CallOperationAction 
completes and produces outputs describing the reply. Figure 2-10 depicts a 
synchronous operation call in a sequence diagram.  

 

A request (i.e., a send request or a call request) is sent by exactly one 
sender and is received by exactly one receiver. A sender, however, may 
generate a number of requests; each of which is sent to a different receiver.  

Signal passing and operation call represent message-passing and request-
response interaction mechanisms, respectively, that are commonly provided 
by communication middleware.  

The UseCases package includes the concept of UseCase. A use-case defines 
a behaviour that a systems offers to its users, abstracting from the internal 
structure or functions of the behaviour. Hence, a use-case can be 
considered as an abstract interaction between a system and its users. The 
behaviour of a use case can be described using interactions, activities, or 
state machines. A system may offer a set of use-cases, but their execution 
order cannot be specified. 

The CompositeStructure package includes the concept of Collaboration. A 
collaboration defines an abstraction of a structure of participants to 
accomplish some functionality. A collaboration models the structure, not 
the behaviour, of a distributed application. 

Suitability  
The suitability analysis of the UML interaction design concepts to model 
abstract interactions is as follows. 

Figure 2-9 
Asynchronous operation 
call in a sequence 
diagram 

Figure 2-10 
Synchronous operation 
call in a sequence 
diagrams 
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– SR1: A signal passing and operation call is performed by two participants 
only, i.e., a sender and receiver. A designer cannot model an interaction 
between three or more participants.  
With a use-case, a designer can model an interaction between two or 
more participants, i.e., a system and one or more users. 

– SR2: In a signal passing, the participants see the same signal between 
them. In an operation call, the participants see the same call request and 
the same reply, if any. The participants have the same view on the 
established result. A designer cannot define different views for different 
participants.  
A designer cannot define the result established in a use-case and thus 
the views on the result. 

– SR3: In a signal passing and operation call, the relation between the 
participants’ views is pre-defined, i.e., all participants have the same 
view. A designer cannot specify the relation between the participant’s 
views.  
Since the result and the views on the result cannot be defined in a use-
case, a designer cannot specify the relation between the views. 

– SR4: A signal passing, operation call, and use-case have no property that 
allows a designer to specify the participants’ requirements.  

The UML interaction design concepts do not satisfy all the suitability 
requirements. 

Design methods 
UML is used in the design methods in [15, 65, 81, 117, 125].  

 [15] distinguishes between a static model and a dynamic model. The 
static model specifies the structure of a service composition. The dynamic 
model specifies the behaviour of the service composition. In the static 
model, participants are represented by components that have uses 
relationships with each other. In the dynamic model, a sequence diagram is 
used to model interactions between those participants.  

This design method does not distinguish any abstraction level. It cannot 
bridge the conceptual gap between the business and software domains. It 
cannot help a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction design. 

[65] distinguishes three abstraction levels: collaboration level, transaction 
level, and interaction level. At the collaboration level, a service composition is 
modelled as a collaboration between objects that represent participants. A 
collaboration may consist of sub-collaborations. At the transaction level, a 
collaboration is refined into an activity diagram that specifies the behaviour 
of the collaboration. An action in an activity diagram represents a 
transaction between two or more participants. A transaction can be refined 
into sub-transactions in another activity diagram. At the interaction level, an 
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activity diagram is refined into a number of sequence diagrams; each of 
which refines an action of that activity diagram.  

The abstraction levels can bridge the conceptual gap between the 
business and software domains. This design method can help a designer to 
manage the complexity of an interaction design. However, the use of 
different concepts to represent interactions at different abstraction levels 
can create conceptual gaps between the abstraction levels. Furthermore, the 
use of collaborations and activity diagrams at higher abstraction levels shows 
that the UML interaction design concepts cannot model abstract 
interactions.  

[81] distinguishes two abstraction levels. At the higher abstraction level, 
a collaboration between participants is represented by a number of use-
cases in a use-case diagram. A participant is represented as an actor. At the 
lower abstraction level, the behaviour of each use-case is specified in a 
sequence diagram.  

The higher and lower abstraction levels represent the business and 
software domains, respectively, but do not bridge them. The use of use-
cases at the higher abstraction level allows the complexity of an interaction 
design to be managed at the lower abstraction level. A use-case represents a 
sub-goal of a service composition. A corresponding sequence diagram 
specifies how to achieve a sub-goal. Since a use-case diagram does not 
specify the execution order of use-cases, such an ordering has to be 
specified in a sequence diagram. This makes the use-cases less helpful in 
managing the complexity of an interaction design. 

In [117], interactions between participants are modelled in an activity 
diagram. An activity is annotated with a stereotype that indicates the activity 
in an implementation. Stereotypes «WebServiceCall» and «ImmediateStep» 
indicate a service call and internal activity, respectively. A participant is 
modelled as a class that is stereotyped with «BusinessService» in a class 
diagram. This class lists operations provided by that participant.  

This design method does not distinguish any abstraction level. It cannot 
bridge the conceptual gap between the business and software domains. It 
cannot help a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction design. 

[125] distinguishes between a static model and a dynamic model, but 
does not distinguish any abstraction level (similar to [15]). In the static 
model, a participant is modelled as a class that is stereotyped with 
«serviceComponent». This class lists the operations that are provided by that 
participant. In the dynamic model, the behaviour of a service composition 
is modelled as an activity diagram. In this diagram, an activity represents a 
service invocation.  

This design method cannot bridge the conceptual gap between the 
business and software domains. It cannot help a designer to manage the 
complexity of an interaction design.  
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2.4.2 BPMN 

BPMN is a design language for business process modelling. Interactions 
between business processes can be defined as a collaboration, 
choreography, or conversation.  

A collaboration defines interactions between business processes in terms 
of message flows. A message flow defines the flow of a message between two 
participants, in which one participant sends the message and another 
participant receives the message. A message flow can only be specified 
across business processes, i.e., a message flow cannot be specified between 
tasks, activities, or sub-processes of the same business process.  

A message flow represents a message-passing interaction mechanism. 
Figure 2-11 depicts an example of an interaction between a sender and 
receiver for sending a message. 

 

A choreography defines the coordination of interactions between 
participants in terms of choreography activities and their ordering relations. A 
choreography activity represents an interaction or message exchanges 
between two or more participants. A choreography activity can be 
decomposed into sub-activities. 

Figure 2-12 depicts the interactions between a distributor, retailer, and 
shipper as a choreography that consists of two choreography activities stock 
order and plan shipment. Activity stock order involves two participants, i.e., the 
distributor and retailer. The retailer initiates this activity. The initating 
participant is indicated by the white band on which the participant name is 
specified. Activity plan shipment involves three participants, i.e., the 
distributor, retailer, and shipper.   

Stock order 

Distributor

Retailer

Plan shipment

Distributor

Retailer
Shipper

 

The messages that are exchanged in a choreography activity can be 
specified, as depicted in Figure 2-13(i). This choreography activity 
represents the message flows in the collaboration in Figure 2-13(ii). 

Figure 2-11 
Sending a message from 
a sender to a receiver 

Figure 2-12 
A choreography between 
a distributor, retailer, 
and shipper 
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A conversation represents a group of related message exchanges between 
two or more participants. A conversation can be decomposed into sub-
conversations. 

Figure 2-14(i) depicts a conversation between a distributor, retailer, and 
shipper to plan the shipment of ordered products. This conversation 
represents a set of message flows in the collaboration in Figure 2-14(ii).  

 

Suitability  
The suitability analysis of the BPMN interaction design concepts to model 
abstract interactions is as follows. 
– SR1: A message flow is performed by two participants only, i.e., a sender 

and receiver. A designer cannot model an interaction between three or 
more participants.  
With a choreography activity or conversation, a designer can model an 
interaction between two or more participants. 

– SR2: In a message flow, the participants see the same message between 
them. They have the same view on the established result. A designer 
cannot define different views for different participants.  

Figure 2-13 
A choreography activity 
and a collaboration that 
is represented by that 
choreography activity 

Figure 2-14 
A collaboration is 
represented by a 
conversation 
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In a choreography activity or conversation between two participants, the 
participants see the same messages between them. The participants have 
the same view on the established result. A designer cannot define 
different views for different participants.  
In a choreography activity or conversation between three or more 
participants, different participants see different messages. However, a 
choreography activity or conversation has no property that allows a 
designer to define the different messages for different participants.  

– SR3: In a message flow, the relation between the participants’ views is 
pre-defined. In a choreography activity or conversation between two 
participants, the relation between the participants’ views is also pre-
defined. A designer cannot specify the relation between the participants’ 
views.  
In a choreography activity or conversation between three or more 
participants, there is no interaction property that allows a designer to 
specify the relation between the different messages for different 
participants. 

– SR4: A message flow, choreography activity, and conversation have no 
property that allows a designer to specify the participants’ requirements.   

The BPMN interaction design concepts does not satisfy all the suitability 
requirements.  

Design methods 
BPMN is used in the design methods in [32, 41, 143]. These design 
methods use message flows only. To our knowledge, no design method for 
service compositions uses the BPMN choreography activity and 
conversation yet. 

[32] defines four deliverables in different types of models: choreography 
milestone, choreography scenario, choreography, and provider behaviour. A 
choreography milestone model specifies the milestones in a collaboration. 
No interaction is defined in this model. A choreography scenario model 
specifies a possible conversation scenario between participants from one 
milestone to another milestone. A choreography model represents all 
interactions between participants. A provider behaviour model of a 
participant specifies all interactions in which that participant is involved. 
This model can also show internal activities of that participant.  

Different deliverables represent different concerns on a service 
composition. They do not represent abstraction levels, but we can derive 
the abstraction-refinement relationships between the deliverables. A 
choreography scenario model is a refinement of a choreography milestone 
model. A provider behaviour model is a refinement of the internal 
behaviour of a participant in a choreography scenario model. A 
choreography model is an abstraction of a choreography scenario model. 
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However, since all interactions are specified as message flows, those 
abstraction levels cannot bridge the conceptual gap between the business 
and software domains. This design method cannot help a designer to 
manage the complexity of an interaction design.  

[41] uses the BPMN process types to represent abstraction levels: 
collaboration (global) process, abstract (public) process, and private (internal) process. 
A collaboration process specifies interactions between participants, 
abstracting from the internal activities of those participants. An abstract 
process specifies the participants and their interaction activities. A private 
process specifies internal behaviour of a participant. It can contain sub-
processes; each of which is to be refined into activities or tasks. 

All interactions are specified as message flows. Similar to [32], the 
abstraction levels cannot bridge the conceptual gap between the business 
and software domains. This design method cannot help a designer to 
manage the complexity of an interaction design.  

[143] models a service composition as the internal behaviour of the 
coordinator of an orchestration. This design method does not distinguish 
any abstraction level. Hence, it cannot bridge the conceptual gap between 
the business and software domains. It cannot help a designer to manage the 
complexity of an interaction design. 

2.4.3 Petri Nets 

Petri Nets is a formal/mathematical modelling language for analysing 
distributed systems. It consists of two basic concepts: places and transitions, 
which represent a state and an activity of a system, respectively. Control flows 
between activities can be specified by directional relations between 
transitions and places. 

Petri Nets does not have an interaction design concept. To model an 
interaction, a design method typically uses a pair of transitions connected 
via a place as depicted in Figure 2-15. One transition represents an activity 
for sending a message and another transition represents an activity for 
receiving the message. An interaction that is modelled in this way represents 
a message-passing interaction mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 2-15 
Modelling message 
passing in Petri Net 
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Suitability 
A transition represents an activity in general, not an interaction. Petri Nets 
do not have an interaction design concept, thus we cannot analyse its 
suitability.  

A designer may use hierarchical Petri Nets [45] for modelling abstract 
interactions. Figure 2-16 depicts the abstraction of the interaction in Figure 
2-15. In this example, a transition is used to represent an interaction. This 
representation allows a designer to model an interaction between two or 
more participants and, therefore, satisifies requirement SR1. However, it 
does not satisfy requirements SR2, SR3, and SR4 because Petri Nets cannot 
specify the result that should be established in an interaction. 

 

 

Design methods 
Petri Nets is used in the design methods in [33, 51, 76].  

[33] defines four viewpoints from which a service composition can be 
described: choreography viewpoint, interface behaviour viewpoint, provider behaviour 
viewpoint, and orchestration viewpoint. A choreography viewpoint describes a 
collaboration between participants. It shows only the activities that are used 
in the collaboration, i.e., the send and receive activities as depicted in 
Figure 2-15. An interface behaviour viewpoint describes the observable 
behaviour of a role played by a participant to interact with another 
participant. A provider behaviour viewpoint describes the observable 
behaviour of a participant in a collaboration. If a participant plays multiple 
roles, its provider behaviour is a composition of the interface behaviour 
viewpoints that describe those roles. An orchestration viewpoint describes 
the internal behaviour of the coordinator of an orchestration. The relations 
between viewpoints are defined as follows. A participant in a choreography 
can be refined into a provider behaviour. A provider behaviour of a 
participant can be refined into an orchestration.  

The relations between viewpoints lead us to associate the viewpoints 
with the following successive abstraction levels: choreography, provider 
behaviour, and orchestration. However, since all interactions are specified 
as message passings, those abstraction levels cannot bridge the conceptual 
gap between the business and software domains. This design method 
cannot help a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction design.  

Figure 2-16 
Message passing as a 
transition 
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[51, 76] do not distinguish any abstraction level. A service composition 
is represented in terms of message exchanges between participants. The 
internal activities of the participants are specified in the same model. These 
design methods cannot bridge the conceptual gap between the business and 
software domains. They cannot help a designer to manage the complexity of 
an interaction design.  

2.4.4 Let’s Dance 

Let’s Dance is a design language for modelling service behaviours. An 
interaction between participants or actors is described in terms of a 
message exchange. One actor performs a communication action called a 
message sending action; another actor performs a communication action called 
a message receipt action. Two types of message exchanges are distinguished: 
send without acknowledgement and send with acknowledgement, as depicted in 
Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18, respectively. In these figures, actor Sender 
performs a message sending action and actor Receiver performs a message 
receipt action. An interaction is modelled by two complementary 
communication actions that are connected to each other. 

Message passing without acknowledgement represents an unconfirmed 
message-passing interaction mechanism. Message passing with 
acknowledgement represents a provider-confirmed message-passing 
interaction mechanism.   

 

 

Suitability analysis 
The suitability analysis of the Let’s Dance interaction design concepts to 
model abstract interactions is as follows. 
– SR1: A message passing is performed by two participants only, i.e., a 

sender and a receiver. A designer cannot model an interaction between 
three or more participants. 

Figure 2-17 
Send without 
acknowledgement 

Figure 2-18 
Send with 
acknowledgement 
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– SR2: The participants see the same message between them. They have 
the same view on the established result. A designer cannot define 
different views for different participants. 

– SR3: The relation between the participants’ views is pre-defined, i.e., all 
participants have the same view. A designer cannot specify the relation 
between the participants’ views. 

– SR4: A communication action has no property that allows a designer to 
specify the participants’ requirements.   

The Let’s Dance interaction design concept does not satisfy all the 
suitability requirements. 

Design method 
Let’s Dance is used in the design method in [145]. The design method 
defines two views: global view and local view. The global view of a service 
composition shows a choreography model between participants. The local 
view of a participant is obtained by extracting the communication actions of 
that participant from the choreography model in the global view. This 
method does not distinguish any abstraction level. It cannot bridge the 
conceptual gap between the business and software domains. It cannot help 
a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction design. 

2.4.5 ISDL 

ISDL (Interaction Systems Design Language) is a design language for 
modelling distributed systems. It was developed based on the experiences 
with the use of LOTOS (Language Of Temporal Ordering Specification [24, 
59]) [44], while the development of LOTOS itself was based on earlier 
research on the interaction concept. The dynamic part of the behavioural 
model in LOTOS is derived from the process algebras of CCS (Calculus of 
Communicating Systems [82]) and CSP (Communicating Sequential 
Processes [53]). Since then, several ideas for improving ISDL have been 
suggested in, and beyond, our research group, including some ideas 
elaborated in this thesis. Most of these ideas, though, have not been 
formalised yet. For these reasons, our analysis in this section is based on the 
formulation of the ISDL interaction concept as available in the literature.  

In ISDL, an interaction is defined as a unit of activity that is performed by 
two or more participants in cooperation to establish a common result. A 
result is represented by a set of values. Participants’ requirements are 
specified as constraints that are imposed on that result. 

An interaction is considered atomic in the sense that it either occurs or 
does not occur at all, when used in a specification at a certain abstraction 
level. If an interaction occurs, it establishes the same set of values 
representing the result. These values are available from the same time 
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moment and at the same location for all participants. The ISDL interaction 
design concept adopts a synchronous interaction model, requiring 
participants to be involved in an interaction simultaneously.  

Figure 2-19 depicts the purchase interaction of a car between two 
participants: a buyer and seller. When this interaction occurs, it establishes 
the same value for the car and the same value for the price in the buyer and 
seller that are available from the same time moment and at the same 
location. 

 

Suitability 
The suitability analysis of the ISDL interaction design concept to model 
abstract interactions is as follows. 
– SR1: A designer can model an interaction between two, three, or more 

participants. 
– SR2: The participants have the same view on the established result. A 

designer cannot define different views for different participants. 
– SR3: The relation between the participants’ views is pre-defined, i.e., all 

participants have the same view. A designer cannot specify the relation 
between the participants’ views. 

– SR4: A designer can specify the participant’s requirements as constraints 
that are imposed on the interaction result.  

The ISDL interaction design concept does not satisfy all the suitability 
requirements.  

Design methods 
ISDL is used in the design methods in [108, 113].  

[108] defines four abstraction levels: business process specification, 
application service specification, application service design, and application service 
implementation. A business process specification defines activities in a service 
composition, abstracting from possible assignments of the activities to 
individual entities. An application service specification defines entities that 
are involved in a service composition. It identifies which activities should be 
performed by which individual entities and which activities should be 
performed by the entities in cooperation. The business process specification 
is decomposed accordingly. An activity that is to be performed in 
cooperation becomes an interaction. Figure 2-20 illustrates the 

Figure 2-19 
A purchase interaction 
between a buyer and 
seller 
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decomposition of a business process into application services. An 
application service design specifies a participant in terms of a composition 
of sub-entities. An application service implementation specifies the 
implementation of an application service design with a specific service 
technology or platform. 

 

An interaction is defined as a refinement of an activity in a business 
process specification. Once an interaction between participants is defined 
(at the application service specification level), the interaction is not further 
refined. The interaction design between participants is defined only at that 
abstraction level. The abstraction levels cannot bridge the conceptual gap 
between the business and software domains. This design method cannot 
help a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction design. 

[113] defines three generic abstraction levels: single interaction, 
choreography, and orchestration. At the abstraction level of a single interaction, 
a service composition is modelled as a single interaction between 
participants. This interaction specifies the goal of the service composition. 
It is refined into a structure of interactions between the participants at the 
choreography level. An interaction at the choreography level can be further 
refined into a structure of interactions. A participant is refined into a 
composition of sub-entities at the orchestration level.  

Interactions are designed at related abstraction levels. The design 
method can bridge the conceptual gap between the business and software 
domains. It can help a designer to manage the complexity of an interaction 
design. However, the synchronous interaction model that is adopted by the 
ISDL interaction concept limits possible interaction refinements. A 
designer can only define direct interactions between participants because 
participants have to be involved in an interaction simultaneously. Since all 
participants have the same view on the established result, a designer cannot 
include a participant that has partial interest on the result, e.g., a facilitating 
participant. 

2.4.6 Summary 

We summarise our analysis as follows. 

Figure 2-20 
Decomposition of a 
business process into 
application service 
designs 
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Interaction design concepts 
Table 2-1 summarises the results of our suitability analysis. We consider the 
suitablity of the interaction design concept only based on our specific 
requirements and not based on suitability for other purposes.  
 

Suitability requirements Language and  
interaction design concept SR1 SR2 SR3 SR4 

UML: signal passing – – – – 
UML: operation call – – – – 
UML: use-case + – – – 
BPMN: message flow – – – – 
BPMN: choreography activity + – – – 
BPMN: conversation + – – – 
Petri Nets N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Let’s Dance – – – – 
ISDL + – – + 
Legend: 
+ 
– 

N/A 

: satisfied 
: not satisfied   
: not applicable (Petri Nets does not have any interaction design concept) 

 
A designer can use comments or other textual notation to add design 

properties that are not provided by an interaction design concept. 
Comments or other textual notation is an informal way to specify a design. 
We do not include them in the analysis.  

An interaction design concept that is suitable for modelling abstract 
interactions would satisfy all the suitability requirements. From Table 2-1, 
we observe that the ISDL interaction concept is the closest one to a suitable 
interaction design concept. Therefore, we take the ISDL interaction 
concept as a basis for our interaction design concept and enhance it in 
order to make it satisfy all the suitability requirements. 

Design methods 
The design methods in [32, 33, 41, 65, 81, 108] distinguish related 
abstraction levels. However, the interaction design concepts that they use 
force a designer to define interactions at an implementation level only. 

Except for [108, 113], the design methods that distinguish related 
abstraction levels do not provide a mechanism to assess the conformance 
between designs at different abstraction levels. Without such conformance 
assessment, the correctness relation between interaction designs cannot be 
established.  

Table 2-1 
Results of our suitability 
analysis  
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2.5 Examples of interaction designs 

In this section, we design the service composition in the motivating 
example in Section 2.3.2 in two interaction designs. The first interaction 
design is developed by using an interaction design concept that can only 
model concrete interactions. It aims at showing that such an interaction 
design concept cannot help a designer to manage the complexity of the 
interaction design at related abstraction levels. The second interaction 
design is developed by using an interaction design concept that can model 
abstract interactions. It aims at giving an outlook for a design method that 
allows a designer to model interactions at related abstraction levels. 

In the service composition, we identify the buyer and seller as the 
essential participants; and the bank and courier as supporting participants. 
An essential participant is a participant without which a service composition 
can occur. A supporting participant is a participant that facilitates 
interactions between the esential participants. It can be an intermediary or 
facilitating participant. A supporting participant may be removed if it is not 
used; or substituted with other supporting participant(s).  

2.5.1 Interaction design using concrete interactions 

We use the BPMN message flow to design a service composition for the 
following reasons. 
– The BPMN message flow represents a message-passing mechanism. 
– BPMN supports abstraction levels by providing the concepts of abstract 

processes and sub-processes. An abstract process represents a business 
process abstracting from its internal behaviour. A sub-process represents 
a composition of sub-actitivies of a business process as a single activity. 
Hence, we can show the use of the BPMN message flow at related 
abstraction levels.  

 
We follow the design method in [41] for designing our motivating 

example in Section 2.3.2. Firstly, we design the service composition as a 
collaboration process, as depicted in Figure 2-21. The design shows the 
message flows between the participants. All participants, i.e., the essential 
and the supporting participants, and all message flows have to be specified 
in the design.  
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A message flow cannot represent multiple related message flows in 
different directions. A request-response interaction mechanism must be 
modelled as two message flows. One message flow is for sending the request 
and another message flow in the opposite direction is for sending the 
response. Interactions 1, 4, 6, and 8 in Figure 2-3 are to be implemented 
using a request-response interaction mechanism. Each of those interactions 
is therefore modelled as two message flows in opposite directions, e.g., 
message flows 1a and 1b.  

Abstracting from the bank as a facilitating participant and the courier as 
an intemediary, will remove message flows numbered with 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
and 10 as depicted in Figure 2-22. This would leave the design incomplete 
and unclear. Questions may arise. For example, does the buyer have to pay 
the invoice before sending a payment notification to the seller (message 
flow no. 5)? Does the buyer get the purchased article? 

 

Secondly, we refine the collaboration process by modelling the phases of 
the purchasing. We model those phases as collapsed sub-processes within 
the participants’ processes. The collapsed sub-processes are selection, 
payment and delivery, as depicted in Figure 2-23. The numbers of message 
flows correspond to the numbers of message flows in Figure 2-21. 

Figure 2-21  
The purchase scenario 
as interacting abstract 
processs 

Figure 2-22 
Abstracting from the 
bank and courier 
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Finally, we refine the design to model the internal behaviour of the 
phases in the participants. We expand the sub-processes with activities as 
depicted in Figure 2-24. We consider this design as a design at an 
implementation level. 

This example shows that, although we can model the participants’ 
behaviours at a higher abstraction level (Figure 2-21 and Figure 2-23), the 
BPMN message flow forces us to specify the interactions between the 
participants at an implementation level. Abstractions are applicable only for 
modelling the internal behaviour of the participants. The BPMN message 
flow does not allow us to abstract a structure of related interactions into a 
single abstract interaction. 

The BPMN message flow does not allow us to abstract from supporting 
participants. The introduction of the behaviour of supporting participants 
increases the complexity of an interaction design at the early phases of a 
design process. 

Figure 2-23 
Phases of the 
purchasing are 
represented as 
collapsed sub-
processes 
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2.5.2 Interaction design using abstract interactions 

We use ISDL to design a service composition because we will use the ISDL 
interaction concept as a basis for our interaction design concept (see 
Section 2.4.6). 

At a higher abstraction level, the service composition is represented as 
an abstract interaction between the essential participants, i.e., the buyer and 
seller, as depicted in Figure 2-25. The design should specify the result to be 

Figure 2-24 
The service composition 
for purchasing at an 
implementation level 
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established, the participants’ views on the result, the relations between the 
participants’ views, and the participants’ requirements on the establishment 
of the result. 

 

We then refine this abstract interaction into a structure of interactions 
that specifies how the service composition establishes the result. The 
structure of interactions consists of interactions select, pay, and deliver that 
are performed consecutively, as depicted in Figure 2-26. 

 

We recursively refine each interaction in Figure 2-26 into a structure of 
interactions, as depicted in Figure 2-27. Abstract interaction select is refined 
into two interactions: browse catalog and order article. Abstract interaction pay 
is refined into an interaction pay article that introduces a bank as a 
facilitating participant. Abstract interaction deliver is refined into a structure 
of interactions that introduces a courier as an intermediary. 

 

This recursive refinement can be done until it results in interactions that 
can be mapped onto available interaction mechanisms. Figure 2-28 is 

Figure 2-25 
A service composition 
as an abstract interaction 

Figure 2-26 
A structure of 
interactions (1) 

Figure 2-27 
A structure of 
interactions (2) 
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obtained from refining abstract multilateral interaction pay article in Figure 
2-27 into a structure of bilateral interactions. 

Buyer Seller

browse catalog

order article

send invoice

Bank

Courier

deliver
article

order 
delivery
confirm
delivery

order
transfer

check
balance

notify payment

confirm payment

 

In order to obtain a concrete interaction design that conforms to an 
abstract interaction design, refinement should be followed by conformance 
assessment.  

2.6 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have analysed interaction design concepts and methods 
for service compositions. The interaction design concepts are from UML, 
BPMN, Let’s Dance, and ISDL. Most of the interaction design concepts 
represent interaction mechanisms that are provided by communication 
middleware. Such an interaction design concept forces a designer to 
develop interaction designs at an implementation level.  

We have also analysed how Petri Nets can be used to represent an 
interaction, i.e., a message-passing mechanism. Such an interaction 
represents a concrete interaction that cannot model abstract interactions. 

Some of the analysed design methods define related abstraction levels. 
However, they fail to manage the complexity of an interaction design, 
because they are not supported by interaction design concepts that are 
suitable for modelling abstract interactions.  

Figure 2-28 
A structure of 
interactions (3) 
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Requirements of an interaction design concept 
We aim to define an interaction design concept that is suitable for 
modelling interactions at related abstraction levels. We define the following 
requirements for such an interaction design concept.  
– An interaction design concept should be suitable for modelling abstract 

interactions. The suitability requirements in Section 2.3.4 should be 
satisified. The interaction design concept should allow a designer 
– to model an interaction between two or more participants, 
– to define different views of different participants on the established 

result, 
– to specify the relation between different views of different 

participants, and 
– to specify participants’ requirements directly. 

– An interaction design concept should be suitable for modelling concrete 
interactions. Such an interaction design concept should allow a designer 
to model interaction mechanisms precisely, because an interaction 
design is eventually realised by an application developer. A precise 
interaction model avoids misinterpretation of an interaction design by 
the application developers. 
 
In Chapter 3, we discuss further the limitations of the ISDL interaction 

design concept and propose the necessary enchancements. In Chapter 4, we 
define transformations for designing interactions at related abstraction 
levels. In Chapter 5, we show that the enhanced interaction concept is 
suitable for modelling concrete interactions.  

 



 

Chapter 3 

3. Design concepts for interaction 
modelling 

Any artificial system, including a distributed application, is developed to 
deliver a specific functionality. In order to deliver that functionality, a 
system performs a certain behaviour. An external entity that wants to access 
that functionality must interact with the system while exhibiting itself a 
certain behaviour. Behaviour modelling, therefore, is  necessary in system 
design. As a distributed application is characterised by interactions between 
application components, interaction modelling is essential in the behaviour 
modelling of a distributed application. 

This chapter presents design concepts in ISDL (Interaction System 
Design Language [31, 44, 107, 110, 111, 130, 131]), especially for 
behaviour modelling, and enhances the ISDL interaction concept. This 
chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 gives an overview of basic design 
concepts for modelling distributed systems. Section 3.2 presents 
perspectives on distributed systems. Section 3.3 presents in more detail 
design concepts for behaviour modelling. These three sections summarise 
the current state-of-the-art of ISDL. The following sections present new 
contributions. Section 3.4 shows the limitations of the ISDL interaction 
concept for modelling abstract interactions. Section 3.5 enhances the ISDL 
interaction concept to make it satisfy the suitability requirements defined in 
Chapter 2. Section 3.6 describes the relationship between the action 
concept and the enhanced interaction concept. Section 3.7 presents 
shorthand notations for interaction specifications that appear frequently in 
designs. Finally, Section 3.8 presents some concluding remarks. 
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3.1 Basic design concepts 

A distributed system can be represented in two conceptual domains: the 
entity domain and the behaviour domain.  

3.1.1 Entity domain 

In the entity domain, a distributed system is represented as a structure of 
interconnected entities. Three basic design concepts are identified: entity, 
interaction point, and action point. 

Entity 
An entity represents a logical or physical mechanism as a carrier of the 
behaviour of a part of a distributed system or of the system as a total. It 
does not represent the behaviour itself. This behaviour  has to be defined by 
a separate behaviour specification. For example, a travel reservation 
application can be represented by an entity whose behaviour specifies 
definition how  to help a customer in making a flight or hotel reservation. 
Alternative terms to denote an entity are ‘component’, ‘object’, ‘module’, 
or ‘resource’. An entity is uniquely identified by an entity identifier (entity 
name).  

Interaction point 
An interaction point represents a logical or physical mechanism through 
which entities can interact. It does not represent the interactions 
themselves. These interactions are defined by the  behaviour specification of 
the entity. An interaction point is shared between entities. This implies that 
interacting entities can establish results to which these entities can refer. An 
entity can access the functionality of another entity only through 
interactions at one or more interaction points. For example, a series of web 
pages displaying the steps to make a flight reservation is an interaction point 
through which a customer can interact with a travel reservation application. 
An entity can access the functionality of another entity only through their 
interaction points. An alternative term to denote an interaction point is 
‘connector’. An interaction point is uniquely identified by an interaction point 
identifier (interaction point name).  

 
Figure 3-1 depicts a model of a distributed system consisting of two 

entities: a customer and travel reservation application, that interact with each 
other through an interaction point ip. An entity is graphically expressed as a 
box with cut-off corners. Its identifier is placed inside that box. An 
interaction point is graphically expressed as an ellipse connecting entities 
that share this interaction point. Its identifier is placed inside that ellipse. 
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Action point 
During refinement, an entity can be decomposed into multiple internal 
entities that are interconnected via internal interaction points. When 
considering that entity as a whole, one may abstract from the internal 
entities but keep the internal interaction points. In this case, internal 
interaction points are called action points. An action point represents an 
internal mechanism of an entity at which a result is established.  

In Figure 3-2, a travel reservation application is refined by decomposing 
it into four internal entities: a presentation component, coordinator, flight 
reservation system, and hotel reservation system. These entities are interconnected 
via internal interaction points p1, p2, and p3. Interaction point ip of the 
original entity is maintained. One may consider this decomposed 
application by abstracting from its internal entities. This leaves the 
application with action points p1 and p2. 

 

Of course, one can also define these internal action points directly, 
avoiding the detour of defining the internal entities. However, a design 
process is generally intended to define the internal entities. 

An action point is uniquely identified by an action point identifier (action 
point name). An action point is graphically expressed as an ellipse. Its 
identifier is placed inside that ellipse. 

Figure 3-1 
Entities and interaction 
points in a distributed 
system 

Figure 3-2  
Refinement and 
abstraction of a travel 
reservation application 
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A model that represents a distributed system in the entity domain is 
called an entity model. 

3.1.2 Behaviour domain 

In the behaviour domain, a distributed system is represented as a composition 
of interacting behaviours. The system as a whole is represented as a single 
behaviour that delivers the system’s functionality.  

To define and specify a behaviour, three basic design concepts are 
defined: action, interaction, and causality relation. These design concepts are 
briefly introduced here and further elaborated in Section 3.3. 

Action 
A distributed system delivers its functionality by performing one or more 
activities. An action represents a unit of activity that is performed by a single 
entity to establish a result. A result is represented by the availability of a set 
of information values at a certain time moment and at a certain location. In 
the example of a travel reservation application above, parsing a user request 
into an operation request that is understandable to the coordinator is an 
action of the presentation component. Formatting an operation result into 
a response that is understandable to a user is another action.  Alternative 
terms to denote actions are ‘tasks’ or ‘internal activities’. An action is 
uniquely identified by an action identifier (or action name). 

Interaction  
An interaction represents an action that is performed by multiple entities in 
cooperation to establish a common result. For example, a customer 
interacts with a travel reservation application to make a flight reservation. 
The contribution of an entity in an interaction is called an interaction 
contribution. For example, in an interaction for making a flight reservation, a 
customer contributes by providing the departure place, destination place, 
and preferred travel date; while the travel reservation application 
contributes by providing a reserved flight to the customer. Alternative terms 
to denote an interaction are ‘joint task’, ‘shared activity’, or ‘collaboration’. 
An interaction is uniquely identified by an interaction identifier (interaction 
name).  

An action can also be seen as an integrated interaction where the 
individual contributions of the entities are abstracted from. 

Related actions and interaction contributions of an entity can be 
grouped within a behaviour. A behaviour is uniquely identified by a behaviour 
identifier (behaviour name).  

Figure 3-3 depicts a model of a distributed application that consists of 
activities for making a flight reservation. The activities are two actions, i.e., 
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parse and format, and five interactions, i.e., request, response, reserve flight, 
confirm flight, and reserve. An action is graphically expressed as an ellipse. Its 
identifier is placed inside that ellipse. An interaction is graphically expressed 
as segmented ellipses linked with a line. Its identifier is placed near that 
line. A segmented ellipse represents an interaction contribution of a 
participating entity. It has an interaction contribution identifier that is 
unique within a behaviour. 

 

Activities in Figure 3-3 are grouped in four sub-behaviours: customer, 
presentation component, coordinator, and flight reservation system. A behaviour is 
graphically expressed as a rounded rectangle. Its identifier is placed inside 
that rounded rectangle. Actions are placed inside a behaviour in which they 
are grouped. An interaction is shared between behaviours, such that one 
interaction contribution is in one behaviour and other interaction 
contribution(s) is in other behaviour(s). 

Causality relation 
A causality relation defines the condition for the occurrence of an individual 
action and for the value of its result. For example, in Figure 3-3, a causality 
relation between interaction request and action parse (which is graphically 
expressed as an arrow) defines that action parse may occur only after 
interaction request has occurred. 

 
A model that represents a distributed system in the behaviour domain is 

called a behaviour model. A design process of developing behaviour models is 
called behaviour modelling.  

3.1.3 Assignment relation 

An assignment relation relates an entity and behaviour model of the same 
system. This relation assigns a behaviour to an entity in order to define the 
behaviour of that entity. This relation therefore indicates which entity 
executes which behaviour. 

In an assignment relation, the following consistency rules must be 
complied. 
– An action of a behaviour happens at an action point of an entity to 

which that behaviour is assigned. 

Figure 3-3 
Actions and interactions 
for making a flight 
reservation 
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– An interaction between behaviours happens at an interaction point that 
is shared by entities to which those behaviours are assigned. 

– Related actions and interaction contributions in a behaviour are assigned 
to the same entity. 
 
Figure 3-4 depicts an assignment relation between a behaviour and 

entity model. Behaviours customer, presentation component, coordinator, and 
flight reservation system are assigned to entities with the same names. Actions 
parse and format are assigned to action points ap1 and ap2, respectively. 
Interactions request and response are assigned to interaction point ip1. 
Interaction reserve flight and confirm flight are assigned to interaction point p1. 
Interaction reserve is assigned to interaction point p2. 
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3.2 System perspectives 

A distributed system can be viewed from different perspectives. Three 
perspectives are distinguished: distributed perspective, integrated perspective, and 
external perspective.  

Distributed perspective 
A distributed system can be represented as a structure of interconnected 
entities, and correspondingly,  as a composition of interacting behaviours. 
This representation is called the distributed perspective. Figure 3-5(i) depicts 
the distributed perspective of a travel reservation application in the entity 

Figure 3-4  
Assignment relation 
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domain. It shows the internal entities of the application and how the 
entities are structured. 

(i) distributed  
perspective

(ii) integrated 
perspective

(iii) external 
perspective
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Integrated perspective 
A distributed system can also be represented as a single entity that performs 
a specific behaviour, abstracting from its internal structure of entities or its 
composition of behaviours. This representation is called the integrated 
perspective. Figure 3-5(ii) depicts the integrated perspective of a travel 
reservation application in the entity domain. It shows only the action points 
in which activities of the application are performed.  

The integrated perspective of a distributed system is at a higher 
abstraction level than the distributed perspective since it abstracts from 
internal entities and the distribution of system functionality into the 
behaviours of internal entities.  

External perspective 
A distributed system can also be represented as an entity providing specific 
functionality to its users, considering only the possible interactions between 
the system and its users. This representation is called the external perspective. 
Figure 3-5(iii) depicts the external perspective of a travel reservation 

Figure 3-5 
System perspectives 
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application in the entity domain. It shows only the interaction points of the 
application. It does not show any internal detail of the application. 

The external perspective of a distributed system is at a yet higher 
abstraction level than the integrated perspective since it abstracts from the 
any internal detail of the system. The external perspective defines what 
should be provided by the system. The integrated and distributed 
perspectives define in increasingly more detail how the system is 
constructed.  

 
Figure 3-5 depicts the relations between the distributed, integrated, and 

external perspectives of a travel reservation application in the entity 
domain. These relations are also applicable in the behaviour domain. 

These perspectives, in a reversed order, are used as a basis for a top-
down design approach. Firstly, a distributed system is defined from the 
external perspective. Secondly, the external perspective is refined into the 
integrated perspective by making the system internally explicit. Finally, the 
integrated perspective is refined into the distributed perspective by 
distributing the system over its  internal entities. Action points are then 
transformed into interaction points. 

In the behaviour domain, the term observable behaviour refers to the 
external perspective of a system behaviour, because this perspective shows 
only the behaviour that can be observed by the users. The term internal 
behaviour refers to the integrated or distributed perspective of a system 
behaviour, because these perspectives shows the internal actions and/or 
interactions of that system.  

Figure 3-6(i) depicts the observable behaviour of a travel reservation 
application. A user can interact with this application using interaction 
contributions req and rsp. These interaction contributions allow the user to 
send a request to, and receive a response from, this application, 
respectively. This behaviour only shows a direct mapping between 
interactions and does not show the internal actions of the application to 
produce a response. 

Figure 3-6(ii) depicts the internal behaviour of the travel reservation 
application. This internal behaviour shows that the application is composed 
of two interacting behaviours coordinator and flight reservation system. This 
behaviour shows the internal activities of the application to produce a 
response. 
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3.3 Concepts for behaviour modelling 

This section elaborates basic design concepts for behaviour modelling. 

3.3.1 Action 

An action represents a unit of activity that is performed by a single entity to 
establish a result. A result is represented by three attributes: 
– information attribute, which models a set of information values established 

by the action; 
– time attribute, which models the time moment from which the 

information attribute is available; 
– location attribute, which models the location at which the information 

attribute is available. 
 
An action is an abstraction of an activity that is considered as a unit of 

behaviour at a certain abstraction level and cannot be split at this 
abstraction level. An action, at this level, is hence defined as atomic. 
However, an action can be replaced with a composition of multiple actions 
at a lower abstraction level. 

Since an action, at the considered abstraction level, is atomic, it implies 
that its result either occurs in full or does not occur at all. The occurrence 
of the result in full implies that the defined action occurs, while the non-
occurrence of the result implies that the defined action does not occur. If 
an action occurs, other actions can refer to the action’s full result. If an 
action does not occur, other actions cannot refer to any result. 

Figure 3-7 depicts an action order for ordering a book in an online 
bookstore. Its attributes are specified in a text box attached to the action. 
Information, time, and location attribute values are expressed by the 
symbols ι, τ, and λ, respectively. An attribute has a type (value domain) and 
may have a constraint specifying the possible values that may be established 

Figure 3-6 
Observable and internal 
behaviours 
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if the action occurs. An attribute type declaration and its constraint is 
separated by the symbol ‘|’.  

 

Information attribute value ι in Figure 3-7 has an information type Book 
and its constraint allows only one specific value “Alice in Wonderland”. 
Time attribute value τ is of type Time and its constraint allows any time 
moment before 5th May 2010 12.00 hours. Location attribute value λ is of 
type Bookstore and its constraint allows only one specific value 
‘www.amazon.com’.  If this action occurs, it results in the ordering of a 
book “Alice in Wonderland” at a time moment before 5th May 2010 12.00 
hours at an online bookstore ‘www.amazon.com’.  

Figure 3-8 textually expresses the order action depicted in Figure 3-7. 
An action is expressed by an action identifier followed by attribute type 
declarations and constraints. Attribute type declarations are expressed 
between the symbols ‘(’ and ‘)’. Constraints are expressed between the 
symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’. 

 
order (ι : Book, τ : Time, λ : Bookstore)  

[ι = “Alice in Wonderland”,  
τ < 05.05.2010 12.00h,  
λ = www.amazon.com] 

 
The information, time, and location attribute values of an action a can 

be expressed as a.ι, a.τ, and a.λ, respectively. 

3.3.2 Interaction 

An interaction represents an action that is performed by multiple entities in 
cooperation to establish a common result. Entities that are involved in an 
interaction are called participants. Like an action result, an interaction result 
is represented by information, time, and location attributes.  

The contribution of a participant in an interaction is called an interaction 
contribution. An interaction contribution defines constraints that a 
participant has on the interaction result. An interaction can only occur if 
the constraints of all participants can be satisfied. The result is established 
through some form of cooperation or common activity of the participants. 
Since all constraints have to be satisfied for the interaction to occur, we also 
call this cooperation a “negotiation” between the participants. The 

Figure 3-7 
Action send 

Figure 3-8 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-7 
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interaction itself abstracts from how the negotiation is performed. When 
the interaction occurs, a participant can refer to the established result only 
through its interaction contribution. 

An interaction, like an action, is considered and defined as atomic at a 
certain abstraction level. This property imposes that an interaction’s result 
either occurs in full for all participants or does not occur at all. If an 
interaction occurs, all participants can refer to the interaction result. If an 
interaction does not occur, none of the participants can refer to any result 
However, an interaction can be replaced with multiple interactions at a 
lower abstraction level. 

Figure 3-9 depicts an interaction purchase between a buyer and seller for 
purchasing a computer. The interaction contributions of the buyer and 
seller are ‘to buy’ and ‘to sell’, respectively. The buyer has constraints that 
the price should be between 400 and 700 euro; and the purchase should be 
done before 22nd January 2010. The buyer has no constraint on the shop at 
which he should buy the computer. The seller has a constraint that the 
price should be higher than 500 euro; and that the purchase should occur 
at his shop ‘www.mystore.nl’. The seller has no constraint on the purchase 
date. If this interaction occurs, it results in the purchase of a computer with 
a price between 500 and 700 euro before 22nd January 2010 at 
‘www.mystore.nl’. 

 

Figure 3-10 textually expresses a purchase interaction depicted in 
Figure 3-9. The interaction contribution buy is considered as part of the 
behaviour Buyer. The behaviour Buyer is expressed by its behaviour identifier 
Buyer followed by the symbol ‘=’ and its behaviour definition. A behaviour 
definition is delimited by the symbols ‘{’ and ‘}’. Interaction contributions 
(contribution buy in behaviour Buyer) are expressed in the same way as 
expressing actions, i.e., interaction contribution identifier, attribute type 
declarations, and constraints. An interaction is expressed by its identifier 
followed by a list of interaction contributions involved in the interaction, 
delimited by the symbols ‘(’ and ‘)’. An interaction definition is only 
completed when all its interaction contributions are defined. Since an 
information attribute consists of a set of values, indexes (in subscripts) are 
used to enumerate the values, e.g., ι1 and ι2. This index can be omitted in 
case an information attribute consists of a single value. 

Figure 3-9 
Interaction purchase 
between a buyer and 
seller 
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Buyer = {  

buy (ι1 : Item, ι2 : Euro, τ : Date, λ : Shop)  
[ι1 = Computer,  
400 < ι2 < 700,  
τ < 22.01.2010] 

} 
 
Seller = {  

sell (ι1 : Item, ι2 : Euro, τ : Date, λ : Shop)  
[ι1 = Computer,  
ι2 > 700,  
λ = www.mystore.nl] 

} 
 
purchase (buy : Buyer.buy, sell : Seller.sell) 

Attribute value establishment 
Three frequently occurring forms of attribute value establishment in an 
interaction between two participants are listed in Table 3-1 [128].  

 
Form Description Condition for 

occurrence 

Value checking One participant requires a specific value x  to be 
established and the other participant requires a 
specific value y  to be established. 

x = y 

Value passing One participant requires a specific value x  to be 
established and the other participant allows any 
value from a set of values Y  to be established. 

x ∈ Y 

Value generation One participant allows any value from a set of 
values X  to be established and the other 
participant allows any value from a set of values Y 
to be established. 

X ∩ Y ≠ ∅ 

 
Other forms of attribute value establishment are possible. For example, 

an auction is an interaction in which all participants bid for an offered item. 
A bid represents a participant’s constraint on the acceptable value of the 
item. When the auction occurs, it establishes a value that is equal to the 
highest bid.  

Integrated interaction 
When moving from the distributed perspective to the integrated 
perspective, one abstracts from the individual interaction contributions of 

Figure 3-10 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-9 

Table 3-1 
Frequently occurring 
forms of attribute value 
establishment 
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the participants. This results in an integrated interaction that is modelled as an 
action.  

Figure 3-11 depicts an action purchase as an abstraction of an interaction 
purchase in Figure 3-9. The attribute constraints of action purchase are the 
intersections of the domains defined by the attribute constraints of the 
interaction contributions of interaction purchase. Interaction contributions 
buy and sell in Figure 3-9 define constraints [400 < ι2 < 700] and [ι2 > 
500], respectively. The intersection of these two constraints is a constraint 
[500 < ι2 < 700]. 

 

An interaction is  considered as a refinement of an action, i.e. it defines 
an action at a lower rabstraction level. An interaction defines the 
distribution of responsibilities between multiple entities in the 
establishment of a result. Rules that are applicable to actions, e.g., as 
presented later in Section 3.3.3, are also applicable to interactions.  

3.3.3 Causality relation 

A causality relation defines the condition for the occurrence of an individual 
action and the value of its attributes. A causality relation consists of a 
causality target, causality condition, and uncertainty attribute as depicted in Figure 
3-12. 

 

Causality target 
A causality target is an action or interaction contribution for which a causality 
condition is specified. For brevity reasons, we use in the sequel the term 
action to denote an action as well as an interaction contribution. 

Causality condition 
A causality condition defines the dependency of the occurrence of a causality 
target on the occurrence or non-occurrence of other actions. Four basic 

Figure 3-11  
Action purchase as an 
integrated interaction of 
an interaction purchase  

Figure 3-12 
Causality relation 
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causality conditions are identified (as depicted in Figure 3-13 and textually 
in Table 3-2): 
– start condition: action a is enabled to occur from the beginning (start). 

This start condition for action a is actually no more than a placeholder for 
another, yet undefined causality condition in another behaviour that 
enables a. 

– enabling condition: the occurrence of action b enables the occurrence of 
action a. When actions a and b both occur, a.τ > b.τ. Action a can refer 
to the result of action b. 

– disabling condition: the occurrence of action b disables the occurrence of 
action a if action a has not yet occurred before action b. When actions a 
and b both occur, then a.τ < b.τ. Action a can never refer to the result 
of action b because if action a occurs, either action b does not occur or 
action b occurs after action a occurs.  

– synchronisation condition: the occurrence of action b enables the 
occurrence of action a, such that action a occurs at the same time as 
action b. When actions a and b both occur, a.τ = b.τ. Action a can refer 
to the result of action b.  

 

Causality condition Textual expression 

Start condition √ → a 
Enabling condition b → a 
Disabling condition ¬b → a 
Synchronisation condition =b → a 

 
More complex causality conditions can be modelled by combining these 

basic causality conditions into 
– a conjunction: all causality conditions must be satisfied to enable the 

occurrence of a target action. A conjunction is defined using the and-
operator (∧); 

– a disjunction: at least one causality condition must be satisfied to enable 
the occurrence of a target action. A disjunction is defined using the or-
operator (∨). The target action can refer to the attribute values of only 
one of the causality conditions; 

– a combination of conjunctions and/or disjunctions. 
 
Figure 3-14 depicts examples of conjunction and disjunction.  

Figure 3-13 
Basic causality 
conditions 

Table 3-2 
Textual expressions of 
basic causality 
conditions 
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In Figure 3-14(i), the occurrence of action a depends on the 
occurrences of actions b and c. The and-operator is graphically expressed by 
a small black box (the symbol ). This symbol can be omitted as in Figure 
3-14(ii) without changing the causality condition of action a. In Figure 
3-14(iii), the occurrence of action a depends on the occurrence of action b 
or the occurrence of action c. The or-operator is graphically expressed by a 
small white box (the symbol ). These behaviours are textually expressed 
in Figure 3-15. 

 
B1 = {b ∧ c → a} 
B2 = {b ∧ c → a} 
B3 = {b ∨ c → a} 

 
The and-operator and or-operator have properties as listed in Table 3-3. 

Both operators have commutativity and associativity properties. The and-
operator can be distributed over the or-operator, while the inverse does not 
hold. 

 
Property and-operator or-operator 

Commutativity a ∧ b = b ∧ a a ∨ b = b ∨ a 
Associativity (a ∧ b) ∧ c = a ∧ (b ∧ c) (a ∨ b) ∨ c = a ∨ (b ∨ c) 
Distributivity a ∧ (b ∨ c) = (a ∧ b) ∨ (a ∧ c) - 

 
A causality condition of a causality target can be constructed as a 

disjunctive normal form of alternative causality conditions using those 
properties. An alternative causality condition defines a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the causality target to occur. An alternative causality condition 
can be a basic causality condition or a conjunction of basic causality 
conditions. For example, the causality condition of an action a can be  C = 
C1 ∨ C2 ∨ C3, where C is the causality condition of action a and Ci (i = 1, 
2, 3) are basic causality conditions or conjunctions of basic causality 
conditions. Ci is an alternative causality condition of action a. 

Uncertainty attribute  
An uncertainty attribute defines the probability of the occurrence of a causality 
target when its causality condition is satisfied. It can be 

Figure 3-14 
Conjunction and 
disjunction 

Figure 3-15 
Textual expressions of 
Figure 3-14 

Table 3-3 
Properties of and-
operator and or-operator 
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– a must: the causality target must occur when the associated condition is 
satisfied; 

– a may: the causality target may occur when the associated condition is 
satisfied. 
 
Figure 3-16 depicts examples of uncertainty attributes. Action b may 

occur from the start. If action b occurs, then action a must occur. 
Uncertainty attributes may and must are respectively expressed by symbols 
‘?’ and ‘!’ attached to the associated causality condition. These symbols are 
textually expressed as subscripts of the associated causality conditions as 
depicted in Figure 3-17. When a causality condition is not explicitly 
associated with an uncertainty attribute, it is assumed to have a must 
uncertainty attribute.  

 

B = { 
√? → b,  
b! → a 

} 

Constraints 
Constraints may be added to a causality relation to specify extra conditions 
on the occurrence of a causality target or on the established values. A 
constraint can be a causality constraint or attribute constraints.  

A causality constraint defines the dependency of the occurrence of a 
causality target on the attribute values that are established by actions in the 
causality condition. In Figure 3-18, the occurrence of action a does not 
only depends on the occurrences of actions b and c, but also on the 
attribute values b.ι and c.ι. Action a can only occur if actions b and c occur, 
and b.ι > c.ι. The constraint [b.ι > c.ι] is a causality constraint. Causality 
constraints are textually expressed before the arrow symbols as shown in 
Figure 3-19. Information type N represents natural numbers. 

An attribute constraint defines a restriction on the attribute values that can 
be established in a causality target. If this constraint cannot be satisfied, the 
causality target cannot occur. In Figure 3-18, the constraint [b.ι + c.ι = 
a.ι < 100] of action a is an attribute constraint. An attribute constraint may 
refer to attribute values that have been established by actions in the causality 
condition, e.g., [a.ι = b.ι + c.ι], or to specific independent values, e.g., 

Figure 3-16 
Uncertainty attributes 

Figure 3-17 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-16 
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[a.ι < 100]. Constraints mentioned in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are 
attribute constraints. 

 

B = {  
√ → b (ι : N),  
√ → c (ι : N),  
b ∧ c [b.ι > c.ι] → a (ι : N) [b.ι + c.ι = ι < 100] 

} 

3.3.4 Behaviour and sub-behaviours 

A behaviour can be structured into sub-behaviours. In a structured 
behaviour, a causality target in one sub-behaviour may have a causality 
condition in another sub-behaviour(s). The notations of entry and exit 
points are used to allow causality relations with causality conditions and 
causality targets in different behaviours. 

An entry point in a behaviour represents a causality condition involving 
actions from other behaviours. An entry point in a behaviour can be used to 
define (part of) causality condition of a causality target in that behaviour.  

An exit point in a behaviour represents a causality condition involving 
actions of that behaviour. An exit point in a behaviour can be used to define 
(part of) causality condition of a causality target in other behaviours. 

Causality relations between causality conditions and causality targets in 
different behaviours can be defined by connecting entry and exit points of 
those behaviours. 

Figure 3-20 illustrates a behaviour B that is structured into two sub-
behaviours B1 and B2. An entry and exit points are graphically expressed by 
small triangles pointing inside and outside of a behaviour, respectively. An 
entry or exit point has an identifier that is unique within a behaviour. We 
use natural numbers as identifiers for entry and exit points. Behaviour B is 
called the super behaviour of behaviours B1 and B2. 

Figure 3-21 textually expresses a structured behaviour B in Figure 3-20. 
An entry and exit points are expressed with keyword ‘entry’ and ‘exit’, 
respectively, appended with their identifiers. 

 

Figure 3-18 
Causality constraint and 
attribute constraint 

Figure 3-19 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-18 
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B = {  

√ → B1.entry1, 
B1.exit1 → B2.entry1, 
B1.exit2 → B2.entry2 

} 
 
B1= {  

entry1 → a, 
a → b, 
b → exit1, 
a → c, 
c → exit2 

} 
 

B2= {  
entry1 ∨ entry2 → d 

} 

Parameterised entry and exit points 
An entry or exit point can be parameterised to pass information, time, or 
location attribute values from one behaviour to another behaviour. Figure 
3-22 depicts parameterised entry and exit points and their value 
assignments. Parameter v of entry point B1.entry1 is assigned with 
information attribute values of action a. It allows action b to indirectly refer 
to information attribute value of action a. Parameters v1 and v2 of exit point 
B1.exit1 are assigned with information and time attribute values of action b, 
respectively. Parameters v1 and v2 of entry point B2.entry1 are assigned with 
parameter values v1 and v2 of exit point B1.exit1, respectively. Figure 3-23 
textually expresses these parameterised entry and exit points and their value 
assignments. Parameter value assignments of an entry point are specified in 

Figure 3-20 
Behaviour B is 
structured into sub-
behaviours B1 and B2 

Figure 3-21 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-20 
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the super behaviour. Parameter value assignments of an exit point are 
specified in the behaviour that defines that entry point. 

 

B = {  
√ → a, 
a → B1.entry1  

[v = a.ι], 
B1.exit1 → B2.entry1  

[v1 = B1.exit1.v1,  
v2 = B1.exit.v2] 

} 
 
B1= {  

entry1 (v : I) → b, 
b → exit1 (v1 : I, v2 : T)  

[v1 = b.ι, 
v2 = b.τ] 

} 
 

B2= {  
entry1 (v1: I, v2 : T) → c 

} 

Behaviour instantiations 
A behaviour definition can be used to provide a template to create 
behaviour instances. A structured behaviour, thus, can possibly  define the 
instantiation of sub-behaviours, i.e., the creation of sub-behaviour 
instances. Figure 3-24(i) depicts a behaviour definition B1. In Figure 
3-24(ii), behaviour B1 is instantiated multiple times in a structured 
behaviour B2. A unique identifier is necessary to distinguish between 
behaviour instances. A natural number in superscript is used as a behaviour 
instance identifier, e.g., B11, B12, and B13. This identifier can be omitted if 
a behaviour definition is instantiated only once in a super behaviour, as in 
Figure 3-22. 

Figure 3-22 
Parameters and 
parameter value 
assignments 

Figure 3-23 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-22 
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A behaviour may define instantiation(s) of itself. This instantiation is 
called recursive behaviour instantiation. Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26 depicts 
graphical and textual expressions, respectively, of behaviour B that contains 
recursive behaviour instantiation. 

 

B = {  
entry1 → a, 
a → B.entry1 

} 

Delegated interaction contributions 
The contribution of an entity in an interaction may be delegated to a sub-
entity. The interaction contribution for that interaction is hence defined in 
the sub-entity’s behaviour; not in the entity’s behaviour. For this purpose, 
the entity’s behaviour should contain a delegated interaction contribution. This 
notation allows one to define an interaction between the entity and other 
entitie(s). 

Figure 3-27 depicts an interaction p between behaviours B1 and B2. 
Behaviour B1 delegates its contribution to interaction p to its sub-behaviour 
B1a. A delegated interaction contribution is graphically expressed as a grey 
segmented ellipse that is connected to an interaction contribution of a sub-
behaviour to which the contribution is delegated. Textually, a keyword 
‘delegated’ indicates that constrains between symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’ following 
that keyword is a delegated interaction contribution, as depicted in Figure 
3-28. 

Figure 3-24 
Behaviour instantiation 

Figure 3-25 
Recursive behaviour 
instantiation 

Figure 3-26 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-25 
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B1 = {  
delegated [p = B1a.p], 
√ → B1a.entry1 

} 
 
B1a = {  

entry1 → p 
} 

 
B2 = {  

√ → p 
} 
 
p (p : B1.p, p : B2.p) 

3.3.5 Shorthand notations 

Several shorthand notations are introduced to facilitate the modelling of 
frequently occurring specifications. A shorthand notation is a graphical 
expression of a certain composition of concepts without abstracting from 
any design information in that composition of concepts. Shorthand 
notations used in this thesis are disabling relation, choice relation, concurrency 
relation, and repetitive behaviour instantiation. 

Disabling relation 
In a disabling condition {¬b → a} as depicted in Figure 3-29(i), action a 
may occur if action b has not occurred and actions a and b do not occur 
simultaneously. This non-simultaneous condition can be explicitly defined 
as {a ∨ ¬a → b}, i.e. action b can only occur after or before action a, as 
depicted in Figure 3-29(ii). A causality relation which consists of a disabling 
condition and its corresponding non-simultaneous condition is called 
disabling relation. A shorthand notation for a disabling relation is depicted in 
Figure 3-29(iii). 

Figure 3-27 
Delegated interaction 
contribution 

Figure 3-28 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-27 
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Choice relation 
A choice relation between two actions b and c defines that only one of those 
actions may occur. This relation is depicted in Figure 3-30(i). This relation 
is modelled as a mutual disabling {¬b → c, ¬c → b}, i.e., the occurrence 
of action b disables the occurrence of action c, and vice versa. Shorthand 
notations for a choice relation are depicted in Figure 3-30(ii) and (iii). The 
shorthand notation in Figure 3-30(iii) is called or-split shorthand. 

(i) choice relation

b

c

a

(ii) shorthand

a

b

c

a

b

c

(ii) or-split shorthand  

Concurrency relation 
A concurrency relation between two actions b and c defines the independence 
of those actions from each other, as depicted in Figure 3-31(i). It is 
implicitly modelled by the absence of a causality relation between those 
actions. Alternatively, concurrency can be explicitly modelled using a 
shorthand notation depicted in Figure 3-31(ii). This shorthand notation is 
called and-split shorthand. 

 

Repetitive behaviour instantiation 
A repetitive behaviour instantiation is a behaviour instantiation that repeateadly 
creates instances of a behaviour as long as a condition holds. This condition 
is called a repetition constraint. It is repetitive because it creates a behaviour 
instance only after the execution of a previous behaviour instance 
completes, i.e., all actions have occurred or cannot occur anymore. A 
repetitive behaviour instantiation can be modelled using a recursive 
behaviour instantiation. Figure 3-32(i) depicts a repetitive behaviour 

Figure 3-29 
Disabling relation 

Figure 3-30 
Choice relation 

Figure 3-31 
Concurrency relation 
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instantiation to execute action a repeatedly as long as repetition constraint x 
holds. It should have one entry point and one exit point only. These entry 
and exit points should have the same list of parameters, because the 
parameter values of the exit point of a behaviour instance will be assigned to 
the parameters of the entry point of the next behaviour instance. A 
shorthand notation for a repetitive behaviour instantiation is depicted in 
Figure 3-32(ii). This shorthand includes assignments of parameter values of 
the exit point of a behaviour instance to parameters of the entry point of 
the next behaviour instance. Figure 3-33 textually expresses references to 
the entry and exit point of that repetitive behaviour instantiation. A 
repetitive behaviour instantiation is expressed with keyword ‘Repeat’ 
followed by the name of the behaviour definition to be repeated and the 
repetition constraint between the symbols ‘(’ and ‘)’. The repetition 
constraint is delimited by the symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’.  

 

Repeat(B[x]).entry1  ; entry point entry1 of repetitive behaviour instantiation B 
Repeat(B[x]).exit1  ; exit point exit1 of repetitive behaviour instantiation B 

3.4 Abstract interaction modelling  

This section shows the limitations of the ISDL interaction concept for 
modelling abstract interactions with respect to the criteria of the suitability 
analysis given in Chapter 2. 

An interaction establishes a common result. This result is available from 
the same time moment and at the same location for all participants. This 
uniform representation of a result is sufficient for the modelling of an 
abstraction of direct interactions between participants, in which all 
participants have the same interest in the result (a case of pattern 1 in 
Section 2.3.2). However, this uniform representation cannot be used in the 
modelling of an abstraction of indirect interactions (pattern 2); an 
abstraction of interactions between three or more participants, in which 
every interaction is performed by two participants only (pattern 3); and an 

Figure 3-32 
Repetitive behaviour 
instantiation 

Figure 3-33 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-32(ii) 
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interaction whose participants have different interests on the result (pattern 
4). 

Example 1 
Figure 3-34 depicts an ISDL model of interactions between a buyer, seller, 
and bank for a payment in our motivating example (see Section 2.3.1). The 
payment is done using a money transfer from the buyer’s bank account in 
the Netherlands to the seller’s bank account in Switzerland. An invoice 
indicates that the seller demands a transfer of some amount of money, e.g., 
CHF 1500, to her bank account 56.002.876. The buyer orders the bank to 
transfer that amount of money from his bank account 93.123.992. The 
bank calculates the currency conversion to euro and charges a transfer fee. 
The buyer hence has to transfer EUR 1100 [otB.ι3 = f1(siB.ι2) + fee]. Both 
the buyer and the bank see a uniform representation of the result that EUR 
1100 is deducted from the buyer’s bank account. After receiving a 
notification about the payment, the seller checks the balance of her bank 
account. Both the seller and the bank see a uniform representation of the 
result that CHF 1500 [cbK.ι4 = f2(otK.ι3) – fee] has been credited to the 
seller’s bank account. 

 

At a higher abstraction level, one may want to model this example as a 
single interaction between the buyer, seller, and bank, as depicted in Figure 
3-35. The buyer sees the payment of EUR 1100 and the seller sees the 
payment of CHF 1500. The bank is interested in transferring the money 
and collecting the fee for that money transfer. These different views on the 
result cannot be represented using a uniform representation of the result.  

Figure 3-34 
Interactions between a 
buyer, seller, and bank 
for a payment 
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Bank

SellerBuyer
pB pS

pay

 : CHF

pK

 : EUR

1 : CHF
2 : EUR 
3 : CHF | 3 = f( 2) – 1  

Example 2 
In indirect interactions through an intermediary, participants are typically at 
different locations. This implies that the result available from different time 
moments for different participants. Figure 3-36 depicts an ISDL model of 
indirect interactions between a seller and buyer through a courier for an 
article delivery in our motivating example (see Section 2.3.1). The seller is 
in Switzerland and the buyer is in the Netherlands. This article delivery 
occurs for the buyer when he receives the article. It occurs for the seller 
when she gets a confirmation from the courier that the buyer has received 
the article. 

 

At a higher abstraction level, one may want to model this example as a 
single interaction between the buyer and the seller, abstracting from the 
courier as an intermediary. The buyer and the seller see that the delivery of 
the article completes at different time moments and locations. For the 
buyer, the delivery completes when he receives the article. For the seller, 
the delivery completes when she gets a confirmation indicating that the 
buyer has received the article. These different views on the result cannot be 
represented using a uniform representation of the time moment in the 
result. 

Example 3 
Modelling the sending of an invoice from the seller to the buyer as an 
interaction sendInvoice, as depicted in Figure 3-34, requires that the invoice 
should be available from the same time and at the same location for the 

Figure 3-35 
An abstract interaction 
between the buyer, 
seller, and bank 

Figure 3-36 
Indirect interactions 
between a seller and  
buyer through a courier 
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seller and buyer. This limits its implementation to a direct interaction 
between the buyer and seller, i.e., no intermediary may exist between them. 
An implementation in which the buyer and seller are distributed in different 
locations is not possible, because such an implementation needs 
communication middleware between the buyer and seller. Any intermediary 
makes the implementation also be distributed in time. 

Conclusion 
While a uniform representation of a result is sufficient for modelling 
concrete interactions, this definition is too restrictive for modelling abstract 
interactions. The distributed nature of an interaction makes the interaction 
result available from different time moments and at different locations. At a 
higher abstraction level, different participants may want to have their own 
views on the interaction result. Therefore, an enhancement of the ISDL 
interaction concept is necessary in order to make it fully suitable for 
modelling abstract interactions. 

3.5 Enhanced interaction concept  

As mentioned in Section 2.4.5 that several ideas for improving ISDL have 
been suggested in, and beyond, our research group. Most of these ideas, 
though, have not been formalised yet. In this section, we formulise the 
improvement on the interaction concept in order to make it satisfy the 
requirements defined in Section 2.6.  

We introduce the concept of view that enables us to enhance the 
interaction concept. The concept of view is not specific to the interaction 
concept, as it can also be used in the action concept. We then introduce 
concepts that are specific to the interaction concept: contribution constraints, 
distribution constraints, and interaction synchronisation.  

Contribution constraints and distribution constraints specify the 
possible results of an interaction. An interaction can only occur if all 
contribution constraints and distribution constraints can be satisfied.  

3.5.1 Views 

An interaction establishes a common result between participants. A 
participant has its own view on the established result. A view represents a 
result in terms of information, time, and location attribute values. 

Figure 3-37 illustrates this idea. Two participants A and B may have 
different views on an interaction result. A participant may want to see the 
result in the way that is convenient for the participant to refer to that result. 
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A participant may be interested only in some part of the result. Participants 
may have overlapped interests in the interaction result.  

 

Since different participants may have different views on the established 
result, different participants may see the result as different sets of 
information values that are available from different time moments and at 
different locations. This not only matches the distributed nature of an 
interaction, it also matches the primary role of abstract specification. Since 
the abstract specification acts as a prescription for implementation, result of 
interactions that are not of interest to a participant are not only superfluous 
and confusing to the specifier, they also lead to superfluous 
implementation. Therefore, results of an interaction that are not of interest 
to a participant should be avoided. 

For example, in a money transfer interaction as in Section 3.4, a sender 
sends EUR 1000 from her bank account in the Netherlands on Tuesday; 
and the receiver receives CHF 1500 (because of currency conversion rate 
and a charged transfer fee) in his bank account in Switzerland two days 
later. 

In the original interaction concept, we can consider that all participants 
have the same view on the result, i.e., all participants see the same set of 
information values that are available from the same time moment and at the 
same location. In the action concept, an entity that performs an action sees 
the action result through a view. Since no other entity is involved, there is 
only one view on the action result. 

3.5.2 Contribution constraints 

A participant has its conditions for the acceptability of the results of an 
interaction, and thus must provide the information on basis of which these 
results can be calculated. We formulate this by saying that the participant 
has a responsibility in the establishment of an interaction result. Contribution 
constraints of a participant model the responsibility of that participant in the 
establishment of an interaction result. They also model the view that the 
participant has on the result. 

Figure 3-37 
Each participant has its 
own view on the 
interaction result 
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For example, in a purchase interaction, the buyer’s contribution 
constraints are that the item to buy should be a bicycle XYZ whose 
maximum price is EUR 500 (including fees, if any); and that the purchase 
should occur before 16th April 2010. The seller’s contribution constraints 
are that the item should be a bicycle; that the bicycle should be sold at a 
price that is higher than the minimum price tagged to that bicycle; that the 
purchase should occur at any day except Sunday; and that the purchase 
should occur at his bicycle shop. 

The concept of contribution constraint is identical to the concept of 
attribute constraint that is attached to an interaction in the original 
interaction concept. 

3.5.3 Distribution constraints 

A participant’s view represents an interaction result in terms of 
information, time, and location attribute values. Since the interaction result 
is common to all participants, it makes the views of different participants be 
related to each other. Distribution constraints of an interaction model the 
relations between participants’ views. 

For example, in the purchase interaction above, the distribution 
constraints are that the bicycle bought by the buyer should be the bicycle 
sold by the seller; that the buying price excluding some fee, if any, should 
be equal to the selling price; and that the purchase should occur at the same 
day both for the buyer and the seller. In a money transfer interaction, the 
distribution constraint is that the money received by the receiver should be 
equal to the money sent by the sender minus a transfer fee. 

At least one distribution constraint must be specified in an interaction, 
regardless of which attributes are related by that distribution constraint. For 
example, two entities need to synchronise their execution at some point of 
time, without establishing any information attribute value. This can be 
modelled as an interaction that has one distribution constraint relating the 
time attributes of the interaction contributions of those entities. 

When information attributes are unconstrained, they are not related to 
each other. Those attributes hence should not be specified in an 
interaction. When time attributes are unconstrained, no assumption can be 
made whether information attribute values should be available from the 
same time moment or from different time moments. Similarly, when 
location attributes are unconstrained, no assumption can be made whether 
information attribute values should be available at the same location or at 
different locations. 

The concept of distribution constraint is a new concept that is added to 
the enhanced interaction concept. In the original interaction concept, 
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distribution constraints are pre-defined, i.e., all participants have the same 
views on the interaction result.  

 
Figure 3-38 depicts the graphical expression of a purchase interaction 

between a buyer and seller. Contribution constraints are specified in a text 
box attached to an interaction contribution. Distribution constraints are 
specified in a text box attached to the line linking the segmented ellipses, 
e.g., ‘buy.ι1 = sell.ι1’. 

 

The distribution constraints of an interaction are textually expressed 
between the symbols ‘[’ and ‘]’ after the list of interaction contributions of 
that interaction as depicted in Figure 3-38.  
 
Buyer = {  

buy (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Money, τ : Date, λ : Store)  
[ι1 = Bicycle XYZ,  
ι2 < 500,  
τ < 16.04.2010] 

} 
 
Seller = {  

sell (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Money, τ : Day, λ : Store)  
[ι2 > minPrice(ι1),  
τ = [Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat] 
λ= BikeShop, Enschede] 

} 
 
purchase (buy: Buyer.buy, sell: Seller.sell)  

[buy.ι1 = sell.ι1, 
 buy.ι2 – fee = sell.ι2, 
 dayOfWeek(buy.τ ) = sell.τ 

buy.λ = sell.λ] 

 

Figure 3-38 
Interaction purchase 

Figure 3-39 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-38 
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3.5.4 Interaction synchronisation 

Interaction synchronisation models the time dependencies between 
participants on each other via the interaction. Synchronisation implies that 
the future behaviour of all participants depend on the occurrence of the 
actions that lead to the interaction. In Figure 3-40, interaction q depends 
on actions a and c. Consequently, the future behaviours of participants B1 
and B2 depends indirectly on those actions, i.e., action b of participant B1 
not only depends on action a, but also depends on action c of participant 
B2. Hence, it is possible that b.τ < q2.τ, but it is always that b.τ < c.τ. 
Figure 3-41 calculates these dependencies. 

 

We introduce a notation ‘:→’ to denote an indirect causality relation. If 
‘a → b’ and ‘b → c’ then ‘a :→ c’. This notation is useful to show the 
dependency of our interest without having to show the complete causality 
relations. This notation is typically used when we draw a conclusion from a 
dependency calculation. 

 
B1.a → B1.q1 
q (B1.q1, B2.q2)   ; interaction q 
B2.q2 → B2.d 
B1.a :→ B2.d   ; B2.d indirectly depends on B1.a 
 
B2.c → B2.q2 
q (B1.q1, B2.q2)   ; interaction q 
B1.q1 → B1.b 
B2.c :→ B1.b   ; B1.b indirectly depends on B2.c 

 
It should be noted that an action of a participant cannot refer to the 

result of an action of another participant, unless that result is made available 
in the interaction. In Figure 3-40, action d of participant B2 cannot directly 
refer to the result of action a of participant B1.  

3.5.5 Multilateral interactions 

The interaction concept allows to specify an interaction between more than 
two participants. We call such interactions multilateral interactions. For 
example, an auction is an interaction between an auctioneer and multiple 
bidders to determine the price of an item. Figure 3-42 depicts an auction 

Figure 3-40 
Dependencies between 
interaction q and actions 
of participants 

Figure 3-41 
Calculation of indirect 
dependency between 
actions of different 
participants 
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interaction between an auctioneer and two bidders. This interaction is 
graphically expressed by connecting each interaction contribution to a thick 
black dot. This thick black dot can be omitted for brevity in case only two 
participants are involved (as in Figure 3-38). This auction interaction is 
textually expressed in Figure 3-43. 

 

 
Auctioneer = {  

s (ι1 : Bid, ι2 : Bid, ι3 : Price)  
[ι3 > 3000] 

} 
 
Bidder1 = {  

b1 (ι1 : Bid, ι2 : Boolean)  
[ι1 < 5000] 

} 
 
Bidder2 = {  

b2 (ι1 : Bid, ι2 : Boolean)  
[ι1 < 5000] 

} 
 
auction (s : Auctioneer.s, b1 : Bidder1.b1, b2 : Bidder2.b2)  

[s.ι1 =b1.ι1, 
s.ι2 = b2.ι1, 
s.ι3 = max(b1.ι1, b2.ι1), 
b1.ι2 = (s.ι3 == b1.ι1), 
b1.ι2 = (s.ι3 == b2.ι1)] 

 
The auction interaction in Figure 3-42 models a first-price sealed-bid 

auction [75]. Since a bidder should not be allowed to observe the other 
bidder’s bid, no distribution constraint is defined to relate the bidders’ 

Figure 3-42 
Interaction auction 

Figure 3-43 
Textual expression of 
Figure 3-42 
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attribute values. Only the auctioneer can see the bids. This is modelled as 
distribution constraints [s.ι1 = b1.ι1] and [s.ι2 = b2.ι1]. The price of an 
item is determined by the highest bid: [s.ι3 = max(b1.ι1, b2.ι1)]. Each 
bidder is notified whether he is the winner or not: [b1.ι2 = (s.ι3 == 
b1.ι1)] and [b2.ι2 = (s.ι3 == b2.ι2)]. The contribution constraints specify 
that the auctioneer demands a price higher than a certain price [s.ι3 > 
3000] and each bidder allows a certain maximum bid: [b1.ι1 < 5000] and 
[b2.ι1 < 6000]. It should be noted that, at this abstraction level, there is no 
ordering in the establishment of information attribute values.  

3.6 Relationships between behavioural concepts 

The relationships between behavioural concepts presented in the previous 
sections can be explained using the conceptual model in Figure 3-44. 
Concepts in grey are specific to interaction. 

Behaviour
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Causality
Constraint

constrains>
*

*

Action Result
establishes>

Interaction

Interaction
Contribution

2..*

co
ns

tra
ins

>

Contribution
Constraint
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defines>
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*

Distribution
Constraint

Result
Constraint

*

1..*
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Causality TargetCausality
Condition

targets>

*refers>

Causality
Relation

ViewEntity
performs>

has>

represents>

performs>

2..*

relates>

1..*

 

An action is a unit of activity that is performed by an entity to establish a 
result. An action may define a number of result constraints to constrain the 
result that can be established. In Section 3.3, a result constraint is called an 
attribute constraint. An entity has a view that represents the established result, 
in terms of information, time, and location attribute values.  

Figure 3-44 
Conceptual model of 
concepts for behaviour 
modelling  
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An interaction is an action that is performed by two or more entities to 
establish a common result. An interaction is composed of two or more 
interaction contributions; each of which models the contribution of a 
participating entity to the interaction. Each participating entity has its own 
view on the established result. Different participant may have different 
views on the result. 

The result established by an interaction is constrained by zero or more 
contribution constraints and one or more distribution constraints. A 
contribution constraint is a result constraint that is defined by an interaction 
contribution. A distribution constraint is a result constraint that is defined by 
an interaction to relate the views of participating entities. 

A behaviour consists of one or more causality relations. A causality relation 
consists of a causality condition and causality target. A causality target can be 
an action or an interaction contribution.  

A causality condition defines the condition for the occurrence of a 
causality target. A causality condition may refer to other causality targets. A 
causality condition may include causality constraints. A causality constraint 
defines the dependency of the occurrence of a causality target on the result 
established by other causality targets.  

We enhance the ISDL interaction concept by introducing the concept of 
distribution constraint. We reuse the concepts of interaction, interaction 
contribution, and contribution constraint that have been previously defined. 
The concept of contribution constraint was previously called attribute 
constraint. 

Another enhancement is the introduction of the concept of view. This 
concept is not specific to interaction, but it enables us to enhance the 
interaction concept.  

3.7 Shorthand notations 

To facilitate interaction modelling, three shorthand notations are 
introduced: local interaction, remote interaction, and message-passing interaction. 

3.7.1 Local interaction 

A local interaction is an interaction whose distribution constraints specify that 
the same set of information values should be available for all participants 
from the same time moment and at the same location. This implies that all 
participants should have attributes of the same types. An interaction in 
Figure 3-45(i) has interaction contributions q1 and q2 that specify the same 
attributes of the same types. This interaction has distribution constraints 
specifying that all participants have the same view on the interaction result. 
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I, T, and L are information, time, and location types, respectively. Figure 
3-45 (ii) depicts a shorthand notation for this interaction specification. 
Distribution constraints between information, time, and location attribute 
values are graphically expressed as double solid lines between segmented 
ellipses. Textually, this shorthand notation can be indicated with keyword 
‘local’ as depicted in Figure 3-46. 

 

B1 = {   
q1 (ι : I, τ : T, λ : L)  

}  
 
B2 = {   

q2 (ι : I, τ : T, λ : L)  
}  
 
q(q1: B1.q1, q2: B2.q2) [local] 
 

The original interaction concept of ISDL presented in Section 3.3.2 is a 
local interaction.  

3.7.2 Remote interaction 

A remote interaction is an interaction whose distribution constraints specify 
that the same set of information values should be available for all 
participants, but it can be available from different time moments and at 
different locations. This implies that all participants should have 
information attributes of the same types. An interaction in Figure 3-47(i) 
has interaction contributions q1 and q2 that specify the same information 
attributes of the same types. This interaction has a distribution constraint 
that specifies that all participants should see the same set of information 
values representing the interaction result. Time and location attributes are 
omitted because they are not of interest in this interaction. Figure 3-47 (ii) 
depicts a shorthand notation for this interaction specification. Distribution 
constraints between information attribute values are graphically expressed 
as double lines (one solid line and one dash line) between segmented 

Figure 3-45 
Local interaction 

Figure 3-46 
Textual expression of a 
local interaction 
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ellipses. Textually, this shorthand notation can be indicated with keyword 
‘remote’ as depicted in Figure 3-48. 

 

B1 = {   
q1 (ι : I)  

}  
 
B2 = {   

q2 (ι : I)  
}  
 
q(q1: B1.q1, q2: B2.q2) [remote] 

 
Distribution constraints that relate between time attribute values or 

between location attribute values should be defined when those attribute 
values are of interest in an interaction. Figure 3-49 depicts a remote 
interaction with a distribution constraint on time attributes, i.e., that the 
difference between time attribute values should be less than an acceptable 
delay δ. This remote interaction is textually expressed in Figure 3-50. 

 

q(q1: B1.q1, q2: B2.q2)  
[remote, 
|q1.τ – q2.τ | <δ] 

 

3.7.3 Message-passing communication 

A message-passing communication represents the exchange of a message 
between two entities: a sender and receiver, in which the sender sends a 
message to the receiver via some communication means and the receiver 
receives the message. The sender continues its execution immediately after 

Figure 3-47 
Remote interaction 

Figure 3-48 
Textual expression of a 
remote interaction 

Figure 3-49 
Remote interaction with 
a distribution constraint 
for time attributes 

Figure 3-50 
Textual expression of a 
remote interaction with 
distribution constraint  
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sending the message. Figure 3-51 depicts this behaviour. Behaviours S, R, 
and M represent the behaviours of the sender, receiver, and communication 
means, respectively. Since interaction rcv depends on interaction snd, the 
receiver depends on action a of the sender. The sender does not depend on 
action c of the receiver. 

 

Figure 3-52 depicts a shorthand notation for this behaviour by hiding 
the behaviour of the communication means. This allows one to model 
partial or one-way synchronisation. Causal dependency between 
participants is indicated by an arrow between segmented ellipses. 
Information attributes of interaction contributions snd and rcv should be of 
the same type. 

S

snda

b

R

rcv c

d

 : msg  : msg

 

A message-passing communication cannot be represented using our 
interaction concept, because it does not provide full synchronisation 
between the sender and receiver, i.e., the receiver depends on the sender, 
while the sender does not depend on the receiver.  

3.8 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have presented the ISDL design concepts for behaviour 
modelling of distributed systems. Section 3.4 shows the limitations of the 
original ISDL interaction concept for modelling abstract interactions. 
Subsequently, we have enhanced that interaction concept in order to make 
it fully suitable for that purpose. 

Our main enhancement on the interaction concept is that different 
participants may have different views on the interaction result, i.e., different 
participants may see different sets of information values that are available 
from different time moments and at different location. We introduce an 
interaction property, called distribution constraints, to relate those different 
views.  

Figure 3-51 
Interactions for 
message-passing 
communication 

Figure 3-52 
Shorthand notation for 
message-passing 
communication 
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The enchanced interaction concept satisfies the suitability requirements 
for modelling abstract interaction, as defined in Section 2.6. It allows one  

– to model an interaction between two or more participants, 
– to define different views of different participants on the established 

result, 
– to specify the relation between different views of different 

participants, and 
– to express participants’ requirements directly. 

Therefore, we consider that the enchanced interaction concept is suitable 
for modelling abstract interactions. The suitability requirement for 
modelling concrete interactions is addressed later in Chapter 5. 

The original ISDL interaction concept is based on synchronous 
interaction model [44], which we found too limited to use at higher 
abstraction levels. Synchronous interactions can be easily modelled using 
our enhanced interaction concept. A shorthand notation called local 
interaction is provided to represent synchronous interactions.  
 

 





 

Chapter 4 

4. Interaction design transformations 

During a design process, interaction designs are transformed from one 
abstraction level to another abstraction level. An interaction design 
transformation can be a refinement or an abstraction. In interaction 
refinement, an abstract interaction is replaced with a structure of more 
concrete interactions. Reversely, in interaction abstraction, a structure of 
interactions is replaced with a more abstract interaction. Each   
transformation should result in a correct interaction design. 

Three basic concepts for behavioural modelling in ISDL are action, 
interaction, and causality relation, as presented in Chapter 3. ISDL 
supports two basic types of behaviour refinement: action refinement and 
causality refinement. Interaction refinement can be done indirectly by using 
these basic types of refinements, abstraction of an interaction into an 
action, and refinement of an action into an interaction. We find out that 
indirect interaction refinement is not sufficient because it loses information 
about the distribution of responsibility between participants. Direct 
interaction refinement that maintains that information is therefore 
necessary. 

This chapter presents design transformations for behaviour models of 
distributed systems in ISDL [44, 107, 110, 111] and extends them with 
interaction design transformations. This chapter is organised as follows: 
Section 4.1 presents behaviour refinement. Section 4.2 presents behaviour 
abstraction. Section 4.3 presents refinement of actions into interactions. 
These three sections summarise the current state-of-the-art of behaviour 
transformation in ISDL. The following sections are new contributions. 
Section 4.4 presents a strategy for indirect interaction refinement and 
shows that the strategy is not sufficient for transforming interaction designs. 
Section 4.5 presents direct interaction refinement. Section 4.6 provides a 
method for assessing the conformance between an abstract and concrete 
interaction design. Section 4.7 gives guidelines on possible interaction 
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refinement. Section 4.8 discusses related work. Finally, Section 4.9 presents 
some concluding remarks. 

4.1 Behaviour refinement 

In a top-down design process, an abstract design is replaced with a more 
concrete design, i.e. a design that is closer to the real system to be built. We 
call behaviour refinement a design transformation that replaces an abstract 
behaviour with a more concrete behaviour. The choice of a particular 
concrete behaviour is determined by specific design objectives. Behaviour 
refinement allows one to add design details, also called design information, 
to an abstract behaviour such that the abstract behaviour can be better 
implemented, preferably with available building blocks.  

Behaviour refinement is a creative process in which one creates a 
concrete behaviour to replace an abstract behaviour. Behaviour refinement 
can be guided, e.g., by design patterns to satisfy generic requirements as in 
[16, 46, 54, 70, 129], but in general it cannot be automated.  

4.1.1 Conformance 

A concrete behaviour should be “correct” with regard to an abstract 
behaviour. Such correct concrete behaviour preserves the design 
information defined in the abstract behaviour, while it defines additional 
design details that do not conflict with the abstract behaviour. When this is 
the case, the concrete behaviour is called to conform to the abstract 
behaviour. 

It is assumed that the occurrence of an abstract action corresponds to 
the occurrence(s) of one or more concrete actions whose results are 
equivalent to the desired result of the abstract action. This assumption 
allows one to compare the abstract behaviour to the concrete behaviour in 
order to assess the conformance of the concrete behaviour. 

Concrete actions whose occurrences determine the occurrence of an 
abstract action are called reference actions, because they are used as reference 
points in the concrete behaviour for assessing conformance. The occurrence 
of an abstract action is determined by the occurrence(s) of one or more 
reference actions, depending on the type of behaviour refinement.  

To determine the conformance between abstract and concrete 
behaviours, the following conformance requirements are identified [110]. 
– BR1: Preservation of causality relations. The causality relations between 

abstract actions should be preserved by the causality relations between 
their corresponding concrete actions. 
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– BR2: Preservation of attribute values. The possible resulting attribute values 
of abstract actions should be preserved by their corresponding concrete 
actions, i.e., the concrete actions should be able to establish the same 
results as specified by the abstract actions.  

4.1.2 Basic types of behaviour refinement 

Two basic types of behaviour refinement are identified: causality refinement 
and action refinement [110]. Behaviour refinement may consist of one of 
these basic types of refinement or a combination of both. Figure 4-1 
depicts these basic types of behaviour refinement. These basic types of 
behaviour refinement are explained below.  

causality refinement action refinement

a b1 b2

21

concrete action structure B

a b

1, 2

a c b

1, 2

inserted action

reference actions reference actions final action

non-final action  

Causality refinement 
Causality refinement is a behaviour refinement that replaces causality relations 
between abstract actions with causality relations that involve their 
corresponding concrete actions and some inserted actions, to model in 
more detail the relations between those abstract actions. Inserted actions are 
concrete actions that are not reference actions. They are inserted during 
causality refinement to model additional activities in the concrete behaviour 
that are not considered in the abstract behaviour. 

Each abstract action corresponds to a single reference action in the 
concrete behaviour. The possible results of an abstract action are preserved 
by its corresponding reference action. 

In Figure 4-1, an abstract behaviour consists of related abstract actions a 
and b. Abstract action b establishes a result that is represented by two 
attribute values ι1 and ι2. Causality refinement of the enabling relation 
between abstract actions a and b results in two enabling relations through an 
inserted action c. Concrete actions a and b are reference actions that 

Figure 4-1 
Causality refinement and 
action refinement 
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correspond to abstract action a and b, respectively. In the concrete 
behaviour, attribute values ι1 and ι2 are established by concrete action b.  

Conformance requirement BR1 (preservation of causality relations) is 
addressed in Section 4.2.1. Conformance requirement BR2 (preservation of 
attribute values) is interpreted as follows.  
– The information values of an abstract action should be preserved in the 

information attribute of the corresponding reference action.  
– The time moment of an abstract action should be preserved by the time 

moment of the corresponding reference action. 
– The location of an abstract action should be preserved by the location of 

the corresponding reference action. 

Action refinement 
Action refinement is a behaviour refinement that replaces an abstract action by 
a composition of more concrete actions and their causality relations, to 
model in more detail the activity that is represented by that abstract action. 
The concrete actions and their causality relations are represented in a 
structure that is called a concrete action structure. The attributes of the abstract 
action are distributed, and allocated to one, more or all of the attributes of 
the concrete actions. 

In Figure 4-1, action refinement of abstract action b results in a 
concrete action structure B that consists of concrete actions b1 and b2 and 
their causality relations. Attribute values ι1 and ι2 are established by 
concrete actions b1 and b2, respectively. Actions b1 and b2 are reference 
actions that correspond to abstract action b.  

A concrete action structure establishes the attribute values as specified 
by the abstract action through the occurrence of one or more reference 
actions. These reference actions are called the final actions of the concrete 
action structure. Reference actions that are not final actions are called non-
final actions. In Figure 4-1, concrete action b2 is the final action of concrete 
action structure B. Concrete action b1 is a non-final action.  

With regard to the actions that depend on the concrete action structure, 
three basic configurations of final actions are identified: 
– single final action: a concrete action structure makes all its attribute values 

available when this final action occurs;  
– conjunction of final actions: a concrete action structure makes all its 

attribute values available when all these final actions occur; 
– disjunction of final actions: a concrete action structure makes all its 

attribute values available when one of these final actions occurs. Other 
final actions do not occur. 

These basic configurations can be combined into a more complex 
configuration of final actions. 

The concrete action structure in Figure 4-1 has a single final action b2. 
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Conformance requirement BR1 is addressed in Section 4.2.2. 
Conformance requirement BR2 is interpreted as follows [110]. The 
abbreviations (sf), (cf) and (df) indicate single final action, conjunction of 
final actions, and disjunction of final actions, respectively. 
– The information values of an abstract action should be preserved in 

– (sf) the information attributes of the final action, or 
– (cf) the union of the information attributes of the final actions, or 
– (df) the information attributes of the actual final action that occurs; 

and 
– the information attributes of non-final actions that can be referred to 

via the final actions.  
Information values of the abstract action are established in the final 
action(s) and/or in the non-final action(s) that can be referred to via the 
final action(s). As mentioned, the attributes of the abstract action are 
distributed to one, more, or all of the attributes of the concrete actions. 
An action that refer to the information attributes of that abstract action 
should be able refer to all information attributes of the reference 
actions. This reference can only be done if the reference actions occur 
and enable the final actions. 

– The time moment of an abstract action should be preserved by 
– (sf) the time moment of the final action, or 
– (cf) the time moment of the latest final action, or 
– (df) the time moment of the actual final action that occurs. 
The abstract action occurs when all information values of the concrete 
action structure are available. 

– The location of an abstract action should be preserved by 
– (sf) the location of the final action, or 
– (cf) the collection of the locations of the final actions, or  
– (df) the location of the actual final action that occur. 
The location of an abstract action represents the location(s) of the final 
action(s). 

4.1.3 Conformance assessment 

Conformance assessment checks whether a concrete behaviour conforms to an 
abstract behaviour. It consists of the following steps [110] as illustrated in 
Figure 4-2.  
1. Determine the abstraction of the concrete behaviour. This activity is 

done by applying abstraction rules  in order to obtain the abstraction of 
the concrete behaviour that has the same design details as the original 
abstract behaviour. 

2. Compare the abstraction of the concrete behaviour to the original 
abstract behaviour. This activity checks whether both abstract 
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behaviours comply with a certain correctness relation. If this is the case, 
the concrete behaviour conforms to the abstract behaviour. Otherwise, 
the concrete behaviour does not conform to the abstract behaviour.  

 

A correctness relation can be  
– an equivalence relation: the concrete behaviour preserves all design 

information of the abstract behaviour; or 
– a partial ordering relation: the concrete behaviour preserves a subset of 

design information of the abstract behaviour.  
In general, a concrete behaviour is a correct refinement of an abstract 
behaviour if an equivalence relation holds. However, one may allow a partial 
ordering relation between an abstract and concrete behaviour. This can be 
done, for example, to satisfy implementation requirements.  

4.2 Behaviour abstraction 

Behaviour abstraction is a design transformation that replaces a concrete 
behaviour with an abstract behaviour. It is the reverse transformation of 
behaviour refinement in which some design information is abstracted from, 
we say “removed”, from the concrete behaviour. An abstraction of a 
concrete behaviour is hence determined by the remaining design 
information. Abstraction rules can be defined to obtain abstractions of 
concrete behaviours. Thus, in principle, behaviour abstraction can be 
automated if one knows which design information should be preserved. 

In general, the choice of particular design information to be removed is 
determined by specific objectives. In conformance assessment, behaviour 
abstraction is used to obtain an abstraction of a concrete behaviour such 
that the obtained abstraction can be compared to the original abstract 
behaviour (as depicted in Figure 4-2). Design information that is added 
during behaviour refinement should be removed when transforming back to 
the original abstract behaviour. 

A method to determine an abstraction of a concrete behaviour consists 
of the following steps [110]. 

Figure 4-2 
Conformance 
assessment 
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1. Determine the concrete actions that are considered as reference actions, 
inserted actions, and final actions in the concrete behaviour. 

2. Abstract from inserted actions. This step can be done by using the 
abstraction method presented in Section 4.2.1. 

3. Replace each group of reference actions with an abstract action. This 
step can be done by using the abstraction method presented in Section 
4.2.2. 
 
Two abstraction methods are defined: abstraction from inserted actions and 

abstraction from final actions, which correspond to the basic types of behaviour 
refinement, i.e., causality refinement and action refinement, respectively. 

4.2.1 Abstraction from inserted actions 

This abstraction method allows one to obtain an abstraction of a concrete 
behaviour, abstracting from a single inserted action. By consecutively 
abstracting from each single inserted action in any order, one can abstract 
from multiple inserted actions.  

Approach 
An inserted action is inserted in the causality relations between reference 
actions. To abstract from the inserted action, one should determine the 
concrete actions that are considered as reference actions. These reference 
actions are called the causality context of the inserted action. 

A causality relation between actions represents the causal dependencies 
between the occurrences of those actions in execution. These causal 
dependencies in execution are called execution relations. When an action is 
inserted in the causality relation between reference actions, the execution 
relation between those reference actions is defined indirectly via the 
occurrence of the inserted action. Reversely, an indirect execution relation 
between two actions via an inserted action can be abstracted from the 
occurrence of the inserted action.  

Multiple indirect execution relations between the same referene actions 
via the same inserted action can be combined into an execution structure. By 
abstracting from the occurrence of the inserted action in each indirect 
execution relation, the execution structure can abstract from the 
occurrence of the inserted action. Based on that, a method for abstracting a 
behaviour definition from an inserted action is defined.  

The following sub-sections explain this approach in more detail. 

Causality context 
The causality context of an inserted action only considers actions that are 
directly related to the inserted action, i.e.,  
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– actions whose causality conditions contain the inserted action; and 
– actions that are parts of the causality condition of the inserted action. 
These actions are called context actions. The causality context of inserted 
action a is denoted by Con(a). In Figure 4-3, Con(a) = {b, d}, Con(b) = {a, 
c, d}, Con(c) = {b}, Con(d) = {a, b, e}, and Con(e) = {d}.  

 

An inserted action allows a context action to refer indirectly to the 
attribute values of another context action. In Figure 4-3, action b can be 
considered as an inserted action that relates actions a and c indirectly. 

Execution relations 
A behaviour definition allows multiple possible executions. An execution 
represents the outcome of a possible run of a behaviour definition. The 
outcome consists of  
– action occurrences, which include actions that have occurred and 

attribute values that are established in those actions; and 
– the relations between action occurrences, which are called execution 

relations. 
A behaviour definition can be specified as the disjunction of all possible 
executions. 

Two distinct execution relations between actions a and b are identified 
(as depicted in Figure 4-4): 
– enabling relation, which defines the ordering between the occurrences of 

actions a and b, such that the occurrence of action b depends on the 
occurrence of action a. The occurrence of action a can be either 
independent of the occurrence of action b, i.e. {√ → a, a → b }; or be 
dependent on the non-occurrence of action b, i.e. {¬b → a, a → b }. 

– exclusion relation, which defines the choice between the occurrences of 
actions a and b, such that the occurrence of action b depends on the 
non-occurrence of action a, and vice versa {¬a → b, ¬b → a}. 

Action occurrences are graphically expressed as grey ellipses. 

 

An indirect execution relation between two actions can be defined via a 
third action. Figure 4-5 illustrates that the conjunction of two execution 
relations, i.e., an enabling relation between actions a and c and another 

Figure 4-3 
Example behaviour  

Figure 4-4 
Execution relations 
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enabling relation between actions c and b, defines an indirect execution 
relation between actions a and b via action c. 

 

Abstraction from indirect execution relations 
Two basic rules for abstracting indirect execution relations from an inserted 
action are defined: transitivity of enabling and inheritance of exclusion [110]. 

 
Transitivity of enabling: 

If a concrete action x is an enabling condition of an inserted action z 
and the inserted action z is an enabling condition of a concrete action y, 
then an abstract action x is an enabling condition of an abstract action y. 

 
Figure 4-6 illustrates this rule. 

 

If the condition of inserted action z is a start condition √, then the 
condition of abstract action y is a start condition √. Figure 4-7 illustrates 
this rule. 

 

Inheritance of exclusion: 
If an inserted action z is an enabling condition of a concrete action y,  
then the exclusion between the inserted action z and another concrete 
action x is inherited by abstract actions y and x. 
 

Figure 4-8 illustrates this rule. 

 

If none of the above rules is applicable to an indirect execution relation, 
concrete actions x and y occur independently. Consequently, abstract 
actions x and y also occur independently. 

Table 4-1 shows the results of the applications of the abstraction rules 
for every possible indirect execution relations between concrete actions x 
and y when abstracting from an inserted action z [110].  

 

Figure 4-5 
Indirect execution 
relation between actions 
a and b 

Figure 4-6 
Transitivity of enabling 

Figure 4-7 
Transitivity of enabling: 
the condition of action z 
is a start condition 

Figure 4-8 
Inheritance of exclusion 
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Legend:   

 represents enabling relation: {√ → x, x → z} or {¬z → x, x → z} 

 represents exclusion relation: {¬x → z, ¬z → x} 

 represents independence: {√ → x, √ → y} 

Execution structures 
An execution structure is a conjunction of multiple indirect execution relations 
in which an inserted action relates different pairs of context actions. 
Reversely, one can determine all possible indirect execution relations from 
an execution structure. Figure 4-9(i) depicts an execution structure with 
action d as an inserted action. Figure 4-9(ii) depicts all possible indirect 
execution relations from that execution structure.  

 

A method for abstracting an execution structure from an inserted action 
consists of the following steps [110].  
1. Determine all possible indirect execution relations. 
2. Determine the abstraction of each indirect execution relation using the 

rules defined in Table 4-1. 
3. Compose the condition of each abstract action as the conjunction of its 

condition. 
4. If possible, simplify the condition of each abstract action using the 

following rules: C ∧ C = C, C ∨ C = C, and √ ∧ C = C, where C is an 
arbitrary causality condition. 
 
Figure 4-10 illustrates the application of this method to abstract an 

execution structure in Figure 4-10(i) from an inserted action d. Figure 
4-10(ii) depicts all possible indirect execution relations of that execution 
structure. Figure 4-10(iii) depicts abstractions of these indirect execution 
relations. Figure 4-10(iv) depicts the conjunctions of those abstractions.  

Table 4-1 
Abstraction rules for 
indirect execution 
relations 

Figure 4-9 
Execution structures and 
its indirect execution 
relations 
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An alternative execution structure represents a possible execution structure 
when the causality conditions of an inserted action or its context actions are 
defined using disjunctions (or-operator). For example, Figure 4-11 depicts 
a disabling relations between actions a and b. As mentioned in Section 
3.3.5, a disabling relation is composed of a disjunction of an enabling 
relation {¬b → a, a → b} and an exclusion relation {¬a → b, ¬b → a}. 
Its execution results in either an enabling relation or an exclusion relation. 
A disabling relation hence has two alternative execution structures. 

 

Abstraction method 
A method for abstracting a behaviour definition from an inserted action 
consists of the following steps [110].  
1. Determine the causality context of the inserted action.  
2. Determine all possible alternative execution structures between the 

inserted action and its context actions. 
3. Determine the abstraction of each execution structure from the inserted 

action. 
4. Compose the condition of each abstract action from the condition of its 

corresponding concrete action by replacing the conditions of this 
concrete action in the alternative execution structures that are obtained 
in Step 2 with the disjunction of the conditions of that abstract action in 
the execution structures that are obtained in Step 3.  

5. If possible, simplify the condition of each abstract action. 
 
Figure 4-12 illustrates an application of this method to abstract the 

behaviour in Figure 4-12(i) from an inserted action d. The causality context 
of inserted action d is Con(d) = {a, b, e}. Figure 4-12(ii) depicts all 
possible alternative execution structures between inserted action d and its 
context actions.  A disabling relation between actions d and b is composed 
of a disjunction of an enabling relation {¬d → b, b → d} and an exclusion 

Figure 4-10 
Abstraction of an 
execution structure 

Figure 4-11 
Alternative execution 
structures of a disabling 
relation 
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relation {¬d → b, ¬b → d}. Figure 4-12(iii) depicts abstractions of these 
alternative execution structures. Figure 4-12(iv) depicts the resulted 
abstract behaviour.  

 

An action can refer to other action occurrences. The rule of transitivity of 
enabling enables a context action to refer indirectly to the attributes of 
another context action that has occurred via an inserted action. This 
abstraction rule should be applied in combination with the following rule 
[110]. 

 
References to the attributes of an inserted action should be replaced 
with their possible values or constraints. 

 
When referring to the time attribute of an inserted action, implicit time 
constraint should be taken into account.  

Figure 4-13 illustrates an application of this rule. A concrete action b 
refers to the attributes of an inserted action c. Action c refers to the 
attributes of another concrete action a. Action b hence refers indirectly to 
the attributes of action a. The reference to the information attribute of 
inserted action c is replaced by substituting information attribute constraint 
of inserted action c in the information attribute constraint of action b. 
When replacing the reference to the time attribute of inserted action c, the 

Figure 4-12 
Abstraction from an 
inserted action d 
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implicit time constraint [c.τ > a.τ] imposed by the causality relation {a → 
c} should be taken into account. 

 

4.2.2 Abstraction from final actions 

This abstraction method allows one to obtain an abstraction of a concrete 
behaviour, abstracting from a configuration of final actions. A method for 
replacing final actions of a concrete action structure A by an abstract action 
a consists of the following steps. We refer to Figure 4-14 for illustration. 
Actions a1 and a2 are final actions of concrete action structure A. 
1. Determine the causality relation of abstract action a: 

a. Determine the causality condition of abstract action a by integrating 
the causality condition of the final actions. 

b. Determine possible values or constraints of the attributes of abstract 
action a, in terms of the possible values or constraints of the 
attributes of the final actions by considering conformance 
requirement BR2 (preservation of attribute values) for action 
refinement (as presented in Section 4.1.2).   

2. Determine the causality relations of abstract action b outside concrete 
action structure A which depends on the abstract action a: 
a. Replace the causality condition of abstract actions b by the 

completion condition of concrete action structure A, in terms of 
abstract action a. 

b. Replace references to the attributes of the final actions of concrete 
action structure A in abstract actions b by references to the 
corresponding attributes of abstract action a as obtained in Step 1b. 

 

A completion condition of a concrete action structure represents the 
condition for the successful occurrence of the concrete action structure. 
The completion conditions of the generic cases identified in Section 4.1.2 
are defined as follows. The abbreviations (sf), (cf) and (df) indicate single 

Figure 4-13 
Abstraction of indirect 
attribute references 

Figure 4-14 
Abstraction from final 
actions 
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final action, conjunction of final actions, and disjunction of final actions, 
respectively. 
–  (sf) The successful occurrence of the concrete action structure 

corresponds to the occurrence of the single final action; 
– (cf) The successful occurrence of the concrete action structure 

corresponds to the occurrences of all final actions; 
– (df) The successful occurrence of the concrete action structure 

corresponds to the occurrence of a final action.  
 
An application of this method to a concrete action structure A in Figure 

4-14 is as follows.  
– Step 1: the causality condition of abstract action a corresponds to the 

conjunction of the conditions of final actions a1 and a2, i.e., c ∧ c which 
is equal to c. The information attribute value of abstract action a is the 
union of the information attribute values of final actions a1 and a2 [ι = 
{ι1, ι2}]. The time attribute value of abstract action a corresponds to 
the time moment of the latest final actions [τ = max(τ1, τ2)].  

– Step 2: the completion condition of concrete action structure A 
corresponds to the occurrence of all final actions, i.e., a1 ∧ a2. This 
completion condition is the causality condition of concrete action b, i.e., 
{a1 ∧ a2 → b}. In the causality relation of abstract action b, that 
causality condition is replaced by an enabling condition a, i.e., {a → b}. 
 
It is however not always possible to abstract a concrete action structure 

into an abstract action using the defined abstraction rules. This might be 
because of 
– incorrect refinement of an abstract action; or 
– incorrect determination of the reference actions in the concrete action 

structure. 

4.2.3 Abstraction from repetitive behaviour instantiation 

A repetitive behaviour instantiation (see Section 3.3.5) can create a finite or 
infinite number of behaviour instances, depending on the condition for its 
repetition. A repetitive behaviour instantiation that repeats an action for a 
finite number of times can be considered as a result of causality refinement 
or action refinement of an abstract action. Hence, this repetititive 
behaviour instantiation can be abstracted back into that abstract action. The 
abstraction is explained in the following sub-sections. 

Abstraction from behaviour instantiation 
A super behaviour may abstract from a behaviour instantiation. Indirect 
attribute references via entry and exit points are replaced with direct 
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attribute references. Figure 4-15 illustrates an abstraction from behaviour 
instantiation B.  

 

Repetitive behaviour instantiation as causality refinement 
If a repetitive behaviour instantiation establishes a result as an aggregation 
of the results of individual behaviour instantiations, it can be considered as 
causality refinement. Such a repetitive behaviour instantiation that repeats 
an action a for n times can be abstracted into an abstract action with 
attributes: 
– ι = an.ι = ∑ ak.ι ; where k = 1..n 
– τ = an.τ 
– λ = an.λ 
Action an is action a in the n-th behaviour instance. Here the symbol ‘∑’ 
represents aggregation in general. 

Figure 4-16 depicts an example of such a repetitive behaviour 
instantiation that repeats behaviour B twice. An action c refers to parameter 
values of the exit point of the last behaviour instance Bn. 

B
b1 1a c

i = a.
n = 0

i = b.
n = entry1.n + 1

 = entry1.i × 2  = Bn.exit1.i + 3 

entry1.n < 2

 

Figure 4-17 depicts a behaviour definifiton that includes two behaviour 
instantiations B0 and B1 that are equivalent to repetitive behaviour 
instantiation B in Figure 4-16. In behaviour instantiation B0, action b refers 
to the information attribute of action a, i.e., [b.ι = entry1.i × 2] and 
[entry1.i = a.ι], thus [b.ι = a.ι × 2]. In behaviour instantiation B1, action b 
refers to the information attribute of action b of behaviour instantiation B0, 
i.e., [b.ι = entry1.i × 2] and [entry1.i = B0.i], thus [b.ι = B0.i × 2]. 

Figure 4-15 
Abstraction from 
behaviour instantiation 

Figure 4-16 
Repetitive behaviour 
instantiation 
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Figure 4-17 can be abstracted from behaviour instantiations B0 and B1. 
This results in Figure 4-18(i). Actions b0 and b1 correspond to action b in 
behaviour instantiations B0 and B1, respectively. Considering actions b0 as an 
inserted action and b1 as a reference action, one can abstract from action b0 
and obtain the behaviour in Figure 4-18(ii). 

 

Repetitive behaviour instantiation as action refinement 
If a repetitive behaviour instantiation establishes a set of results as a union 
of the results of individual behaviour instantiations, it can be considered as 
action refinement. Such a repetitive behaviour instantiation that repeats an 
action a for n times can be abstracted into an abstract action with attributes: 
– ι = ∪ ak.ι    ; where k = 1..n 
– τ = an.τ 
– λ = ∪ ak.λ    ; where k = 1..n 

 
Figure 4-19 depicts an example of such a repetitive behaviour 

instantiation that repeats behaviour B twice. An action c refers to parameter 
values of the exit point of the last behaviour instance Bn. 

 

Figure 4-20 depicts a behaviour definifiton that includes two behaviour 
instantiations B0 and B1 that are equivalent to repetitive behaviour 
instantiation B in Figure 4-19. In behaviour instantiation B0, action b refers 
to the information attribute of action a, i.e., [b.ι = entry1.i[0] × 2] and 
[entry1.i[0] = a.ι], thus [b.ι = a.ι × 2]. In the behaviour instantiation B1, 
action b again refers to the information attribute of action a but via 

Figure 4-17 
Equivalent behaviour 
instantiations 

Figure 4-18 
Abstraction from 
inserted action 

Figure 4-19 
Repetitive behaviour 
instantiation 
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parameter i[1] of the entry point. Behaviour instantiation B1 maintains 
parameter values of the exit point of behaviour instantiation B0. 

B0

b1 1a c

i[0] = a.
i[0] = entry1.i[0]
i[1] = b.

 = entry1.i[0] × 2 0 = B1.exit1.i[0] + 3
1 = B1.exit1.i[1] + 4  

B1

b1 1

 = entry1.i[1] × 2

i[0] = b.
i[0] = B0.i[0]
i[1] = a.

 

Figure 4-20 can be abstracted from behaviour instantiations B0 and B1. 
This results in Figure 4-21(i). Considering actions b0 and b1 as actions of a 
concrete action structure with a single final action b1, one can abstract from 
this concrete action structure and obtain the behaviour in Figure 4-21(ii). 

 

4.3 Refinement of an action into an interaction 

Section 3.3.2 presents that an interaction can be abstracted into an 
integrated interaction and modelled as an action. Reversely, an action can 
be refined into an interaction. The conjunction of the causality conditions 
of interaction contributions of the interaction should be equivalent to the 
causality condition of the action. Also, the conjunction of attribute 
constraints of the interaction should be equivalent to attribute constraints 
of the action. This refinement provides a basis for structuring a behaviour 
into several interacting behaviours.  

Figure 4-22 illustrates the structuring of behaviour B into interacting 
behaviours B1 and B2. Action a is refined into interaction a whose 
interaction contributions are a1 and a2. Action a can occur only after both 
actions b and c occur. Similarly, interaction a can only occur after both 
action b and c occur. The conjunction of the causality conditions of 
interaction contributions a1 and a2 is equal to the causality condition of 
action a. 

Figure 4-20 
Equivalent behaviour 
instantiations 

Figure 4-21 
Abstraction from 
concrete action structure 
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When action a occurs, an information attribute value between 3 and 7 is 
established [3 < a.ι < 7]. When interaction a occurs, a value larger than 3 
(contribution constraint of a1 [3 < a1.ι]) and lower than 7 (contribution 
constraint of a2 [a2.ι < 7]) is established. The conjunction of the attribute 
constraints of the interaction contributions a1 and a2 is equal to the 
attribute constraint of action a. 

4.4 Strategy for interaction refinement 

In Section 3.1.2, three basic concepts for behaviour modelling are 
identified, i.e., action, interaction, and causality relation. However, design 
transformations presented in the previous sections support only two basic 
types of behaviour refinement, i.e., action refinement and causality refinement. 
Interaction refinement is not considered as a basic type of behaviour 
refinement.  

Interaction refinement is a type of behaviour refinement in which an 
abstract interaction is replaced with multiple concrete interactions and their 
causality relations. To use existing design transformations, it can be done 
using the strategy that is depicted in Figure 4-23 [107]. In Step 1, 
interacting behaviours BA1 and BA2 are integrated into abstract behaviour 
BA. Interaction b is abstracted into an integrated interaction and modelled 
as an abstract action b. In Step 2, abstract behaviour BA is refined into a 
concrete behaviour BC. In this refinement, abstract action b is refined into a 
concrete action structure consisting of actions b1 and b2. Finally, in Step 3, 
concrete behaviour BC is decomposed using constraint-oriented behaviour 
structuring into two interacting sub-behaviours BC1 and BC2. Actions b1 
and b2 are refined into interactions b1 and b2, respectively. 

Figure 4-22 
Refinement of action 
into interaction 
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This strategy performs interaction refinement indirectly. An abstract 

interaction b between abstract behaviours BA1 and BA2 is refined into 
concrete interactions b1 and b2 between concrete behaviours BC1 and BC2. 
The benefit of this strategy is that the design transformations presented in 
the previous sections can be reused in interaction refinement. 

This strategy, however, cannot preserve the information about the 
distribution of responsibility. The attribute constraints of interaction 
contributions model the responsibility of participants in the establishment 
of an interaction result. In Step 1, when one abstracts interaction b into an 
integrated interaction and models it as action b, the information about the 
distribution of responsibility between behaviours BA1 and BA2 dissapears.  

Consequently, in Step 3, the decomposition of concrete behaviour BC 
into interacting sub-behaviours BC1 and BC2 can result in interactions b1 
and b2 that do not preserve the distribution of responsibility as specified in 
abstract interaction b. Support for direct interaction refinement that 
preserves the distribution of responsibility between participants is therefore 
necessary.  

4.5 Interaction refinement 

Interaction refinement allows one to model in more detail the activity that 
is represented by an abstract interaction. Concrete interactions and their 
causality relations are represented in a structure that is called a concrete 
interaction structure.  

Figure 4-23 
Strategy for interaction 
refinement 
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An abstract interaction specifies what result should be established. A 
corresponding concrete interaction structure specifies how to establish that 
result. To model abstract and concrete interactions, we use the ISDL 
enhanced interaction concept as defined in Section 3.5.  

For example, a purchase of a bicycle between a buyer and a seller is 
modelled as an abstract interaction purchase as depicted in Figure 4-24 and 
textually in Figure 4-25. Contribution and distribution constraints define 
the result that should be established. 

 

Buyer = {  
√ → a,  
a → buy (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Money, τ : Date, λ : Store)  

[ι1 = Bicycle XYZ,  
ι2 < 500,  
τ < 16.04.2010], 

buy → b  
} 
 
Seller = {  

√ → c,  
c → sell (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Money, τ : Day, λ : Store)  

[ι2 > minPrice(ι1),  
τ = [Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat] 
λ= BikeShop, Enschede], 

sell → d  
} 
 
purchase (buy: Buyer.buy, sell: Seller.sell)  

[buy.ι1 = sell.ι1, 
 buy.ι2 – fee = sell.ι2, 
 dayOfWeek(buy.τ) = sell.τ,  

buy.λ = sell.λ] 

 

Figure 4-24 
A purchase interaction 
and its causality 
relations with other 
actions 

Figure 4-25 
Textual expression of 
interacting behaviours in 
Figure 4-24 
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Figure 4-26 depicts a refinement of abstract interaction purchase into a 
concrete interaction structure Purchase that consists of interactions select, 
pay, and deliver. Interaction select models the selection of a bicycle by the 
buyer from bicycles available in the seller’s shop. Interaction pay models the 
payment of a selected bicycle. Interaction deliver models the delivery of a 
purchased bicycle from the seller to the buyer. Concrete actions a, b, c, and 
d correspond to abstract actions a, b, c, and d, respectively. Textual 
expression of these interacting behaviours is depicted in Figure 4-27. 

 

Buyer = {  
√ → a,  
a → sB (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Price)  

[ι1 = Bicycle XYZ,  
ι2 + fee < 500], 

sB → pB (ι1: Invoice, ι2 : Money, τ : Date)  
[ι1 = sB.ι2,  
ι2 = ι1 + fee,  
τ < 16.04.2010], 

sB → dB (ι : Bicycle, τ : Date, λ : Store)  
[ι = sB.ι1,  
τ < 16.04.2010], 

pB ∧ dB → b  
} 
 
Seller = {  

√ → c,  
c → sS (ι1 : Bicycle, ι2 : Price)  

[ι2 > minPrice(ι1)], 

Figure 4-26 
Refinement of 
interaction purchase  

Figure 4-27 
Textual expression of 
interacting behaviours in 
Figure 4-26 
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sS → pS (ι1 : Invoice, ι2 : Money)  
[ι1 = sS.ι2,  
ι2 = ι1], 

pS → dS (ι : Bicycle, τ : Day, λ : Store)  
[ι = sS.ι1,  
τ = [Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat], 
λ =BikeShop, Enschede], 

dS → d  
} 
 
select (sB: Buyer.sB, sS: Seller.sS) [remote] 

 
pay (pB: Buyer.pB, pS: Seller.pS)  

[pB.ι1 = pS.ι1, 
 pB.ι2 – fee = pS.ι2] 

 
deliver (dB: Buyer.dB, dS: Seller.dS)  

[dB.ι = dS.ι, 
 dayOfWeek(dB.τ) = dS.τ,  

dB.λ = dS.λ] 

 
For each participant, an abstract interaction contribution is replaced 

with multiple concrete interaction contributions and their causality 
relations. These concrete interaction contributions and causality relations 
are represented in a structure that is called a concrete interaction contribution 
structure. After selecting the bicycle to buy, the buyer is ready to pay for the 
bicycle and to receive the delivery of the bicycle. The payment and delivery 
can be done in arbitrary order. The seller requires that the payment should 
be done before the delivery. 

For example, abstract interaction contribution buy in Figure 4-24 is 
replaced with a concrete interaction contribution structure consisting of 
interaction contributions sB, pB, and dB in Figure 4-26. Attributes of the 
abstract interaction contribution are distributed over the concrete 
interaction contribution structure.  

A concrete interaction structure may establish attribute values that are 
not specified in an abstract interaction. These attribute values represent 
intermediate results. For example, concrete interaction structure Purchase 
establishes attribute values representing an invoice, i.e., pB.ι1 and pS.ι1, 
which are not specified in abstract interaction purchase.  
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4.5.1 Completion of a concrete interaction structure 

The complete result of a concrete interaction structure is the union of the 
results that are established by the concrete interactions in that concrete 
interaction structure. For a participant, the results of the concrete 
interactions in which the participant is involved or interested represent the 
complete result from the participant’s view (see Section 3.5.1). For that 
participant, the concrete interaction structure completes when the results 
of those concrete interactions are available. The interaction contributions of 
those concrete interactions that allow other actions of that participant to 
refer to the results are called final interaction contributions of that participant.  

In Figure 4-26, the complete result of concrete interaction structure 
Purchase from the buyer’s view is {sB.ι1, sB.ι2, sB.τ, sB.λ, pB.ι1, pB.ι2, pB.τ, 
pB.λ, dB.ι, dB.τ, dB.λ}. These attribute values can be referred to by other 
actions of the buyer, e.g., action b, via two final interaction contributions pB 
and dB. The complete result from the seller’s view is {sS.ι1, sS.ι2, sS.τ, sS.λ, 
pS.ι1, pS.ι2, pS.τ, pS.λ, dS.ι, dS.τ, dS.λ}. These attribute values can be 
referred to by other actions of the seller, e.g., action d, via a final interaction 
contribution dS.  

The interactions in which final interaction contributions are involved are 
called final interactions. Final interactions of concrete interaction structure 
Purchase are interaction pay (in which final interaction contributions pB of 
the buyer is involved) and interaction deliver (in which final interaction 
contributions dB of the buyer and dS of the seller are involved). 

4.5.2 Configuration of final interaction contributions 

Like in action refinement (see Section 4.1.2), three basic configurations of 
final interaction contributions are identified: 
– single final interaction contribution: a concrete interaction structure makes 

its complete result available from a participant’s view when this final 
interaction contribution occurs; 

– conjunction of final interaction contributions: a concrete interaction structure 
makes its complete result available from a participant’s view when all 
these final interaction contributions occur; 

– disjunction of final interaction contributions: a concrete interaction structure 
makes its complete result available from a participant’s view when one 
of these final interaction contributions occurs. Other final interaction 
contributions do not occur.  

An interaction contribution occurs when an interaction in which the 
interaction contribution is involved occurs.  

These basic configurations can be combined into a more complex 
configuration of final interaction contributions. Different participants may 
have different configurations of final interaction contributions. 
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The possible attribute values of an abstract interaction contributions 
should be preserved in the attributes of concrete interaction contribution 
structure. The interpretation of preservation of attribute values is similar to 
the cases for action refinement, i.e., when interaction contributions are 
considered as actions.  

4.5.3 Correspondence relation 

A correspondence relation between an abstract interaction and concrete 
interaction structure shows which design information in a concrete 
interaction structure that preserves which design information in an abstract 
interaction. Specifically, it maps between 
– the abstract participants and the concrete participants; 
– the attributes of abstract interaction contributions and the attributes of 

concrete interaction contributions; and 
– the occurrences of the abstract interaction and the occurrences of one 

or more concrete interactions. 
 
Table 4-2 depicts the correspondence relation between abstract 

interaction purchase and concrete interaction structure Purchase. 
 

 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Buyer Buyer Participants 
Seller Seller 

buy.ι1 dB.ι 
buy.ι2 pB.ι2 

buy.τ max(pB.τ , dB.τ) a 

buy.λ dB.λ 

sell.ι1 dS.ι 
sell.ι2 pS.ι2 

sell.τ dS.τ 

Attributes 

sell.λ dS.λ 
Occurrences purchase payment ∧ delivery b 
a see Section 4.1.2 for explanation.  
b The occurrence of an abstract interaction corresponds to the occurrence 

of one or more final interactions of a concrete interaction structure. In a 
correspondence relation, and-operator ‘∧’ indicates that all final 
interactions must occur and or-operator ‘∨’ indicates that one of the 
final interactions must occur. They should not be confused with a 
conjunction and disjunction in causality relations. 

Table 4-2 
Correspondence relation 
between abstract 
interaction purchase and 
concrete interaction 
structure Purchase 
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4.6 Conformance assessment 

A concrete interaction structure must conform to the abstract interaction it 
replaces. Such a concrete interaction structure has more detailed design 
information, while preserving what has been prescribed by the abstract 
interaction. The conformance of a concrete interaction structure is assessed 
by checking whether a set of conformance requirements are satisfied. 

4.6.1 Causality context 

Our conformance requirements make use of the notion of causality context 
(as presented in Section 4.2.1). The causality context of an interaction 
consists of actions and interaction contributions that are directly related to 
the interaction, i.e.,  
– actions and interaction contributions whose causality conditions contain 

the interaction; and 
– actions and interaction contributions that are defined in the causality 

condition of the interaction. 
As in Section 4.2.1, those actions are called context actions. The notion of 
causality context can also be applied to an interaction contribution. The 
causality context of an interaction q or an interaction contribution q is 
denoted as Con(q). 

In Figure 4-28, Con(q) = {B1.a, B1.b, B2.c, B2.d}, Con(B1.q) = {B1.a, 
B1.b}, and Con(B2.q) = {B2.c, B2.d}.  

B1 qa

b

B2q c

d

q

 

Similarly, the causality context of an interaction structure consists of 
actions or interaction contributions that are directly related to the 
interaction structure, i.e., 
– actions and interaction contributions whose causality conditions contain 

interaction(s) of the interaction structure; and 
– action and interaction contributions that are defined in the causality 

condition of interactions of the interaction structure, excluding 
interactions that are parts of the interaction structure.  

The notion of causality context can also be applied to an interaction 
contribution structure. The causality context of an interaction structure 
consisting of interactions qi (i = 1, 2, …, n) is denoted as Con(q1, q2, …, 
qn). 

In Figure 4-29, Con(q1, q2) = {B1.a, B1.b, B2.c, B2.d}, Con(B1.q1, 
B1.q2) = {B1.a, B1.b}, and Con(B2.q1, B2.q2) = {B2.c, B2.d}.  

Figure 4-28 
Interaction q and its 
context actions 
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4.6.2 Conformance requirements 

To determine the conformance between an abstract interaction and a 
concrete interaction structure, the following conformance requirements are 
identified. We refer to Figure 4-30 for illustration. 

SellerBuyer
buy sell

purchase

1 : Bicycle
2 : Money | 2 > minPrice(i1)
 : Day |  = [Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat]
 : Store |  = BikeShop, Enschede

1 : Bicycle | 1 = Bicycle XYZ
2 : Money | 2 < 500
 : Date |  < 16.04.2010
 : Store

buy. 1 = sell. 1

buy. 2 – fee = sell. 2

dayOfWeek(buy. ) = sell.
buy.  = sell.

a

b

c

d

 

– IR1: Preservation of causality relations. The causality relations between the 
abstract interaction contribution of an abstract participant and its 
abstract context actions should be preserved by the (indirect) causality 
relations between the final interaction contribution(s) of the 
corresponding concrete participant and the concrete actions that 
implement the abstract context actions. 
For the buyer, the final interaction contribution(s) of a correct concrete 
interaction contribution structure should depend (indirectly) on the 
concrete action that implements abstract action a; and the concrete 
action that implements abstract action b should depend on those final 
interaction contribution(s). 
For the seller, the final interaction contribution(s) of a correct concrete 
interaction contribution structure should depend (indirectly) on the 
concrete action that implements abstract action c; and the concrete 
action that implements abstract action d should depend on those final 
interaction contribution(s). 
 

– IR2: Preservation of contribution constraints. The contribution constraints of 
the abstract interaction contribution of an abstract participant should be 
preserved by the contribution constraints of the concrete interaction 
contribution structure of the corresponding concrete participant 
For the buyer, a correct concrete interaction contribution structure 
should have contribution constraints defining that the item to buy 

Figure 4-29 
A concrete interaction 
structure and its context 
actions 

Figure 4-30 
A purchase interaction 
as in Figure 4-24 
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should be a bicycle with a maximum price of EUR 500 (including fees, 
if any); and that the purchase should occur before 16th April 2010 in a 
store.  
For the seller, a correct concrete interaction contribution structure 
should have contribution constraints defining that the item to sell 
should be a bicycle; that the bicycle should be sold at a price that is 
higher than its minimum price; that the purchase should occur in any 
day except Sunday; and that the purchase should occur at the seller’s 
bicycle shop. 
 

– IR3: Preservation of distribution constraints. The distribution constraints of 
an abstract interaction should be preserved by the distributon 
constraints, and possibly the contribution constraints, in a concrete 
interaction structure. 
A correct concrete interaction structure should have distribution 
constraints, and possibly contribution constraints, defining that the 
bicycle bought by the buyer should be the bicycle sold by the seller; that 
the buying price minus some fee, if any, should be equal to the selling 
price; and that the purchase should occur in the same day and in the 
same store. 
 

– IR4: Preservation of interaction synchronisation. The synchronisation that is 
provided by an abstract interaction should be preserved by the 
synchronisation that is provided by a concrete interaction structure. 
A correct concrete interaction structure should define the time 
dependencies of the concrete actions that implement abstract actions b 
and d on the concrete actions that implement abstract actions a and c.  

Relationships to conformance requirements for behaviour refinement 
Table 4-3 shows the relationships between the conformance requirements 
for general behaviour refinement (in Section 4.1.1) and for interaction 
refinement. 
  
Behaviour refinement Interaction refinement 

BR1: preservation of causality relations IR1: preservation of causality relations 
BR2: preservation of attribute values IR2: preservation of contribution constraints 

IR3: preservation of distribution constraints 
– IR4: preservation of interaction synchronisation 

 
The causality target of a causality relation can be a target action or an 

interaction contribution. Conformance requirement BR1 is concerned with 
preservation of causality relations involving target actions. Conformance 

Table 4-3 
Relationships between 
conformance 
requirements for 
behaviour refinement 
and for interaction 
refinement 
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requirement IR1 is concerned with preservation of causality relations 
involving interaction contributions. 

A result is represented by attribute values. It is specified by one or more 
result constraints. In modeling, one specifies result constraints, not 
attribute values. Therefore, conformance requirement BR2 should be taken 
as ‘preservation of result constraints’.  

In the conceptual model (as shown in Figure 3-44 in Section 3.6), result 
constraint is specialised into contribution constraint and distribution constraint. 
Conformance requirement BR2 is hence specialised into conformance 
requirements IR2 and IR3, which deal with the contribution and 
distribution constraints, respectively.  

Interaction synchronisation is a property that is specific to an 
interaction. Hence, conformance requirement IR4 is not related to 
conformance requirements BR1 or BR2. 

4.6.3 Assessment method 

We define an assessment method for interaction refinement that uses the 
same idea as the assessment method for general behaviour refinement 
presented in Section 4.1.3. The conformance of the concrete interaction 
structure can be assessed in the following steps, as illustrated in Figure 
4-31.  
1. Determine the abstraction of the concrete interaction structure. This 

activity can be done by applying the abstraction rules and method 
presented in Section 4.6.4 in order to obtain an abstract interaction that 
is comparable to the original abstract interaction. 

2. Compare the abstraction of the concrete interaction structure with the 
original abstract interaction. This activity checks whether both abstract 
interactions comply with a certain correctness relation. If this is the 
case, the concrete interaction structure conforms to the original abstract 
interaction. Otherwise, the concrete interaction structure does not 
conform to the original abstract interaction. 

 

Like the assessment method for general behaviour refinement, a 
correctness relation can be 

Figure 4-31 
Conformance 
assessment of 
interaction refinement 
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– an equivalence relation: a concrete interaction structure preserves all 
properties of an abstract interaction. 

– a partial ordering relation: a concrete interaction structure preserves a 
subset of the properties of an abstract interaction. 

4.6.4 Interaction abstraction 

Interaction abstraction is a behaviour abstraction in which a concrete 
interaction structure is replaced with an abstract interaction. Given a 
concrete interaction structure, one can abstract it in different ways, 
resulting in different abstractions. Defining which design information in the 
concrete interaction structure is considered essential in the abstraction is 
therefore necessary. This design information has to be preserved when the 
concrete interaction structure is abstracted into an abstract interaction.  

A method for interaction abstraction consists of the following steps.  
1. Determine design information that will be preserved. It consists of  

– participants, which implement  abstract participants; and 
– attributes of the interaction contributions of the preserved 

participants, which serve as the participants’ views on the result as 
specified by an abstract interaction. 

This design information can be found in a correspondence relation.  
2. Check if every final interaction depends on the same concrete context 

actions in the preserved participants. The final interactions can be found 
in the correspondence relation. This is to check whether the concrete 
interaction structure provides synchronisation as provided by an abstract 
interaction, i.e, conformance requirement IR4. If so, there is a 
possibility that the concrete interaction structure can be replaced with 
an abstract interaction. Otherwise, it cannot.  

3. For each preserved participant, replace its concrete interaction 
contribution structure with an abstract interaction contribution. This is 
done by applying the abstraction rules and methods defined in Section 
4.2. The abstract interaction contribution should preserve attributes, as 
identified in Step 1, and their possible values. A concrete interaction 
structure can be replaced with an abstract interaction only if the 
concrete interaction contribution structure in each preserved participant 
can be replaced with an abstract interaction contribution. 

4. Form an abstract interaction. This step consists of the following steps. 
a. Connect all the abstract interaction contribution obtained in Step 4 

to each other.  
b. Determine distribution constraints of the abstract interaction from 

the constraints in the concrete interaction structure. These 
distribution constraints are composed from  
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– the distribution constraints in the concrete interaction structure 
that involve the preserved attributes, and/or  

– the contribution constraints of non-preserved participants that 
allows a preserved attribute to refer indirectly to another 
preserved attribute.  

Attribute substitution is necessary to eliminate the attributes of non-
preserved participants from the distribution constraints of the 
abstract interaction. 

 
For illustration, we apply the abstraction method to the concrete 

interaction structure Purchase in Figure 4-32. In Step 1, we determine that 
participants Buyer and Seller should be preserved. The attributes of the 
concrete interactions as indicated in Table 4-2 should be preserved as their 
values correspond to the result of the abstract interaction.  

 

Table 4-2 indicates that the final interactions are interactions pay and 
deliver. In Step 2, we observe that final interaction pay depends on actions a 
and c (via interaction select) and final interaction deliver depends on actions a 
and c (via interaction select). Each final interaction depends on the same 
context actions. Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 results in abstract interaction contributions q1 and q2 in abstract 
participants Buyer and Seller, respectively, as depicted in Figure 4-33. The 
correspondences between the attributes of the concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions are listed in Table 4-4.  

Figure 4-32 
A concrete interaction 
structure Purchase as in 
Figure 4-26 
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Concrete interaction structure Abstract interaction 

dB.ι q1.ι1 

pB.ι2 q1.ι2 

 pB.τ or dB.τ q1.τ 

dB.λ q1.λ 

dS.ι q2.ι1 

pS.ι2 q2.ι2 

dS.τ q2.τ 

dS.λ q2.λ 

 
Step 4 results in abstract interaction q in Figure 4-34. Information 

attributes dB.ι and dS.ι are involved in the distribution constraint [dB.ι = 
dS.ι]. Given the attribute correspondences in Table 4-4, this constraint can 
be replaced with [q1.ι1 = q2.ι1]. Information attributes pB.ι2 and pS.ι2 are 
involved in the distribution constraint [pB.ι2 – fee = pS.ι2].  This constraint 
can be replaced with [q1.ι2 – fee = q2.ι2]. Time attributes dB.τ and dS.τ 
are involved in the distribution constraint [dayOfWeek(dB.τ) = dS.τ].  This 
constraint can be replaced with [dayOfWeek(q1.τ) = q2.τ]. Location 
attributes db.λ and ds.λ are involved in the distribution constraint [dB.λ = 
dS.λ]. This constraint can be replaced with [q1.λ = q2.λ]. 

 

Sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.4 show the examples of composing the 
distribution constraints of an abstract interaction from the contribution 
constraints of non-preserved participant. 

Figure 4-33 
Abstract interaction 
contributions q1 and q2 
obtained from Step 4 

Table 4-4 
Correspondences 
between attributes of 
concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions 

Figure 4-34 
Abstract interaction q 
obtained from Step 4 
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4.6.5 Comparison to original abstract interaction 

In Section 4.6.2, four conformance requirements IR1, IR2, IR3, and IR4 
are defined. During the abstraction process, conformance requirement IR4 
is checked. When the abstraction of a concrete interaction structure can be 
obtained, this means that conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. The 
comparison of the abstraction of the concrete interaction structure and the 
original abstract interaction is necessary to check whether conformance 
requirements IR1, IR2, and IR3 are satisfied. 

In Figure 4-34, the causality relations involving abstract interaction 
contributios are {a → q1, c → q2, q1 → b, q2 → d}. These causality 
relations are equivalent to the causality relations {a → buy, c → sell, c → 
sell, sell → d} respectively as depicted in Figure 4-24, in which interaction 
contributions buy and sell are replaced with q1 and q2, respectively. 
Conformance requirement IR1 is satisfied. 

Contribution constraints of interaction q and contribution constraints of 
interaction purchase are equivalent. Conformance requirement IR2 is 
satisfied. Distribution constraints of interaction q and distribution 
constraints of interaction purchase are equivalent. Conformance requirement 
IR3 is satisfied. 

All conformance requirements are satisfied. Interactions purchase and q 
comply with an equivalence correctness relation. We conclude that the 
concrete interaction structure Purchase conforms to abstract interaction 
purchase. 

4.7 Patterns for interaction refinement 

To give guidelines on possible interaction refinement, we identify four 
patterns for interaction refinement: interface decomposition, functionality 
delegation, functionality distribution, and intermediary introduction. These patterns 
are generic cases of interaction refinement. Each pattern captures a possible 
way to refine an abstract interaction. Other patterns are possible. 

An interaction refinement may apply one of those patterns or a 
combination of them. In the following sections, those patterns are 
described and illustrated. Context actions are shown in order to indicate 
the relations between the resulting concrete interaction structure and its 
context actions.  

4.7.1 Interface decomposition 

In this pattern, an abstract interaction between abstract participants is 
replaced with a concrete interaction structure between concrete 
participants that corresponds to the abstract participants. All participants 
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engage in every concrete interaction. This pattern allows one to replace an 
abstract interaction with, e.g., a sequence of concrete interactions 
representing intermediate steps to establish the result or a number of 
alternative concrete interactions to establish the result. The concrete 
interaction contributions in a concrete participant may form a structure 
that differs from the structure of the concrete interaction contributions in 
other concrete participants. 

Figure 4-35 illustrates this pattern. An abstract interaction q between 
participants B1 and B2 is replaced with a concrete interaction structure Q 
consisting of interactions q1, q2, and q3 between concrete participants B1 
and B2. Concrete participants B1 and B2 correspond to abstract 
participants B1 and B2, respectively. The causality relations in participant 
B1 differs from the causality relation in participant B2. Concrete context 
actions a, b, c, and d correspond to abstract context actions a, b, c, and d, 
respectively.  

 

Example 
The refinement of abstract interaction purchase in Figure 4-24 into a 
concrete interaction structure Purchase in Figure 4-26 is an application of 
this pattern. The seller implements the abstract interaction in three 
sequential steps, i.e., select, pay and deliver. The buyer also implements the 
abstract interaction in three similar steps, but interactions pay and deliver can 
be done independent of each other.  

The conformance assessment of the example is presented in Sections 
4.6.4 and 4.6.5. 

4.7.2 New participants introduction 

In this pattern, an abstract interaction between abstract participants is 
replaced with a concrete interaction structure that consists only of one 
concrete interaction between concrete participants that corresponds to the 

Figure 4-35 
Interface decomposition 
pattern 
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abstract participants and one or more new concrete participant(s). This 
pattern allows one to delegate some functionality necessary to perform the 
interaction to the new concrete participant(s). For example, by introducing 
a bank, some functionality of a payment interaction can be delegated to that 
bank. 

Figure 4-36 illustrates this pattern. An abstract interaction q between 
participants B1 and B2 is replaced with a concrete interaction structure 
consisting of single concrete interaction q’ between concrete participants 
B1, B2, and B3. Concrete participant B3 is introduced in the refinement. 

 

Example 
Figure 4-37 depicts a concrete interaction structure pay obtained from an 
application of this pattern in the refinement of abstract interaction pay in 
Figure 4-26. In the refinement, a bank is introduced. For brevity, the figure 
shows only the concrete interaction and its context actions. The bank 
charges the fee in interaction pay, as specified in the contribution constraint 
of interaction contribution pK [pK.ι2 = pK.ι1 – fee]. As this functionality has 
been delegated to the bank, the fee is no longer specified in any distribution 
constraint. Table 4-5 depicts the correspondence relation between abstract 
interaction pay and concrete interaction pay’. 

Figure 4-36 
Functionality delegation 
pattern 
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 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Buyer Buyer Participants 
Seller Seller 

pB.ι1 pB.ι1 

pB.ι2 pB.ι2 

pB.τ pB.τ 

pS.ι1 pS.ι1 

Attributes 

pS.ι2 pS.ι2 
Occurrences pay pay' 

 
The conformance assessment is described as follows. In Step 1, we 

determine that participants Buyer and Seller and attributes pB.ι1, pB.ι2, pS.ι1, 
and pS.ι2 are the design information that should be preserved. 

In Step 2, we observe that the only interaction pay’ depends on context 
action sB of Buyer and sS of Seller. Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied.  

Step 3 results in abstract interaction contributions q1 and q2 in abstract 
participants Buyer and Seller, respectively. The correspondences between the 
attributes of the concrete and abstract interaction contributions are listed in 
Table 4-4.  
 

Concrete interaction Abstract interaction 

pB.ι1 q1.ι1 

pB.ι2 q1.ι2 

pB.τ q1.τ 

pS.ι1 q2.ι1 

pS.ι2 q2.ι2 

 
In Step 4, we observe that information attributes pB.ι and pS.ι are 

involved in distribution constraint [pB.ι = pS.ι]. Given the attribute 
correspondences in Table 4-6, this constraint can be replaced with [q1.ι1 
= q2.ι1]. Information attribute pB.ι2 and pS.ι2 are involved in distribution 

Figure 4-37 
Example of functionality 
delegation 

Table 4-5 
Correspondence relation 
between abstract 
interaction pay and 
concrete interaction pay' 

Table 4-6 
Correspondences 
between attributes of 
concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions 
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constraints [pB.ι2 = pK.ι1] and [pS.ι2 = pK.ι2], respectively; while pK.ι1 and 
pK.ι2 are involved in contribution constraint [pK.ι2 = pK.ι1 – fee]. 
Substituting pB.ι2 and pB.ι2 for pK.ι1 and pK.ι2 in the contribution 
constraint, respectively, results in [pS.ι2 = pB.ι2 – fee]. This constraint can 
be replaced with [q2.ι2 = q1.ι2 – fee]. Time attribute pB.τ is not involved 
in any distribution constraint. No distribution constraint of the abstract 
interaction can be specified for this time attribute. 

The application of the abstraction method results in an abstract 
interaction that has an equivalence correctness relation with abstract 
interaction pay. Concrete interaction pay’ conforms to abstract interaction 
pay. 

4.7.3 Bilateral interactions transformation 

In this pattern, an abstract interaction between three or more abstract 
participants is replaced with a concrete interaction structure in which every 
concrete interaction is performed exactly by two concrete participants that 
implement the abstract participants, i.e., a bilateral interaction. The 
functionality of the abstract interactions is distributed over interactions 
between pairs of concrete participants.  

In an implementation, interactions are carried out by interaction 
mechanisms provided by, e.g., communication middleware. Current 
middleware supports mostly interaction mechanisms between two entities. 
This pattern allows one to replace an abstract interaction with a concrete 
interaction structure that will be implemented using such interaction 
mechanisms.  

Figure 4-38 illustrates this pattern. An abstract interaction q between 
abstract participants B1, B2, and B3 is replaced with a concrete interaction 
structure consisting of interactions q1, q2, and q3. Concrete interaction q1 
is an interaction between concrete participants B1 and B2; concrete 
interaction q2 is an interaction between concrete participants B1 and B3; 
and concrete interaction q2 is an interaction between concrete participants 
B2 and B3. Each concrete interaction is performed by two concrete 
participants only. 
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Example 
Figure 4-39 depicts a concrete interaction structure Pay obtained from an 
application of this pattern in the refinement of interaction pay in Figure 
4-37. The seller first makes a payment request by sending an invoice to the 
buyer. The buyer then interacts with the bank to transfer the requested 
amount of money plus a transfer fee. After transfering the money, the buyer 
sends a notification indicating the date the money is transfered. The seller 
then checks her bank account’s balance. If the money she received is equal 
to the money she requested, the seller confirms the buyer that the payment 
is successful. Table 4-7 depicts the correspondence relation between 
abstract interaction pay’ and concrete interaction Pay. 

Figure 4-38 
Functionality distribution 
pattern 
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 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Buyer Buyer 
Seller Seller 

Participants 

Bank Bank 

pB.ι1 vB.ι 
pB.ι2 tB.ι 
pB.τ mB.τ 

pS.ι1 vS.ι 
pS.ι2 cS.ι1 

pK.ι1 tK.ι 

Attributes 

pK.ι2 cK.ι1 
Occurrences pay' confirm ∧ check 

 
The conformance assessment is described as follows. In Step 1, we 

determine that participants Buyer, Seller, and Bank and attributes vB.ι, tB.ι, 
mB.τ, vS.ι, cS.ι1, tK.ι, and cK.ι are the design information that should be 
preserved. 

In Step 2, we observe that each final interaction depends on the same 
context actions, i.e., sB of Buyer, sS of Seller, and the start condition in 
participant Bank. Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 results in abstract interaction contributions q1, q2, and q3 in 
abstract participants Buyer, Seller, and Bank, respectively. The 
correspondences between the attributes of the concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions are listed in Table 4-8.  

 

Figure 4-39 
Example of functionality 
distribution 

Table 4-7 
Correspondence relation 
between abstract 
interaction pay’ and 
concrete interaction 
structure Pay 
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Concrete interaction structure Abstract interaction 

vB.ι q1.ι1 

tB.ι q1.ι2 

mB.τ q1.τ 

vS.ι q2.ι1 

cS.ι1 q2.ι2 

tK.ι q3.ι1 

cK.ι1 q3.ι2 

 
In Step 4, we observe that information attributes vB.ι and vS.ι are 

involved in distribution constraint [vB.ι = vS.ι] that is implicit in remote 
interaction invoice. Given the attribute correspondences in Table 4-8, this 
constraint can be replaced with [q1.ι1 = q2.ι1]. Information attribute tB.ι 
and tK.ι are involved in distribution constraints [tB.ι = tK.ι] that is implicit 
in remote interaction transfer. This constraint can be replaced with [q1.ι2 = 
q3.ι1]. Information attribute cS.ι1 and cK.ι1 are involved in distribution 
constraints [cS.ι1 = cK.ι1] that is implicit in remote interaction check. This 
constraint can be replaced with [q2.ι2 = q3.ι2]. Time attribute mB.τ is not 
involved in any distribution constraint. No distribution constraint of the 
abstract interaction can be specified for this time attribute. 

The application of the abstraction method results in an abstract 
interaction that has an equivalence correctness relation with abstract 
interaction pay’. Concrete interaction Pay conforms to abstract interaction 
pay’. 

4.7.4 Intermediary introduction 

In this pattern, an abstract interaction between abstract participants is 
replaced with a concrete interaction structure that involves a new concrete 
participant acting as an intermediary between the concrete participants that 
correspond to the abstract participants. Concrete participants that 
correspond to the abstract participants interact only with the intermediary. 
Concrete participants do not interact directly, but via the intermediary. 

This pattern allows one to put most of the collaboration logic in an 
intermediary, in order to keep simple concrete participants that correspond 
to abstract participants. For example, in an interaction for a reservation of a 
holiday trip between a traveller, a hotel, and an airline, a travel agent can be 
introduced as an intermediary to carry out the negotiation between them.  

This pattern also allows one to include the behaviour of communication 
middleware that enables interactions between concrete participants across 
distances. For example, an interaction for an online insurance application 
between a customer and an insurance company will be implemented using 
an asynchronous request-response mechanism based on callback. The 

Table 4-8 
Correspondences 
between attributes of 
concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions 
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inclusion of the behaviour of this interaction mechanism allows designers to 
model necessary interaction contributions to accommodate that interaction 
mechanism. 

Figure 4-40 illustrates this pattern. An abstract interaction q between 
abstract participants B1 and B2 is replaced with a concrete interaction 
structure consisting of interaction q1, q2, q3, and q4. Concrete participant 
B3 is introduced as an intermediary between concrete participants B1 and 
B2. Concrete interactions q1 and q4 are between concrete participants B1 
and B3. Concrete interaction q2 and q3 are between concrete participants 
B2 and B3.  

B3B1 q1a

b

B2q2 c

dq4 q3

q1

q4

q1

q4

q2

q3

q2

q3

B1 qa

b

B2q c

d

q

 

Example 
Figure 4-41 depicts a concrete interaction structure Confirm obtained from 
an application of this pattern in the refinement of interaction confirm in 
Figure 4-39. This abstract interaction is implemented using a provider-
confirmed message-passing mechanism. The seller first interacts with the 
middleware to send a confirmation message, i.e., “OK”. The middleware 
then interacts with the buyer to pass that confirmation message. Finally, the 
middleware gives the seller an acknowledgment “ACK” indicating that the 
confirmation message has been passed successfully. Table 4-9 depicts the 
correspondence relation between abstract interaction confirm and concrete 
interaction Confirm. 

 

 

Figure 4-40 
Intermediary 
introduction pattern 

Figure 4-41 
An example of 
intermediary 
introduction 
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 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Buyer Buyer Participants 
Seller Seller 

mB.ι iB.ι 
mB.τ iB.τ 

Attributes 

mS.ι rS.ι 
Occurrences confirm ind ∧ cnf 

 
The conformance assessment is described as follows. In Step 1, we 

determine that participants Buyer and Seller and attributes iB.ι, iB.τ, and rS.ι 
are the design information that should be preserved. 

In Step 2, we observe that each final interaction depends on the same 
context actions, i.e., nB of Buyer and cS of Seller. Conformance requirement 
IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 results in abstract interaction contributions q1and q2 in abstract 
participants Buyer and Seller, respectively. The correspondences between the 
attributes of the concrete and abstract interaction contributions are listed in 
Table 4-10.  

 
Concrete interaction structure Abstract interaction 

iB.ι q1.ι 
iB.τ q1.τ 

rS.ι q2.ι 

 
In Step 4, we observe that information attributes iB.ι is involved in 

distribution constraint [iB.ι = iM.ι] that is implicit in the remote interaction 
ind. Information attribute rS.ι is involved in distribution constraint [rS.ι = 
rM.ι] that is implicit in remote interaction req. Information attribute iM.ι 
and rM.ι are involved in contribution constraint [iM.ι = rM.ι]. Substituting 
iB.ι and rS.ι  for iM.ι and rM.ι in this contribution constraint, respectively, 
results in [iB.ι = rS.ι]. Given the attribute correspondences in Table 4-10, 
this constraint can be replaced with [q1.ι = q2.ι].  

Time attribute iB.τ is involved distribution constraint [iB.τ = iM.τ], but 
iM.τ. does not refer to or is not referred by any other preserved time 
attribute. No distribution constraint of the abstract interaction can be 
specified for this time attribute.  

The application of the abstraction method results in an abstract 
interaction that has an equivalence correctness relation with abstract 
interaction confirm. Concrete interaction Confirm conforms to abstract 
interaction confirm. 

Table 4-9 
Correspondence relation 
between abstract 
interaction confirm and 
concrete interaction 
structure Confirm 

Table 4-10 
Correspondences 
between attributes of 
concrete and abstract 
interaction contributions 
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4.8 Related work 

The MDA [90, 91] uses the idea of abstraction and refinement to allow 
“zooming” in and out of a model. Our work contributes to this area by 
providing a set of conformance requirements, abstraction method, and a set 
of abstractions of interaction mechanisms. 

Similar to [83, 114], our work considers an interaction as a first-class 
entity in a design process. Such an interaction can be used as a starting 
point for design refinement. Interaction refinement and its conformance 
assessment in [4] use the same assessment method as in Section 4.6.3. 
However, it does not define any conformance requirement or systematic 
abstraction method. Our work provides conformance requirements and a 
systematic abstraction method. Our work contributes to research towards 
interaction refinement, such as in [3, 27, 72], by providing interaction 
design transformations in the architectural domain. 

In general, correct implementations can be obtained using two different 
refinement approaches: correctness-by-construction and correctness-by-assessment. 
In the first approach, as used in [43, 83], refinement is done by applying 
rules to construct correct implementations. This way of refinement 
however limits designers’ freedom because an implementation can only be 
obtained from an application of (a combination of) these rules. Our work 
supports the second approach, in which designers construct an 
implementation without necessarily following any refinement rule and 
assess the correctness of the implementation afterwards. If an 
implementation does not satisfy a set of correctness requirements, the 
implementation should be revisited and redeveloped. We believe that this 
refinement approach gives designers more freedom. 

Our patterns of interaction refinement indicate possible ways of 
refinement without defining any refinement rule. These are not refinement 
rules as in [83]. Thus, a concrete interaction structure obtained from the 
application of our patterns may not conform to an abstract interaction. 
Conformance assessment should be performed of that concrete interaction 
structure. 

An abstract interaction can be refined into a concrete interaction 
structure that complies with a structure defined as interaction patterns in 
[16, 54, 70]. Our work can be useful to check whether an interaction 
pattern used in an implementation results in a correct refinement. 

[13, 126] present refinement of an interaction point in the entity 
domain. Interaction refinement in the behaviour domain is briefly discussed 
as its consequence. Our work can complement this work by providing 
interaction refinement in the behaviour domain. 
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4.9 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have presented behaviour transformations, i.e., 
refinement and abstraction, in ISDL. Interaction refinement was done 
indirectly in three steps. First, interacting behaviours are integrated into an 
abstract behaviour. Second, the abstract behaviour is refined into a concrete 
behaviour using action refinement and/or causality refinement. Finally, the 
concrete behaviour is decomposed using constraint-oriented behaviour 
structuring into interacting sub-behaviours. We have found out that this 
indirect interaction refinement cannot preserve the distribution of 
responsibility between participants. We, therefore, have defined direct 
interaction refinement that can maintain distribution of responsibility 
during the design process. A conformance assessment for interaction 
refinement is also defined. 

In Section 3.1.2, three basic concepts for behaviour modelling are 
identified, i.e., action, interaction, and causality relation. However, ISDL 
supported only action refinement and causality refinement. Together with 
the interaction refinement presented in this chapter, refinement of all basic 
concepts is now supported. Concepts and methods, that have been defined 
for action and causality refinement, are reused in interaction refinement so 
as to give designers consistent ways in designing behaviours of distributed 
systems. Table 4-11 lists basic concepts in the behaviour domain and their 
support for behaviour refinement. 
 
Basic concept Behaviour refinement 

Action Action refinement 
Interaction Interaction refinement 
Causality relation Causality refinement 

 
 

Table 4-11 
Refinement of the basic 
concepts in the 
behaviour domain 





 

Chapter 5 

5. Abstract representations of 
interaction mechanisms  

This chapter presents abstract representations of common interaction 
mechanisms that are suitable for modelling service compositions and 
distributed applications in general at higher abstraction levels. The abstract 
representations are obtained by applying the abstraction method defined in 
Chapter 4. This chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 motivates the 
need for suitable abstract representations of interaction mechanisms. 
Section 5.2 presents the approach we use to obtain abstract representations 
of interaction mechanisms. Section 5.3 shows how we apply the approach 
and our interaction abstraction method to obtain those abstract 
representations. Section 5.4 illustrates the use of the abstract 
representations in an example. Section 5.5 discusses related work. Finally, 
Section 5.6 presents some concluding remarks. 

5.1 Motivation 

The design of a service composition is a complex undertaking, especially if a 
designer is forced to deal immediately with the detailed behaviour of 
interaction mechanisms provided by communication middleware. It would 
be better if the designer could first focus on the essentials of the service 
composition using suitable abstract representations of interaction 
mechanisms.  

In a service composition, service users and providers interact with each 
other. These service users and providers may be physically and 
geographically distributed. Communication middleware is therefore 
necessary to carry out the interactions between them. It provides generic 
interaction mechanisms, e.g., message passing and request-response 
interaction mechanisms, with which the interactions can be implemented. 
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Unfortunately, the detailed behaviour of interaction mechanisms 
contributes to the complexity of interactions in service compositions. When 
designing the interaction between service users and providers, a designer 
has to consider  
– the characteristics of the interaction; and  
– the behaviour of the interaction mechanism(s) that will be used to 

implement that interaction.  
 
The interaction between a customer and a bank for an on-line loan 

application, for example, can be implemented either as synchronous or 
asynchronous request-response communication. The characteristic of this 
loan application interaction, i.e., the bank needs a couple of days to 
respond, leads the designers to choose the asynchronous request-response 
communication based on callback for implementing the interaction. The 
behaviour of this asynchronous communication has to be elaborated in the 
interaction design. This elaboration increases the complexity of the design. 
Such complexity makes difficult to separate the behaviour of the interaction 
mechanism from the business or application logic of the interaction. 

The use of related abstraction levels, as described in Chapter 1, allows a 
designer to first focus on the essentials of interactions between services, 
deferring the decision about possible alternative implementations to a later 
stage of the design process. At a high abstraction level, a designer defines 
only the intended result and requirements on the interaction and not the 
behaviour of the interaction mechanism that implements it. This approach 
needs a suitable abstract representation of the interaction mechanism.  

Such an abstract representation should satisfy the following 
requirements [34]. 
– Suitability. An abstract representation of an interaction mechanism 

should be easy to use. In this thesis, an abstract representation is easy to 
use if it represents an interaction mechanism using a single interaction 
concept. 

– Platform independence. An abstract representation of an interaction 
mechanism should not be specific to an implementation in a particular 
middleware platform. A platform-independent abstraction gives 
designers more implementation alternatives.  

– Correctness. An abstract representation of an interaction mechanism 
should preserve the essential properties and represent correctly the 
behaviour of the interaction mechanism. This requirement preserves 
that the abstract representation can be refined back into the interaction 
mechanism. 
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5.2 Approach 

In this section, we present our approach to obtain suitable representations 
of interaction mechanisms. We focus on the interaction mechanisms 
provided by CORBA [89] and Web Services [133].   

5.2.1 Suitability and platform independence 

In order to satisfy the requirements for suitability and platform 
independence, we follow the abstraction hierarchy as depicted in Figure 
5-1. 

 

In Step 1, we represent the behaviour of the CORBA and Web Services 
interaction mechanisms that are comparable to each other as an interaction 
structure that is independent of the details of the middleware platforms. 
We call that structure an interaction pattern because it models the similarity 
between the interaction mechanisms. This step results in a platform-
independent interaction pattern. 

Two interaction mechanisms are comparable to each other if the 
differences between them are not essential at a higher abstraction level. If 
the differences between them are essential, those interaction mechanisms 
are considered and modelled as two different interaction patterns. For 
example, the unconfirmed and provider-confirmed message-passing 
mechanisms have similarity between them, i.e., they pass a message from a 
sender to a receiver, but we consider that the differences between them are 
essential. Thus, we model them as two different interaction patterns. 

In Step 2, if possible, we abstract an interaction pattern into an abstract 
interaction that is defined using the ISDL enhanced interaction concept. In 
this way, we can represent multiple interaction mechanisms by a single 
abstract concept and, therefore, satisfy the requirement of suitability as 
defined in Section 5.1. Since the interaction pattern is platform 
independent, its abstraction is also platform independent. The requirement 
of platform independence is also satisified. 

Figure 5-1 
Abstraction hierarchy 
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5.2.2 Correctness 

In order to satisfy the requirement for correctness, we use conformance 
requirements defined in Section 4.6.2: 
– IR1: preservation of causality relations 
– IR2: preservation of contribution constraints 
– IR3: preservation of distribution constraints 
– IR4: preservation of interaction synchronisation. 

  
These conformance requirements, however, need a different 

interpretation because they are based on the properties of an interaction, 
not an interaction. The properties of an interaction cannot be found 
immediately in an interaction structure. The interpretation is explained in 
the following. We refer to Figure 5-2 for illustration. This figure depicts an 
interaction structure that represents the synchronous request-response 
mechanism between a client and server via communication middleware. For 
brevity reasons, attribute types are omitted. 

req

cnf

Middleware ServerClient

reqC reqM

cnfC cnfM

indM indS

 = a.  = reqM.

rspM rspS

 = rspM.  = f(indS. , c. )

a

b

c

d

ind

rsp

distribution
constraints

contribution 
constraints

contribution 
constraints  

The participants, that interact indirectly with each other via 
communication middleware, are called remote participants. In Figure 5-2, 
participants Client and Server are remote participants. 

We aim to represent an interaction structure as an abstract interaction 
that abstracts from the detailed behaviour of the communication 
middleware. A remote participant is to be abstracted into an abstract 
participant. The interaction contribution structure in a remote participant 
is to be abstracted into an abstract interaction contribution in the 
corresponding abstract participant. Remote participants Client and Server in 
Figure 5-2 are to be abstracted into abstract participants Client and Server, 
respectively. 

Attributes that represent essential information according to the purpose 
of the interaction mechanism should be preserved. Only such attributes in 
the remote participants are preserved. The interaction contributions of a 
remote participant that allow other actions of that remote participant to 

Figure 5-2 
Contribution and 
distribution constraints 
in an interaction 
structure 
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refer to the preserved attributes are the final interaction contributions of 
that remote participant. The interactions in which final interaction 
contributions are involved are the final interactions of the interaction 
structure.  

In Figure 5-2, the purpose of a request-response mechanism is to 
establish a response message for a given request message. These messages 
are essential in the interaction mechanism. Therefore, information 
attributes that represent these messages should be preserved. The request 
message is represented by information attribute reqC.ι and indS.ι; the 
response message is represented by information attribute cnfC.ι and rspS.ι. 
The final interaction contributions are cnfC and rspS in remote participants 
Client and Server, respectively. The final interactions are hence cnf and rsp. 

We model the causality context of an interaction mechanism as context 
actions a, b, c, and d. These context actions allow us to focus on an 
interaction structure without neglecting the dependencies between the 
interaction structure and its causality context. Context actions a, b, c, and d 
are to be abstracted into abstract context actions a, b, c, and d, respectively. 

IR1: preservation of causality relations 
The (indirect) causality relations between the final interaction contributions 
of a remote participant and the context actions should be preserved by the 
causality relations between the abstract interaction contribution of the 
corresponding abstract participant and the abstract actions that represent 
the context actions.  

In Figure 5-2, the (indirect) causality relations between final interaction 
contribution cnfC and context actions a and b in remote participant Client 
should be preserved by the causality relations between the abstract 
interaction contribution and abstract context actions a and b in abstract 
participant Client. The (indirect) causality relations between final interaction 
contribution rspS and context actions c and d in remote participant Server 
should be preserved by the causality relations between the abstract 
interaction contribution and abstract context actions c and d in abstract 
participant Server. 

IR2: preservation of contribution constraints 
The contribution constraints that specify the possible values of the 
preserved attributes of the interaction contribution structure in a remote 
participant should be preserved by the contribution constraints of the 
abstract interaction contribution of the corresponding abstract participant.  

In Figure 5-2, the contribution constraints of preserved information 
attributes reqC.ι and cnfC.ι in remote participants Client should be preserved 
by the contribution constraints of the abstract interaction contribution in 
abstract participants Client. The contribution constraints of preserved 
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information attributes indS.ι and rspS.ι in remote participants Server should 
be preserved by the contribution constraints of the abstract interaction 
contribution in abstract participants Server. 

IR3: preservation of distribution constraints 
In an interaction structure, the relations between the attribute values in 
different remote participants are defined by  
– the distribution constraints of the interactions between the 

communication middleware and remote participants; and  
– the contribution constraints of the interaction contributions of the 

communication middleware. 
The distribution and contribution constraints that define the relations 
between the preserved attributes in different remote participants should be 
preserved by the distribution constraints of the abstract interaction.  

In Figure 5-2, the relation between the values of preserved information 
attributes reqC.ι and indS.ι in remote participant Client and Server, 
respectively, is defined by distribution constrains [reqC.ι = reqM.ι] and 
[indM.ι = indS.ι] of interactions req and ind (specified implicitly as local 
interactions) and contribution constraints [indM.ι = reqM.ι] of interaction 
contribution indM of the middleware. These distribution and contribution 
constraints should be preserved by the distribution constraints of the 
abstract interaction. 

IR4: preservation of interaction synchronisation 
An interaction structure can be represented as an abstract interaction only if 
it provides time dependency as in an interaction. This dependency requires 
that every final interaction (indirectly) depends on the same context 
actions. 

In Figure 5-2, final interaction contribution cnfC of remote participant 
Client indirectly depends on context action a. Final interaction contribution 
rspS of remote participant Server indirectly depends on context action c. This 
interaction mechanism can be abstracted into an abstract interaction if 
every final interaction, i.e., cnf and rsp, depends on the set of context actions 
{a, c}.    

5.2.3 Other interaction mechanism properties 

The following properties of an interaction mechanism are not modelled 
(explicitly). 

Time and location attributes 
In an interaction structure, an interaction between a remote participant and 
the middleware establishes the same set of information values that are 
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available from the same time moment and at the same location for the 
remote participant and middleware. We hence model the interaction as a 
local interaction (see Section 3.7.1).  

The specifications of the CORBA and Web Services interactions 
mechanisms do not include constraints regarding time, e.g., delay or 
throughput, we hence do not include constraints on time attribute. Such 
constraints can be useful for modelling the quality of service (QoS) that is 
required from communication middleware. We leave this for future work. 

We assume that all interactions between a remote partipant and 
communication middleware occur at the same location or address. For 
brevity reasons, we do not include location attributes and constraints in the 
interactions. 

Exceptions 
An interaction mechanism may return an exception message when it cannot 
complete successfully. For example, in the CORBA synchronous request-
response mechanism, an exception message can be returned to the client 
either by the server or middleware. An exception message returned by the 
server indicates that the server cannot process the request message sent by 
the client. An exception message returned by the middleware indicates that 
a problem occurs in the communication.  

At a higher abstraction level, a designer may only be interested in 
whether an interaction occurs or does not occur, without considering any 
exception messages that might return. Moreover, the behaviours related to 
exception messages are middleware-specific. For example, in the Web 
Services synchronous request-response mechanism, the middleware cannot 
return an exception. To satisfy the requirement for platform independence, 
we exclude the behaviours that are related to exception messages. This 
exclusion can be done only if the exception messages have no function at an 
abstract level, i.e., they carry no essential information. We leave the 
inclusion of exception behaviour for future work. 

5.3 Abstractions of interaction mechanisms 

In this section, we present the applications of the interaction abstraction 
method defined in Chapter 4 to obtain abstract representations of common 
interaction mechanisms.  

An interaction mechanism distinguishes different roles for its 
participants. A role determines the behaviour that a participant should 
perform to interact with other participant(s) using the interaction 
mechanism.   
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In the following sub-sections, a remote participant is named with the 
role it plays in an interaction mechanism. For example, a remote 
participant that plays the role of a client is named Client. It should be noted 
that the role is not attached to the participant, but to the contribution of 
the participant in the interaction mechanism. Therefore, in an interaction 
structure in which remote participants interact with each other using more 
than one interaction mechanisms, a remote participant can play the role of 
a client in one interaction mechanism and the role of a server in another 
interaction mechanism.  

5.3.1 Unconfirmed message-passing 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to pass a message from a 
sender to a receiver. The sender sends a message to the receiver and then 
continues its execution. In CORBA, this interaction mechanism is 
implemented using ‘oneway’ request-response communication. In Web 
Services, this interaction mechanism is implemented using ‘one-way’ 
operation.  

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-3(i) models this interaction 
mechanism. Interaction req passes a message from the sender to the 
middleware. The sender determines the contents of this message [reqS.ι = 
fS(a.ι)]. Interaction ind passes that message from the middleware to the 
receiver [indM.ι = reqM.ι].  

 

We want to abstract the interaction pattern in Figure 5-3(i) into an 
abstract interaction in Figure 5-3(ii). The interaction abstraction method is 
applied as follows. 

Step 1: 
The design information that should be preserved are: 

Figure 5-3 
Unconfirmed message-
passing and its intended 
abstract representation 
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– remote participants Sender and Receiver; and 
– information attributes reqS.ι and indR.ι as they represent the message 

that is passed from remote participants Sender to Receiver. 
The relation between the preserved information attributes can be expressed 
as a single constraint [reqS.ι = indR.ι]. The calculation to derive this 
constraint is shown in Figure 5-4. 
 
reqS.ι = reqM.ι    ; local interaction req 
indM.ι = reqM.ι     ; interaction contribution indM 
indM.ι = indRι     ; local interaction ind 
reqS.ι = indR.ι  
 

The final interaction contributions in remote participants Sender and 
Receiver are reqS and indR, respectively. The final interactions of this 
interaction pattern are hence interactions req and ind. Final interaction 
contributions reqS and indR depend on context actions a and c, respectively. 

Step 2: 
Final interaction req depends only on context action a. Final interaction ind 
depends on context action a via interaction req and on context action c. This 
means that final interactions req and ind do not depend on the same context 
actions. Conformance requirement IR4 is therefore not satisfied. This 
interaction mechanism cannot be abstracted into a single abstract 
interaction. 

To facilite interaction design, this interaction mechanism can be 
expressed using the shorthand notation for message-passing communication 
(see Section 3.7.3) because they have the same behaviour. This shorthand 
notation does not abstract from any design information of the message-
passing interaction mechanism. 

5.3.2 Provider-confirmed message-passing 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to pass a message from a 
sender to a receiver. The sender sends a message to the receiver and then 
waits for a confirmation from the middleware that indicates that the 
message has been delivered to the receiver. The sender continues its 
execution only after it receives that confirmation.  

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-5 models this interaction 
mechanism. Interaction req passes a message from the sender to the 
middleware [reqS.ι = fS(a.ι)]. Interaction ind passes that message from the 
middleware to the receiver [indM.ι = reqM.ι]. Interaction cnf confirms the 
sender that the message has been delivered to the receiver [cnfM.ι = 
fM(indM.ι)].  

Figure 5-4 
Calculation to derive the 
relation between the 
preserved information 
attributes in the 
unconfirmed message 
passing 
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The interaction abstraction method is applied as follows. 

Step 1: 
The design information that should be preserved are: 
– remote participants Sender and Receiver; and 
– information attributes reqS.ι and indR.ι as they represent the message 

that is passed from remote participants Sender to Receiver. 
As in Section 5.3.1, the relation between the preserved information 
attributes can be expressed as a single constraint [reqS.ι = indR.ι]. 

The final interaction contributions in remote participants Sender and 
Receiver are cnfS and indR, respectively. The final interactions of this 
interaction pattern are hence interactions cnf and ind. Final interaction 
contribution cnfS indirectly depends on context action a. Final interaction 
contribution indR depends on context action c. 

Step 2: 
Final interaction cnf depends on context action a via interaction req and on 
context action c via interaction ind. Final interaction ind depends on context 
action a via interaction req and on context action c. Every final interaction 
depends on the same context actions. Conformance requirement IR4 is 
satisfied. 

Steps 3 and 4: 
These steps result in abstract interaction q between abstract participants 
Sender and Receiver, as depicted in Figure 5-6. Abstract interaction 
contributions qS and qR represent the interaction contribution structures in 
remote participant Sender and Receiver, respectively. Table 5-1 lists the 
correspondences between the design information of the interaction pattern 
and abstract interaction. Conformance requirement IR1, IR2, and IR3 are 
satisfied. We successfully obtain an abstract representation of the provider-
confirmed message-passing mechanism.  

Figure 5-5 
Provider-confirmed 
message-passing 
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Sender

qS

Receiver

qRa

b

c

d
qS.  = qR.

= fS(a. )

q

 

 Interaction pattern Abstract interaction 

reqS.ι qS.ι Information attributes 

indR.ι qR.ι  
reqS.ι = fS(a.ι) qS.ι = fS(a.ι) Constraints 

reqS.ι = indR.ι qS.ι = qR.ι 

 
This abstract interaction can be represented as a remote interaction (see 

Section 3.7.2) because abstract participants Sender and Receiver see the same 
set of information attribute values that are available from different time 
moments and at different locations. Figure 5-7 depicts this interaction as a 
remote interaction. 

 

5.3.3 Synchronous request-response 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to establish a response 
message for a given request message. A client sends a request message to a 
server and the server sends a response message back to the client. After 
sending a request message, the client waits for a response message before it 
continues its execution. 

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-8 models this interaction 
mechanism. Interaction req passes a request message from the client to the 
middleware [reqC.ι = fC(a.ι)]. Interaction ind passes that request message 
from the middleware to the server [indM.ι = reqM.ι]. Interaction rsp passes 
a response message from the server to the middleware. The server creates 
the response message based on the contents of the request message and the 
server’s state [rspS.ι = fS(indS.ι, c.ι)]. Interaction cnf passes that response 
message from the middleware to the client [cnfM.ι = rspM.ι].  

Figure 5-6 
Abstract representation 
of the provider-
confirmed message-
passing 

Table 5-1 
Correspondences 
between the design 
information of the 
interaction pattern and 
abstract interaction 

Figure 5-7 
Provider-confirmed 
message-passing as a 
remote interaction 
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The interaction abstraction method is applied as follows. 

Step 1: 
The design information that should be preserved are: 
– remote participants Client and Server; 
– information attributes reqC.ι and indS.ι as they represent the request 

message; and 
– information attributes cnfC.ι and rspS.ι as they represent the response 

message. 
The relation between the preserved information attributes that represent 
the request message can be expressed as a single constraint [reqC.ι = 
indS.ι]. The relation between the preserved information attributes that 
represent the response message can be expressed as a single constraint 
[cnfC.ι = rspS.ι].  The calculation to derive these constraints is shown in 
Figure 5-9. 
 
reqC.ι = reqM.ι    ; local interaction req 
indM.ι = reqM.ι     ; interaction contribution indM 
indM.ι = indS.ι     ; local interaction ind 
reqC.ι = indS.ι     ; the relation for request message 
 
rspS.ι = rspM.ι    ; local interaction rsp 
cnfM.ι = rspM.ι      ; interaction contribution cnfM 
cnfM.ι = cnfC.ι    ; local interaction cnf 
cnfC.ι = rspS.ι    ; the relation for response message 

 
The final interaction contributions in remote participants Client and 

Server are cnfC and rspS, respectively. The final interactions of this interaction 
pattern are hence interactions cnf and rsp. Final interaction contributions 
cnfC and indS indirectly depends on context actions a and c, respectively.  

Step 2: 
Final interaction cnf depends on context action a via interaction req and on 
context action c via interactions rsp and ind. Final interaction rsp depends on 
context action a via interactions ind and req; and on context action c via 

Figure 5-8 
Synchronous request-
response 

Figure 5-9 
Calculation to derive the 
relation between the 
preserved information 
attributes in the 
synchronous request-
response 
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interaction ind. Every final interaction depends on the same context actions. 
Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Steps 3 and 4: 
These steps result in abstract interaction q between abstract participant 
Client and Server, as depicted in Figure 5-10. Abstract interaction 
contributions qC and qS represent the interaction contribution structures in 
remote participant Client and Server, respectively. Table 5-2 lists the 
correspondences between the design information of the interaction pattern 
and abstract interaction. Conformance requirement IR1, IR2, and IR3 are 
satisfied. We successfully obtain an abstract representation of the 
synchronous request-response mechanism.  

 

 
 Interaction pattern Abstract interaction 

reqC.ι  qC.ιreq  

cnfC.ι  qC.ιcnf  

indS.ι  qS.ιind  

Information attributes 

rspS.ι  qS.ιrsp  

reqC.ι = fC(a.ι) qC.ιreq = fC(a.ι) 
rspS.ι = fS(indS.ι, c.ι) qS.ιrsp = fS(qS.ιind, c.ι) 
reqC.ι = indS.ι qC.ιreq = qS.ιind 

Constraints 

cnfC.ι = rspS.ι qC.ιcnf = qS.ιrsp 

 
This interaction can be represented as a remote interaction (see Section 

3.7.2) because abstract participants Sender and Receiver see the same set of 
information attribute values that are available from different time moments 
and at different locations. Figure 5-7 depicts this interaction as a remote 
interaction. 

This abstract interaction can be represented as a remote interaction, as 
depicted in Figure 5-11. Information attributes qS.ιind and qC.ιcnf are 
renamed as qS.ιreq and qC.ιrsp, respectively. 

Figure 5-10 
Abstract representation 
of the synchronous 
request-response 

Table 5-2 
Correspondences 
between the design 
information of the 
interaction pattern and 
abstract interaction 
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Client

qC

Server

qSa

b

c

d

req = fC(a. )
rsp

req

rsp = fS( req, c. )
q

 

5.3.4 Asynchronous request-response: callback 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to establish a response 
message for a given request message. A client sends a request message to a 
server and the server sends a response message back to the client. After 
sending a request message (and receiving a confirmation from the 
middleware that indicates that the request message has been delivered to 
the server), the client may continue its execution, but eventually it has to 
wait for a response message. The Web Services callback mechanism is 
defined in the WS-Callback specification [18]. 

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-12 models this interaction 
mechanism. It is composed of two provider-confirmed message-passing 
mechanisms: one is for passing a request message from the client to the 
server (interactions req1, ind1, and cnf1) and the other in the opposite 
direction is for passing a response message from the server to the client 
(interactions req2, ind2, and cnf2). 

Interaction req1 passes a request message from the client to the 
middleware [req1C.ι = fC(a.ι)]. Interaction ind1 passes that request message 
from the middleware to the server [ind1M.ι = req1M.ι]. Interactions cnf1 
confirms the client that the request message has been delivered to the 
server.  

Interaction req2 passes a response message from the server to the 
middleware [req2S.ι = fS(ind1S.ι, c.ι)]. Interaction ind2 passes that response 
message from the middleware to the client [ind2M.ι = req2M.ι]. Interactions 
cnf2 confirms the server that the response message has been delivered to the 
client. 

The client may do other actions while waiting for the callback, i.e., 
between interaction contributions cnf1C and ind2C. However, inserting 
actions that are irrelevant to the interaction mechanism makes the design 
difficult to analyse because different concerns are mixed together. Such 
actions would be better done independently, possibly in concurrence with 
the interaction mechanism. 

Figure 5-11 
Synchronous request-
response as a remote 
interaction 
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req1

ind2

cnf1

ind1

req2

Client

req1C

cnf1C

ind2C

a

b
cnf2

Server

ind1S

req2S

cnf2S

c

d

Middleware

req1M

cnf1M

ind1M

req2M

cnf2M

ind2M

passing a 
request 
message

passing a 
response 
message

 = fM(ind1M. )

 = fC(a. )  = req1M.

 = fS(ind1S. , c. ) = req2M.

 = fM(ind2M. )

 

Instead of abstracting this interaction pattern into a single abstract 
interaction in a single abstraction activity, we abstract it in two sequential 
activities. First, we abstract each provider-confirmed message-passing 
mechanism into an abstract interaction as in Section 5.3.2. Second, we 
abstract the interaction structure that results from the first activity into an 
abstract interaction.  

The first activity results in the interaction structure that is depicted in 
Figure 5-13. Interactions req and rsp represent the mechanisms for passing a 
request and response messages, respectively. Table 5-3 lists the 
correspondences between the design information of the interaction pattern 
and the abstract interactions. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 
Asynchronous request-
response based on 
callback 

Figure 5-13 
Callback using remote 
interactions 

 Interaction pattern Abstract interactions 

req1C.ι  reqC.ι  
ind1S.ι  reqS.ι  
req2S.ι rspS.ι 

Information attributes 

ind2C.ι rspC.ι 
req1C.ι = fC(a.ι) reqC.ι = fC(a.ι) 
req1C.ι = ind1S.ι reqC.ι = reqS.ι 
req2S.ι = fS(ind1S.ι, c.ι) rspS.ι = fS(reqS.ι, c.ι) 

Constraints 

req2S.ι = ind2C.ι rspS.ι = rspC.ι 

Table 5-3 
Correspondences 
between the design 
information of the 
interaction pattern and 
abstract interactions 
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The second activity abstracts the interaction structure in Figure 5-13 

into an abstract interaction q.  

Step 1: 
The design information that should be preserved are: 
– participants Client and Server; 
– information attributes reqC.ι and reqS.ι as they represent the request 

message; and 
– information attributes rspC.ι and rspS.ι as they represent the response 

message. 
The relation between the preserved information attributes that represent 
the request message is distribution constraint [reqC.ι = reqS.ι]. The 
relation between the preserved information attributes that represent the 
response message is distribution constraint [rspC.ι = rspS.ι]. These 
constraints are implicit in remote interactions req and rsp, respectively. 

The final interaction contributions in participants Client and Server are 
rspC and rspS, respectively. The final interaction of this interaction pattern is 
hence interaction rsp. Final interaction contributions rspC and rspS indirectly 
depends on context actions a and c, respectively. 

Step 2: 
Final interaction rsp depends on context actions a and c via interaction req 
Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Steps 3 and 4: 
These steps result in abstract interaction q between abstract participant 
Client and Server, as depicted in Figure 5-14. Abstract interaction 
contributions qC and qS represent the interaction contribution structures in 
participant Client and Server, respectively. Table 5-4 lists the 
correspondences between the design information of the interaction 
structure and abstract interaction. Conformance requirement IR1, IR2, and 
IR3 are satisfied. We successfully obtain an abstract representation of the 
asynchronous request-response mechanism based on callback.  

Client

qC

Server

qSa

b

c

d
qC. req = qS. req

qC. rsp = qS. rsp

q

req = fC(a. )
rsp

req

rsp = fS( req, c. )

 

 

Figure 5-14 
Abstract representation 
of the asynchronous 
request-response based 
on callback 
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This abstract interaction can be represented as a remote interaction (see 

Section 3.7.2), as depicted in Figure 5-11.  
Alternatively, this interaction mechanism can be modelled as the 

interaction pattern in Figure 5-15. It is composed of two unconfirmed 
message-passing mechanisms: one is for passing a request message from the 
client to the server (interactions req1 and ind1) and the other in the opposite 
direction is for passing a response message from the server to the client 
(interactions req2 and ind2). This interaction pattern can be abstracted into 
an abstract interaction in a similar way to the abstraction in Section 5.3.3. 
It results in an abstract interaction that is the same as the abstract 
interaction in Figure 5-14. 

 

5.3.5 Asynchronous request-response: remote-polling 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to establish a response 
message for a given request message. A client sends a request message to a 
server and then polls the server for a response message. After receiving a 
request message, the server waits for the client to poll a response message. 
The Web Services remote-polling mechanism is defined in the WS-Polling 
specification [140]. 

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-16 models this interaction 
mechanism. It is composed of a provider-confirmed message-passing 
mechanism for passing a request message from the client to the server 

Table 5-4 
Correspondences 
between the design 
information of the 
interaction structure and 
abstract interaction 

 Interaction structure Abstract interaction 

reqC.ι  qC.ιreq  

reqS.ι  qS.ιreq   

rspS.ι qS.ιrsp 

Information attributes 

rspC.ι qC.ιrsp 

reqC.ι = fC(a.ι) qC.ιreq  = fC(a.ι) 
reqC.ι = reqS.ι qC.ιreq  = qS.ιreq 

rspS.ι = fS(reqS.ι, c.ι) qS.ιrsp = fS(qS.ιreq, c.ι) 

Constraints 

rspS.ι = rspC.ι qS.ιrsp = rspC.ι 

Figure 5-15 
Callback using 
unconfirmed message-
passings 
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(interactions req1, ind1, and cnf1) and a synchronous request-response 
mechanism that is initiated by the client for polling a response message 
(interactions req2, ind2, rsp2, and cnf2). 

Interaction req1 passes a request message from the client to the 
middleware [req1C.ι = fC(a.ι)]. Interaction ind1 passes that request message 
from the middleware to the server [ind1M.ι = req1M.ι]. Interactions cnf1 
confirms the client that the request message has been delivered to the 
server.  

Interaction req2 passes a polling message from the client to the 
middleware. The client creates this polling message based on the request 
message sent earlier [req2C.ι = pS(req1C.ι)]. Interaction ind2 passes this 
polling message from the middleware to the server [ind1M.ι = req1M.ι]. It is 
used to poll a response message [rsp2S.ι = pS(ind2S.ι) = fS(ind1S.ι, c.ι)]. 
Interaction cnf2 passes that response message from the middleware to the 
client [cnf2M.ι = rsp2M.ι].  

 

The client may do other actions before polling the response message, 
i.e., between interaction contributions cnf1C and req2C. As motivated in 
Section 5.3.4, such actions would be better done independently, possibly in 
concurrence with the interaction mechanism. 

We abstract the interaction pattern in two sequential activities as in 
Section 5.3.4. First, we abstract each underlying interaction mechanism 
into an abstract interaction. Second, we abstract the interaction structure 
that results from the first activity into an abstract interaction.  

The first activity results in the interaction structure that is depicted in 
Figure 5-13. Interaction req represents the mechanism for passing a request 
message. Interaction rsp represents the mechanism for polling a response 
message. It abstracts from the polling message because this message is not 
essential according to the purpose of the interaction mechanism. The 
second activity results in the same model as depicted in Figure 5-14. 

Figure 5-16 
Asynchronous request-
response based on 
remote polling 
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Alternatively, an unconfirmed message-passing mechanism can be used 
for passing a request message. In this case, the interaction pattern should be 
done directly, not in two sequential activities. This is because an 
unconfirmed message-passing mechanism cannot be abstracted into an 
abstract interaction. The abstraction results in an abstract interaction as 
depicted in Figure 5-14 . 

5.3.6 Asynchronous request-response: local-polling 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to establish a response 
message for a given request message. A client sends a request message to a 
server and then polls the middleware for a response message. After 
receiving a request message, the server gives a response message to the 
middleware. The middleware waits for the client to poll that response 
message. Web Services do not have any specification for local-polling 
mechanism. 

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-17 models this interaction 
mechanism. The client sends a request message to the server using a 
provider-confirmed message-passing mechanism (interactions req1, ind1, and 
cnf1). Interaction req1 passes a request message from the client to the 
middleware [req1C.ι = fC(a.ι)]. Interaction ind1 passes that request message 
from the middleware to the server [ind1M.ι = req1M.ι]. Interactions cnf1 
confirms the client that the request message has been delivered to the 
server. When a response message is available, the server passes it to the 
middleware using interaction rsp2  [rsp2S.ι = fS(ind1S.ι, c.ι)]. 

Interaction req2 passes a polling message from the client to the 
middleware [req2C.ι = pS(req1C.ι)]. Interaction cnf2 passes a response 
message that is associated to that polling message from the middleware to 
the client [cnf2M.ι = pM(req2M.ι) = rsp2M.ι]. 

The abstract representation of the provider-confirmed message-passing 
mechanism that is obtained in Section 5.3.2 cannot be reused here because 
the other part of this local-polling mechanism, i.e., for polling a response 
message, cannot be abstracted separately into an abstract interaction. This 
interaction pattern has to be abstracted into an interaction mechanism in a 
single abstraction activity. 

The client may do other actions before polling the response message, 
i.e., between interaction contributions cnf1C and req2C. As motivated in 
Section 5.3.4, such actions would be better done independently, possibly in 
concurrence with the interaction mechanism. 
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The interaction abstraction method is applied as follows. 

Step 1: 
The design information that should be preserved are: 
– remote participants Client and Server; 
– information attributes req1C.ι and ind1S.ι as they represent the request 

message; and 
– information attributes cnf2C.ι and rsp2S.ι as they represent the response 

message. 
The relation between the preserved information attributes that represent 
the request message can be expressed as a single constraint [req1C.ι = 
ind1S.ι]. The relation between the preserved information attributes that 
represent the response message can be expressed as a single constraint 
[cnf2C.ι = rsp2S.ι].  The calculation to derive these constraints is shown in 
Figure 5-18. 
 

req1C.ι = req1M.ι    ; local interaction req1 
ind1M.ι = req1M.ι    ; interaction contribution ind1M 
ind1M.ι = ind1S.ι    ; local interaction ind1 
req1C.ι = ind1S.ι     ; the relation for request message 
 
rsp2S.ι = rsp2M.ι    ; local interaction rsp2 
cnf2M.ι = rsp2M.ι    ; interaction contribution cnf2M 
cnf2M.ι = cnf2C.ι    ; local interaction cnf2 
cnf2C.ι = rsp2S.ι     ; the relation for response message 

 
The final interaction contributions in remote participants Client and 

Server are cnf2C and rsp2S, respectively. The final interactions of this 
interaction pattern are hence interactions cnf2 and rsp2. Final interaction 
contributions cnf2C and ind2S indirectly depends on context actions a and c, 
respectively.  

Figure 5-17 
Asynchronous request-
response based on 
local-polling 

Figure 5-18 
Calculation to derive the 
relation between the 
preserved information 
attributes in the 
asynchronous request-
response based on local 
polling 
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Step 2: 
Final interaction cnf2 depends on context action a via interactions req2, cnf1, 
and req1; and on context action c via interactions rsp2 and ind1. Final 
interaction rsp2 depends on context action a via interaction ind1 and req1; 
and on context action c via interaction ind1. Every final interaction depends 
on the same context actions. Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Steps 3 and 4: 
These steps result in abstract interaction q between abstract participant 
Client and Server, as depicted in Figure 5-19. Abstract interaction 
contributions qC and qS represent the interaction contribution structures in 
remote participants Client and Server, respectively. Table 5-5 lists the 
correspondences between the design information of the interaction pattern 
and abstract interaction. Conformance requirement IR1, IR2, and IR3 are 
satisfied. We successfully obtain an abstract representation of the 
asynchronous request-response mechanism based on local polling.  

Client

qC

Server

qSa

b

c

d
qC. req = qS. ind

qC. cnf = qS. rsp

req = fC(a. )
cnf

ind

rsp = fS( ind, c. )
q

 

 
This abstract interaction can be represented as a remote interaction, as 

depicted in Figure 5-11. Information attributes qS.ιind and qC.ιcnf are 
renamed as qS.ιreq and qC.ιrsp, respectively. 

5.3.7 Multicast message-passing 

The purpose of this interaction mechanism is to pass copies of a message 
from a sender to multiple receivers. In CORBA and Web Services, this 
interaction mechanism is implemented using a publish/subscribe 

Figure 5-19 
Abstract representation 
of the asynchronous 
request-response based 
on local-polling 

Table 5-5 
Correspondences 
between the design 
information of the 
interaction pattern and 
abstract interaction 

 Interaction pattern Abstract interaction 

req1C.ι  qC.ιreq  

ind1S.ι  qS.ιind   

rsp2S.ι qS.ιrsp 

Information attributes 

cnf2C.ι qC.ιcnf 

req1C.ι = fC(a.ι) qC.ιreq = fC(a.ι) 
req1C.ι = ind1S.ι qC.ιreq = qS.ιind 

rsp2S.ι = fS(ind1S.ι, c.ι) qS.ιrsp = fS(qS.ιind, c.ι) 

Constraints 

cnf2C.ι = rsp2S.ι qC.ιcnf = qS.ιrsp 
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mechanism with a message broker playing the role of an intermediary. A 
publisher passes a message to the message broker and then the message 
broker passes copies of that message to multiple subscribers. A subscriber 
receives a copy of that message. The Web Services publish/subscribe 
mechanism is defined in the WS-Notification specification [84, 85]. 

A message is passed from a publisher to the message broker or from the 
message broker to a subscriber using either a ‘push’ or ‘pull’ strategy. In a 
‘push’ strategy, a publisher pushes a message to the message broker. In a 
‘pull’ strategy, the message broker pulls a message from a publisher. 
Similarly, the message broker can push a copy of a message to a subscriber; 
or a subscriber can pull a copy of a message from the message broker.  

The interaction pattern in Figure 5-20 models this interaction 
mechanism. A publisher sends copies of a message to two subscribers. 
Interaction req passes a message from the publisher to the message broker. 
Interaction ind1 and ind2 passes copies of that message from the message 
broker to the subscribers.  

This interaction pattern is already modelled at a higher abstraction level. 
It abstracts from the actual interaction mechanisms used in remote 
interactions req, ind1, and ind2. Each interaction can be implemented to 
support either a ‘push’ or ‘pull’ strategy. For example, if interaction req has 
to support a ‘push’ strategy, it can be implemented using the provider-
confirmed message-passing mechanism, in which the publisher acts as a 
sender and the message broker acts as a receiver. If it has to support a ‘pull’ 
strategy, it can be implemented using the synchronous request-response 
mechanism, in which the message broker acts as a client and the publisher 
acts as a server. 

req

ind1

Publisher

a

b

Subscriber1

ind1S c

d

Broker

ind1B

ind2

Subscriber2

ind2S c

d

ind2B

 = fS(a. )

reqP reqB

 = reqB.

 = reqB.

 

Like the unconfirmed message-passing mechanism, the multicast 
message-passing mechanism does not provide synchronisation between 
remote participants. Conformance requirement IR4 is therefore not 

Figure 5-20 
Multicast message-
passing 
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satisfied. This interaction mechanism cannot be abstracted into a single 
abstract interaction. 

To facilite interaction design, we introduce a shorthand notation for 
multicast message-passing communication as depicted in Figure 5-21. This 
shorthand notation does not abstract from any design information of the 
multicast message-passing interaction mechanism. 

 

5.3.8 Summary 

Table 5-6 summarises the results of the abstractions in the previous 
subsections. ‘Yes’ means that an abstract interaction can be obtained to 
represent an interaction mechanism. ‘No (shorthand)’ means that an 
abstract interaction cannot be obtained and a shorthand notation is 
introduced to facilite interaction design. 
 

Section Interaction mechanism Abstraction 

5.3.1 Unconfirmed message-passing No (shorthand) 
5.3.2 Provider confirmed message-passing Yes 
5.3.3 Synchronous request-response Yes 
5.3.4 Asynchronous request-response: callback Yes 
5.3.5 Asynchronous request-response: remote polling Yes 
5.3.6 Asynchronous request-response: local polling Yes 
5.3.7 Multicast message-passing No (shorthand) 

 
The fact that our interaction abstraction method cannot obtain abstract 

representations of every interaction mechanisms does not invalidate the 
abstraction method. Instead, it shows that the abstraction method can 
assess the possibility of a conformance relation between an interaction 
mechanism and an abstract interaction. When a conformance relation 

Figure 5-21 
Shorthand notation for 
multicast message-
passing communication 

Table 5-6 
Summary of the abstract 
representations of 
interaction mechanisms 
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cannot be established, the abstraction method prevents an interaction 
mechanism to be represented as an abstract interaction. 

It also shows that our interaction concept cannot represent every 
available interaction mechanism. This limitation is a consequence of 
choosing interaction synchronisation as a property of the interaction 
concept. The limitation makes our objective of obtaining abstract 
representations of common interaction mechanisms not fully achieved, i.e., 
some interaction mechanisms have to be expressed using shorthand 
notations. A shorthand notation provides a convenient graphical expression 
for an interaction mechanism, but it still requires a designer to think in 
terms of the detailed behaviour of the interaction mechanism.  

5.4 Example of use 

In this section, we illustrate the use of the abstract representations of 
interaction mechanisms that are obtained in Section 5.3 in an interaction 
design process. Figure 5-22 depicts an interaction design process of an 
interaction for applying a credit card. Figure 5-22(i) depicts this credit card 
application as a single abstract interaction ccApply. The customer wants a 
credit limit that is higher than EUR 1000, while the bank only allows the 
maximum of EUR 5000. In Figure 5-22(ii), we refine interaction ccApply 
into a concrete interaction structure that consists of interactions retrieve and 
apply to model the retrieval of a credit card application form and the 
application of a credit card using that form, respectively.  

We decide that interaction retrieve should be implemented as a 
synchronous request-response mechanism, in which the customer acts as 
the client and the bank acts as the server. The reason is that the bank can 
respond the customer’s request by sending a requested application form 
back to the customer immediately. We decide that interaction apply should 
be implemented as an asynchronous request-response mechanism based on 
callback, in which the customer acts as the client and the bank acts the 
server. The reason is that the bank needs a couple of days for manual 
authorisation before sending a response to the customer.  

To include these decisions into an interaction design, we annotate the 
design with information that indicates those decisions. In Figure 5-22(iii), 
annotations ‘(sync)’ and ‘(async:cb)’ indicate that the interactions must be 
implemented as a synchronous request-response and an asynchronous 
request-response based on callback, respectively. An interaction 
contribution has an indication of the role played by the participant. 
Annotation ‘(req)’ or ‘(rsp)’ that precedes an information attribute 
indicates that the annotated information attribute is the request or response 
message, respectively. Platform-specific information, e.g., of CORBA or 
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Web Services, can also be added to the interaction design (not shown in the 
figure).  

 

This example shows that, when suitable and correct abstract 
representations of interaction mechanisms are available, a designer has only 
to develop an interaction design at a high abstraction level. Such abstract 
representations give the designer confidence that the abstract 
representations can be implemented using available standardised interaction 
mechanisms, without having to include explicitly the behaviour of 
interaction mechanisms in the interaction design. The abstract 
representations allow the designer to focus on the application or business 
logic of the interaction between the remote participants at his own 
abstraction level.  

Figure 5-22 
Design process of the 
interactions for a credit 
card application 
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5.5 Related work 

At a lower abstraction level, certain interaction structures may appear 
frequently [12]. Our abstraction approach can be used to obtain abstract 
representations of, e.g., the interaction patterns that are described in [16, 
54, 70]. When such abstract representations are available, a designer does 
not have to define the same interaction structure multiple times in an 
interaction design. Instead, the designer can define them as abstract 
interactions (possibly with some indications about the targeted interaction 
patterns). 

In [34], different interaction mechanisms are represented by different 
interaction design concepts. In contrast, our work represents abstract 
representations of different interaction mechanisms using the same 
interaction concept, i.e., the ISDL enhanced interaction concept defined in 
Chapter 3. This gives us two benefits as follows.  

First, a composition of abstract representations can be further 
abstracted into an abstract interaction using the same abstraction method. 
We have shown this benefit when obtaining the abstract representations of 
the callback and remote-polling mechanisms in Section 5.3.4 and 5.3.5, 
respectively.  

Second, at a higher abstraction level, a designer does not have to decide 
yet which interaction mechanisms should implement an abstract 
interaction. At a lower abstraction level, the designer has alternatives to 
implement an abstract interaction. We have shown this benefit in the 
example in Section 5.4. 

[115, 116] uses the concept of connector to represent an abstract 
representation of an interaction mechanism. A connector is defined 
straightforwardly without examining the behaviour of an interaction 
mechanism. No conformance requirement or abstraction method is 
defined. This way of representation has no evidence to claim the 
correctness of a connector with respect to the behaviour of an interaction 
mechanism that it represents. Our abstraction approach defines 
conformance requirements between an interaction structure and its abstract 
representation. It uses a systematic abstraction method to check whether 
these conformance requirements are satisfied. In this way, one can have 
evidence that an abstract representation is correct. 

A connector represents a specific interaction protocol, e.g., procedure 
calls, UNIX pipes, SQL links, or buffers [52, 78, 114], as a single concept. 
It is hence suitable for representing an interaction mechanism. However, it 
forces a designer to think at an implementation level or specific 
implementation platform. Our abstract representations are independent 
from any interaction mechanism or implementation platform. 
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5.6 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have applied our abstraction method to obtain abstract 
representations of interaction mechanisms that are provided by 
communication middleware, i.e., CORBA and Web Services. These abstract 
representations allow a designer to specify interactions in a service 
composition, without being forced to consider the details of possible 
alternative interaction mechanisms at the early phase of a design process.   

We have developed an approach to obtain an abstract representation of 
comparable interaction mechanisms provided by different communication 
middleware. The abstract representation is defined using the ISDL 
enhanced interaction concept. However, abstract representations of some 
interaction mechanisms, i.e., the unconfirmed message-passing and 
multicast message-passing mechanisms, cannot be obtained. To facilitate 
interaction design, we have introduced shorthand notations for those 
interaction mechanisms. 

Since the behaviour of an interaction mechanism is pre-defined by 
communication middleware, the mapping between the interaction 
mechanism and its abstract representation can be defined. This mapping 
can be used to develop a transformation for refining an abstract interaction 
into an interaction structure that represents the interaction mechanism, by 
using (semi-)automatic transformation techniques. When such a 
transformation is available, a designer has only to indicate by which the 
interaction mechanism should implement the abstract interaction, as 
illustrated by the example in Section 5.4. The transformation is then used 
to produce a correct implementation, i.e., a concrete interaction design or 
an executable implementation, based on this indication.  

This chapter has shown that our interaction concept can be used to 
model precisely the behaviour of interaction mechanisms as a composition 
of interactions. The behaviour models of some interaction mechanisms can 
be abstracted into abstract interactions that preserve the essential properties 
of the interaction mechanisms. The interaction concept satisfies the 
requirement for modelling concrete interactions, as defined in Section 2.6. 
 

 





 

Chapter 6 

6. Transformation to executable 
implementations  

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach [90, 91], especially 
regarding automatic transformations, has been widely used and investigated 
to facilitate and speed up the implementation process of service 
compositions [14, 22, 23, 35, 48, 61, 63, 64, 74]. For the same reason, we 
develop an automatic transformation tool to transform a service 
composition model to an executable implementation in BPEL (Business 
Process Execution Language, version 1.1 [20]). We call our transformation 
tool the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool.  

This chapter explains the development of the ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool. This chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 
presents specification languages for service compositions that we use in the 
ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. Section 6.2 introduces our approach in 
the development of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. In this section, we 
argue that a service composition model must comply with certain modelling 
restrictions. Also, we present the decomposition of the transformation tool 
into three sub-transformations, namely pattern recognition, constraint 
transformation, and model realisation. Section 6.3 presents the modelling 
restrictions imposed on a service composition model that will be 
transformed using the transformation tool. Section 6.4 presents the pattern 
recognition. Section 6.5 presents the constraint transformation. Section 6.6 
presents the model realisation. Section 6.7 discuses related work. Finally, 
Section 6.8 presents some concluding remarks. 

6.1 Service compositions in Web Services 

Web Services [133] have become a preferred implementation platform on 
which enterprises execute their services [42, 77]. This has motivated us to 
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use Web Services as the target implementation platform of our 
transformation tool. 

A service description describes the offered service of a service provider 
and/or the requested service of a service user. It contains, among others, a 
list of operations for interaction with a service provider or user. In a Web 
Service platform, a service description is specified in WSDL (Web Service 
Description Language [138, 139]).  

As mentioned in Chapter 1, a service composition can be a 
choreography or an orchestration. In a Web Service platform, a 
choreography can be specified in WS-CDL (Web Services Choreography 
Description Language [135]), WSCI (Web Services Choreography Interface 
[136]), or WSCL (Web Services Conversation Language [137]). An 
orchestration can be specified in BPEL (Business Process Execution 
Language [20, 86]), WSFL (Web Services Flow Language [69]), or XLANG 
[124].  

Nowadays, BPEL has become the de facto language for specifying Web 
Services orchestrations. Execution engines are available, e.g., [2, 97], to 
execute orchestrations that are specified in BPEL. Hence, an orchestration 
specified in BPEL is an executable implementation. The ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool transforms an orchestration that is specified in ISDL to 
an executable implementation in BPEL.  

6.1.1 WSDL 

WSDL is a service description language that is based on XML [132]. A 
service description that is specified in WSDL is called a WSDL description. A 
WSDL description consists of the following definitions (we assume WSDL 
version 1.1 as it is used in the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool): 
– data types  

Data types and elements are to be used in the message types definition 
below. Data types and elements are defined using XML Schema [142]. 

– message types  
A message type defines the type of messages that can be exchanged. A 
message consists of one or more logical parts; each of which has a type 
that can be either a data type or element that is defined in the data types 
definition above or an XML Schema type. 

– port types  
A port type is a set of related operations. An operation includes a set of 
input, output and fault messages. 

– bindings 
A binding defines communication protocols and message encoding to 
support the invocation of operations and the exchange of the associated 
messages. A port type may have multiple bindings. 
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– ports 
A port defines an endpoint for a binding. An endpoint specifies a 
network address at which a service that provides the port type is 
available.  

– services 
A service groups a number of related ports. 
 
The data types definition, message types definition, and port types 

definition make up the abstract part of a WSDL description. The bindings 
definition, ports definition, and services definition make up the concrete 
part [7]. The abstract part is independent of any protocol or message 
encoding. It is also independent of the location at which a service is 
available. Hence, it is reusable for different protocols, message encoding, 
and locations. The concrete part defines a specific protocol, message 
encoding, and location of a service. 

WSDL defines four types of operations that an endpoint can support: 
– One-way operation. The endpoint receives a message. 
– Request-response operation. The endpoint receives a message and sends a 

correlated message. 
– Solicit-response operation. The endpoint sends a message and receives a 

correlated message. 
– Notification operation. The endpoint sends a message. 

6.1.2 BPEL 

BPEL is a language that is based on XML for specifying the coordinator of 
an orchestration on a Web Services platform. A coordinator that is specified 
in BPEL is called a BPEL process. A BPEL process is exposed to its users as a 
service provider that is described in WSDL.  

The BPEL concepts that are used in the ISDL2BPEL transformation 
tool are as follows. (We assume BPEL version 1.1 as it is used in the 
ISDL2BPEL transformation tool) 

Partner links 
Service providers and users with which a BPEL process interacts are called 
partners. A logical connection between a BPEL process and partner is 
defined as a partner link. In a partner link, a BPEL process and partner play 
specific roles.  

A partner link is an instance of a partner link type. A partner link type 
defines roles that have to be played by a BPEL process and partner. A role is 
associated with a WSDL port type. Only operations that are defined in that 
port type can be invoked within the partner link. Partner link types are 
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defined as WSDL extensions, i.e., a partner link type is specified in a 
WSDL description to support a BPEL process. 

Activities 
BPEL distinguishes two kinds of activities: basic activities and structured 
activities. A basic activity represents certain functionality. A structured 
activity defines the execution order of other activities. The activities are as 
follows. (We only list BPEL activities that serve as target activities of the 
ISDL2BPEL transformation tool.)  

The basic activities are: 
– invoke 

This activity invokes an operation that is provided by a partner. If the 
invoked operation is a one-way operation, the execution of the BPEL 
process that specifies this activitiy continues immediately. If the invoked 
operation is a request-response operation, this activity then waits for 
and receives a response message. Upon the reception of the response 
message, the execution of the BPEL process continues. 

– receive 
This activity waits for and receives a message from a partner. Upon the 
reception of a message, the execution of the BPEL process that specifies 
this activitiy continues. 

– reply 
This activity sends a message as a response to a message that is received 
by a receive activity. It must be used together with a receive activity to 
provide a request-response operation. 

– assign 
This activity assigns or updates variables with new values. A variable is 
associated with either an element defined in an XML schema, an XML 
Schema simple type, or a message type defined in a WSDL description. 
 
The structured activities are: 

– sequence 
This activity orders the execution of one or more activities sequentially. 

– flow 
This activity allows concurrent execution of two or more activities.  

– switch 
This activity allows alternative behaviours. It specifies a number of 
conditional activities and one optional default activity. The default 
activity is executed when none of the conditional activities can be 
executed, i.e., their conditions cannot be satisfied. 

– while 
This activity executes another activity repeatedly as long as a repetition 
condition is satisfied. 
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– pick 
This activity waits for events to occur. An event can be the arrival of a 
message or the expiration of a timer. When an event occurs, an activity 
that is associated to that event is executed.  

Compensation and fault handlers 
Transaction processing in a BPEL process is defined using compensation. A 
compensation handler defines the activities for compensating the effect of 
another activity in a transaction. It can be executed only if the activity that it 
has to compensate completes normally.  

A compensation handler can be invoked only within a fault handler or 
another compensation handler. A fault handler defines the activities that 
have to be executed when one or more faults occur during execution. It 
specifies the types of fault signals that can be handled.  

Two activities to deal with compensation and faults are: 
– throw 

This activity throws a fault signal that indicates that a fault occurs. This 
fault is to be handled by a fault handler. If a fault cannot be handled by a 
fault handler, it causes the execution of a BPEL process to terminate. 

– compensate 
This activity invokes a compensation handler.  

Remarks 
As a specification language for orchestrations, BPEL provides sufficient 
support to implement activities for interacting with service providers and 
users, i.e., receive, reply, and invoke. On the other hand, BPEL provides 
limited support for data manipulation in the assign activity. By default, 
BPEL uses XPath 1.0 [141] for data manipulation. XPath is a query 
language for XML documents, which supports only simple arithmetic, 
boolean, and string manipulation. BPEL and XPath are not sufficient for 
complex data manipulation.  

Several options have been proposed to deal with the limitation of BPEL 
on data manipulation, such as in [1, 19, 25, 63, 64, 87, 97]. In Section 6.5, 
we discuss those options and select one of them to be used in the 
ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. 
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6.2 Approach 

In this chapter, we use the term ‘model’ to denote a design, in order to 
match to the term that is used by the MDA approach. 

6.2.1 General approach 

A service composition model, i.e., a model that specifies a service 
composition, is eventually transformed to an executable implementation on 
a target implementation platform. An implementation platform typically 
imposes certain requirements on the implementation that will be executed 
on it. These requirements determine the model transformation that should 
be done to transform a service composition model to an executable 
implementation. Figure 6-1 illustrates a transformation of a service 
composition model to an executable implementation that satisfies the 
requirements imposed by a target platform. 

 

The definition of the solution for some implementation requirements 
cannot be automated because it involves a creative process for making 
design choices. For example, Web Services and BPEL support only 
message-passing and synchronous request-response interaction 
mechanisms. Any abstract interaction in a service composition model 
should be refined into these interaction mechanisms. This refinement 
involves a designer’s creative process that cannot be automated. 

The definition of the solution for other implementation requirements 
can be automated, given sufficient platform-specific information. For 
example, an interaction that is annotated with information about the 
operation name that should be invoked, the port type in which that 
operation is defined, and the partner link that should be used for that 
operation invocation can be transformed to a complete BPEL invoke 
activity. 

For those reasons, our approach to transforming a service composition 
model in ISDL to an executable implementation in BPEL consists of two 
smaller transformations, as depicted in Figure 6-2: 

Figure 6-1 
Transformation of a 
service composition 
model to an executable 
implementation 
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– manual transformation T1, which transforms a service composition model 
in ISDL to another service composition in ISDL that satisfies the 
implementation requirements imposed by BPEL of which the definition 
of their solution cannot be automated. This transformation includes 
annotation on the resulted model with WSDL/BPEL-specific 
information. The model resulted from this transformation is 
WSDL/BPEL-specific model at an implementation level. 

– automatic transformation T2, which transforms a service composition 
model resulted from transformation T1 to an executable 
implementation in BPEL. The ISDL2BPEL transformation tool 
automates this transformation. 

 

Transformation T1 can be considered as a transformation that prepares 
a service composition model that can be transformed by transformation T2. 
It produces a service composition model that complies with certain 
modelling restrictions. These restrictions include the restrictions on the 
design concepts that can be used, on the behaviour structures that can be 
formed, and on the way to specify constraints. Later in Section 6.3, we 
present these modelling restrictions in more detail. 

BPEL is a language whose purpose is to specify the coordinator of an 
orchestration. Thus, the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool transforms only 
the coordinator model, i.e., the model of the coordinator of an 
orchestration, and not a complete service composition model. 

6.2.2 Decomposition of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool 

This section gives an overview of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool.  
In order to deal with different tasks in transforming a coordinator 

model in ISDL to a BPEL process and WSDL extensions to support that 
BPEL process, we decompose the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool to three 
sub-transformation tools: pattern recognition, constraint transformation, and 

Figure 6-2 
Manual and automated 
transformations  
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model realisation, as depicted in Figure 6-3. These sub-transformations are 
decoupled from each other by using intermediate models between sub-
transformations. An intermediate model contains all the information that is 
necessary to produce a BPEL process. An intermediate model is also useful 
to examine whether a transformation produces a correct output model, 
given a certain input model. The language for specifying intermediate 
models is presented in Section 6.4.2.   

 

Pattern recognition 
The relations between activities in a coordinator model form a behaviour 
structure. This structure determines, amongst others, the execution order of 
the activities. In general, a behaviour structure is composed of generic 
structures representing well-known and frequently-used relations, such as 
sequence and concurrence. We use the term behavioural patterns to denote 
these generic structures. A pattern defines the relations between activities, 
without determining what activities are related. Patterns are typically nested 
to form a (more complex) behaviour structure. 

In the transformation of a coordinator model to a BPEL process, 
behavioural patterns that are used in that coordinator model have to be 
recognised. In the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, the recognised patterns 
are documented in an intermediate model. The task of recognising and 
documenting behavioural patterns that are used in a coordinator model is 
called the pattern recognition. It is presented in more detail in Section 6.4.  

Constraint transformation 
Constraints that are specified in a coordinator model can be contribution 
constraints (see Section 3.5.2), causality constraints (see Section 3.3.3), or 
repetition constraints (see Section 3.3.5). These constraints have to be 
transformed properly. The task of transforming constraints in a coordinator 
model is called the constraint transformation. It transforms an intermediate 
model that is produced by the pattern recognition to another intermediate 
model. 

Figure 6-3 
Decomposition of the 
ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool 
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As mentioned in Section 6.1.2, BPEL supports limited data 
manipulation. We evaluate several options to overcome this limitation and 
select one to be used in the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. The 
constraint transformation is to accomodate the selected option. It is 
presented in more detail in Section 6.5. 

Model realisation 
Finally, the intermediate model that is produced by the constraint 
transformation is realised as a BPEL process. This task is called the model 
realisation.  It is presented in more detail in Section 6.6. 

 
We develop the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool in Java by using EMF 
(Ecplise Modelling Framework [40]). Chapter 8 uses the ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool in a case study.  

6.3 Modelling restrictions  

This section presents the modelling restrictions, as mentioned in Section 
6.2.1, that should comply with the coordinator model in ISDL that will be 
transformed to a BPEL process using the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. 
The restrictions are derived from the implementation requirements 
imposed by Web Services and BPEL.  

6.3.1 Activities 

The modelling restrictions on the activities of a coordinator are as follows. 
 

Restriction 1: Each activity of a coordinator must be an activity that represents the 
contribution of that coordinator to the interaction with a service provide or user.  
 

A coordinator coordinates interactions between service users and 
providers in an orchestration. Activities in a coordinator are mainly 
activities for interacting with service providers and users. BPEL supports the 
implementation of a coordinator by providing basic activities for 
interaction, i.e., invoke, receive, and reply. BPEL assumes that any activity 
can be carry out as an interaction with other service provider or user. 

In ISDL, an interaction contribution represents the contribution of an 
entity to the interaction with other entitie(s). Activities in a coordinator are 
hence interaction contributions only. 

 
Restriction 2: Interaction contributions of a coordinator must represent operation 
calls and/or operation executions. 
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The basic interaction in Web Services is an operation invocation that 

involves only two participants. One participant plays the role of a service 
provider. The other participant plays the role of a service user. The service 
user sends a request to call an operation that is provided by the service user. 
The service provider executes that operation and returns the operation 
result as a response to the service user, if required. In an interaction, a 
coordinator plays either a service user or provider 

We model an operation call as a pair of interaction contributions as 
depicted in Figure 6-4. Interaction contribution invoke sends a request and 
interaction contribution return receives the response. Similarly, we model an 
operation execution as a pair of interaction contributions. Interaction 
contribution accept receives a request and interaction contribution reply 
returns a response. A request sent by a service user via interaction 
contribution invoke is received by a service provider via interaction 
contribution accept. A response returned by the service provider via 
interaction contribution reply is received by the service user via interaction 
contribution return. Activities performed by the service provider during an 
operation execution can be inserted between interaction contributions 
accept and reply. In the service user, no activity may be inserted between 
interaction contributions invoke and return, because they model a 
synchronous operation call. 

 

Restriction 3: Operation calls and operation executions of a coordinator must be 
specified using their respective shorthands. 

 
Since all interactions must represent operation invocations, we define 

shorthands to specify operations calls and executions for convenience. 
Figure 6-5 depicts an interaction between two participants P1 and P2 using 
the shorthands for operation calls and executions. An operation call is 
graphically expressed as a segmented ellipse with a white rectangle attached 
to it. Interaction contributions invoke and return are indicated by arrows 
pointing toward and away from the white rectangle, respectively. An 
operation execution is graphically expressed as a segmented ellipse with a 
black rectangle attached to it. Interaction contributions accept and reply are 
indicated by arrows pointing away from and toward the white rectangle, 

Figure 6-4 
Operation call and 
execution 
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respectively. In the figure, participant P1 has an operation call and 
participant P2 has an operation execution. Hence, in this operation 
invocation, participants P1 and P2 play the roles of a service user and 
provider, respectively. 

Interaction contribution invoke of an operation call is called the invoke part 
of an operation call. Similarly, the other interaction contributions are called 
the return part of an operation call, the accept part of an operation execution and the 
reply part of an operation execution. 

 

Attributes are specified in a text box attached to the segmented ellipse. 
In the figure, the invoke part of operation call op1 has an information 
attribute of type Request and the return part of this operation call has an 
information attribute of type Response. The accept part of operation 
execution op2 has an information of type Request and the reply part of this 
operation execution has an information of type Response.  

A reference to an interaction contribution that is part of an operation 
can be made by appending the symbol ‘$’ to the operation name followed 
by the name of the part, i.e., invoke, accept, reply or return. For example, 
op1$invoke refers to interaction contribution invoke of operation call op1. 

The return part of an operation call and the reply part of an operation 
execution are optional. This is to allow us to model one-way operations. 
For example, the asynchronous request-response interaction mechanism 
based on callback can be modelled using two one-way operation invocation 
as depicted in Figure 6-6. 

 

Besides modelling convenience, the shorthands facilitate the 
development of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. Given an operation 
call or execution, we know directly which interaction contributions 
correlate to each other. Otherwise, annotations are necessary to indicate 
correlations between interaction contributions [35]. 

Figure 6-5 
Shorthands for operation 
calls and operation 
executions 

Figure 6-6 
Callback as two one-way 
operation invocations 
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Restriction 4: Operation calls and executions of a coordinator must be annotated 
with WSDL/BPEL-specific information. 

 
An executable implementation includes WSDL/BPEL-specific 

information, such as operation name, port type, and partner link. This 
information are not available in a platform-independent coordinator model. 
Therefore, a coordinator model that will be transformed to a BPEL process 
must be annotated with that information. Annotations that must be given to 
a coordinator model are presented in Section 6.6. 

6.3.2 Behaviour structure 

The modelling restrictions on the behaviour stucture of a coordinator are as 
follows. 
 
Restriction 5: The behaviour structure of a coordinator must be a composition of 
allowed behavioural patterns, namely sequence, concurrence, selection, and repetition. 
 

This restriction is to allow the mapping from the allowed behavioural 
patterns onto the execution orders that are supported by BPEL. The 
sequence, concurrence, selection, and repetition patterns can be mapped 
onto the BPEL structured activity, i.e., sequence, flow, switch, and while, 
respectively. This restriction requires that any complex behaviour structure 
should be constructed as a composition of those patterns. 

Figure 6-7 depicts the representations of the patterns in ISDL. For 
generality reason, the figure uses actions to represent activities. Figure 
6-7(i) represents of the sequential execution of actions a and b. Figure 
6-7(ii) represents the concurrent execution of actions a and b. Figure 
6-7(iii) represents a choice or selection between the execution of action a 
and the execution of action b. Figure 6-7(iv) represents a repetition of zero 
or more instances of action a. 

In the concurrence pattern, the conjunction is optional when no other 
activity has to be executed after the execution of all the activities in the 
concurrence pattern. Similarly, in the selection pattern, the disjunction is 
optional. 
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(i) sequence (iv) repetition(ii) concurrence (iii) selection

a b

 

Restriction 6: The concurrence, selection, and repetition patterns must be represented 
using their shorthands, i.e., and-split, or-split, and repetitive behaviour instantiation, 
respectively. 

 
The shorthands for and-split, or-split, and repetitive behaviour instantiation 

are described in Section 3.3.5. This restriction is to facilitate the 
recognition of behavioural patterns used in a coordinator model. For 
example, in Figure 6-8(i), the use of the shorthand for and-split makes it 
easy to recognise a concurrence pattern. An and-split explicitly indicates 
which activities can be executed concurrently, i.e., actions b and c. The 
behaviour in Figure 6-8(ii) is equivalent to the behaviour in Figure 6-8(i), 
but without the and-split shorthand. The concurrence of actions b and c is 
presented implicitly by two sequences {a → b} and {a → c}. Because 
concurrence is not modelled explicitly in this case, it is more difficult to 
recognise. Pattern recognition is described later in Section 6.4. 

 

Example 
Figure 6-9 depicts the coordinator model of an insurance application. The 
coordinator receives an application from an applicant and checks whether 
the application is of type individual or collective. It then makes an operation 
call to a service provider according to the application type. When the 
coordinator receives a confirmation as a response, it forwards the 
confirmation to the applicant.  

Figure 6-7 
Representations of the 
behavioural patterns in 
ISDL 

Figure 6-8 
Concurrences with and 
without shorthand 
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The behaviour structure of this coordinator model is composed of two 
patterns: sequence and selection patterns, in which the selection pattern is 
nested within the sequence pattern. The sequence pattern consists of 
operation execution receiveApplication, the composition of operation calls that 
forms the selection pattern, and operation call replyConfirmation. The 
selection pattern consists of two operation calls: applyIndividual and 
applyCollective. This coordinator model complies with the restrictions on 
activities and behaviour structure that have been discussed so far. 

6.3.3 Constraints 

The modelling restriction on the way to specify constraints, i.e., 
contribution constraints, causality constraints, or repetition constraints, in a 
coordinator is as follows. 

 
Restriction 7: Constraints in a coordinator must be specified as function calls. 
 

Simple constraints can be included in a coordinator model and leave the 
coordinator model easy to understand. Inclusion of complex constraints, 
however, potentially makes a coordinator model difficult to understand. To 
avoid that, some detail of a complex constraint can be encapsulated in a 
(parameterised) function that is specified in another document. In this way, 
complex constraints can be included in a coordinator model as function 
calls. A function specification can be informal, e.g., in natural languages, or 
formal, e.g., in mathematical expressions, pseudo-code, or programming 
languages.  

Figure 6-10 depicts an example of a coordinator Pricing (interactions 
with other service providers are not shown). Operation execution 
calculatePrice receives an order and returns the total price of the order. The 
contribution constraint of the reply part of this operation execution 

Figure 6-9 
Patterns in the 
coordinator model of an 
insurance application 
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specifies that the price must be equal to the result of function calculatePrice() 
with the received order as a parameter. This function is specified in another 
document, which is depicted in Figure 6-11. This document specifies the 
data manipulation that must be performed by the reply part of operation 
execution calculatePrice to establish its result. 

 

This approach separates the behaviour structure of a coordinator from 
the data manipulation that should be performed by that coordinator. The 
behaviour structure is defined by operations and behavioural patterns; the 
data manipulation is defined by function specifications. 

Besides ease of understanding, constraints that are specified as function 
calls facilitate the development of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, i.e., 
they accommodate the option that we select to overcome the limitation of 
data manipulation in BPEL, as presented later in Section 6.5. 
 
function calculatePrice(Order order) 
 
begin 
  total_price = 0.0; 
  for each line in order do  
    total_price = total_price + (line.quantity × line.price); 
  return total_price; 
end. 

6.4 Pattern recognition 

This section presents an approach to recognise and document the 
behavioural patterns that form the behaviour structures of a coordinator 
model.  

6.4.1 Tasks in behaviour structure transformation 

The behaviour structure of a coordinator model is composed of behavioural 
patterns. Since behavioural patterns determine the execution order of 
activities, they must be transformed to BPEL structured activities. 

In the transformation of the behaviour structure of a coordinator to 
BPEL activities, two successive tasks can be identified: pattern recognition and 

Figure 6-10 
A function call in an 
attribute constraint  

Figure 6-11 
The specification of 
function calculatePrice() 
in pseudocode 
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pattern realisation. The pattern recognition identifies patterns that form the 
behaviour structure of a coordinator model. The pattern realisation 
transforms the recognised patterns to BPEL structured activities. In the 
ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, the pattern realisation is a part of the 
model realisation as presented in Section 6.6.  

ISDL represents a behavioural pattern as a set of causality relations. For 
example, ISDL represents the sequence of actions a, b, and c as two 
causality relations {a → b} and {b → c}. The pattern recognition should 
recognise that these casuality relations form a sequence of actions a, b, and 
c. In the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, the pattern recognition also 
documents the recognised patterns in an intermediate model. This model is 
specified in a language that documents an allowed behavioural pattern, i.e., 
sequence, concurrence, selection, or repetition (see Restriction 5 in Section 
6.3.2) as a single concept. 

6.4.2 Common behavioural patterns language 

The behavioural patterns in an ISDL coordinator model can be directly 
transformed to BPEL structured activities. In this case, the pattern 
recognition is combined with the pattern realisation. This direct 
transformation of an ISDL coordinator model to a BPEL process implies 
that ISDL interaction contributions must be transformed into BPEL invoke, 
receive, and/or reply activities at the same time. Furthermore, constraints in 
the coordinator model must be transformed at the same time. This 
approach results in a complex monolithic transformation tool. We 
decompose the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, as depicted in Figure 6-3, 
in order to carry out those different tasks or sub-transformations separately. 
We use intermediate models between sub-transformations. 

An intermediate model is specified in a language that is able to represent 
a behavioural pattern as a single concept. To facilitate and support other 
transformations, the language should be simple, yet able to contain all 
design information in a coordinator model. We define such a language and 
call it CBPL (Common Behavioural Pattern Language). It uses the term 
‘common’ because the behavioural patterns that can be documented are 
common to many specification languages [10, 29, 144]. 

Figure 6-12 depicts a subset of the CBPL metamodel that is intended 
for documenting patterns and a behaviour structure. An activity is an abstract 
concept that represents an activity to be performed by a coordinator. An 
activity can be an interaction or a structured activity. An interaction activity 
represents an activity for interacting with another service. The possible 
types for an interaction activity are the parts of an operation call or 
execution, i.e., invoke, return, accept, and reply. A structure activity represents an 
activity that determines the execution order of other activities.  
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Behavioural patterns are specialisations of the structured activity. A 
sequence represents one or more ordered activities to be executed 
sequentially. A concurrence represents two or more activities that can be 
executed concurrently. A selection represent a choice or selection between 
one or more cases. A case represent a case constraint and an activity which is 
executed when the case constraint is satisfied. A default case is selected when 
other cases cannot be selected because their case constraints cannot be 
satisfied. A repetition contains an activity to be executed repeatedly while its 
repetition constraint holds. 

A behaviour defines the behaviour of a coordinator. It contains only one 
activity to be performed. When a coordinator should perform many 
activities, the activity of the behaviour of this coordinator is a structured 
activity that is composed of those activities. 

Activity

Sequence Concurrence Repetition Selection

Case

+constraint: String

+constraint: String

DefaultCase

StructuredActivity

Behaviour

+name: String+name: String +activity

+case1..*

0..1

0..1 0..1 0..1

0..1

+activity  1..* {ordered}

+activity  2..*

+activity +activity

InteractionActivity
+type: String
+constraints: String[]

 

An intermediate model must contain all the information that is 
necessary to produce a BPEL process. It therefore should also include 
representations of attributes of ISDL interaction contributions, parameters 
and parameter value assignments of ISDL entry and exit points, and 
placeholders for WSDL/BPEL-specific informations. We do not show those 
representations in Figure 6-12 because they are not related to pattern 
recognition and documentation.  

Figure 6-12 
CBPL metamodel 
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Example 
Figure 6-13 depicts an intermediate model in CBPL that documents the 
behavioural patterns used in the coordinator model in Figure 6-9. A CBPL 
intermediate model is expressed in XML.  

 
<cbpl:sequence> 

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”receiveApplication$accept” ... /> 

<cbpl:selection> 

<cbpl:case constraint=”type = ‘individual’”> 

<cbpl:sequence>  

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”applyIndividual$invoke” ... /> 

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”applyIndividual$return” ... /> 

</cbpl: sequence> 

</cbpl:case> 

<cbpl:case constraint=”type = ‘collective’”> 

<cbpl:sequence> 

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”applyCollective$invoke” ... /> 

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”applyCollective$return” ... /> 

</cbpl: sequence> 

</cbpl:case> 

</cbpl:selection> 

<cbpl:interactionActivity  

name=”replyConfirmation$invoke” ... /> 

</cbpl:sequence> 

6.5 Constraint transformation 

Restriction 7 in Section 6.3.3 requires that a constraint must be specified as 
a function call. It separates the behaviour structure of a coordinator from 
the data manipulation that should be performed by that coordinator. We 
call their implementations behaviour-structure implementation and function 
implementation, respectively. The pattern recognition and realisation 
mentioned in Section 6.4 deal with the transformation of the behaviour 
structure of a coordinator model to a behaviour-structure implementation. 
This behaviour-structure implementation is specified as a BPEL process. 

This section presents an approach to transform a function call to an 
operation call. In this operation call, the operation provides the function 
implementation. We use this approach to deal with the BPEL limitation on 

Figure 6-13 
An intermediate model 
in CBPL 
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data manipulation. We select this approach after evaluating a number of 
options for function implementation. 

6.5.1 Evaluation and selection criteria 

A function specification can be informal, e.g., in natural languages, or 
formal, e.g., in mathematical expressions, pseudo-code, or programming 
languages. It is mainly obtained by manual transformation from the 
requirements of that function. To be executable, a function specification 
must be defined in a programming language. In this case, BPEL and XPath 
is considered as a programming language. To our knowledge, when a 
function specification is defined informally or in a mathematical expression 
or pseudo-code, there is not yet an effective and efficient way to transform 
a function specification to a function implementation automatically.  

The behaviour-structure and function implementations of a coordinator 
model can be mapped onto the same or distinct implementation artefacts. 
In case they have to be mapped onto the same implementation artefact, an 
additional transformation is required to merge them into the same 
implementation artefact. 

To analyse options for data manipulation in a BPEL process, we define 
the following criteria.  
– Feasibility: What support is available for implementing a function 

specification?  
– Efficiency: What is the execution efficiency of a function call?  
– Reusability: Can a function implementation be reused by multiple 

behaviour-structure implementations?  
– Merging: Does a function implementation have to be merged with a 

behaviour-structure implementation? 
– Portability: Does a function implementation allow a behaviour-structure 

implementation to be portable between different BPEL execution 
engines? The function and behaviour-structure implementations do not 
have to be merged into the same implementation artefact.   

Table 6-1 lists the quality and quantity values to be assigned to those 
criteria.  

In the development of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool, we give all 
criteria the same weight of importance. If possible, we want to select an 
option that has full feasibility, high efficiency, full reusability, no merging, 
and portable. Quantitatively, we select an option that has the highest score.  

One may define different weights of importance for different criteria 
when some criteria are considered more important than the other. The 
selected option determines the constraint transformation that should be 
developed. 
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Values 
Criteria 

Quality Quantity 

Full 1.0 
Limited 0.5 Feasibility 

None 0.0 
High 1.0 

Middle 0.5 Efficiency 

Low 0.0 
Full 1.0 

Limited 0.5 Reusability 

None 0.0 
Yes 0.0 

Merging 
No 1.0 
Yes 1.0 

Portability 
No 0.0 

 
To determine the score of an option, we define the following formula. 
 

Score = (w1 × F)+ (w2 × E) + (w3 × R) + (w4 × M) + (w5 × P) 
 
where, wi (i = 1..5) : weight of importance 
 F , E, R, M, P : quantity values of feasibility, efficiency, reusability, merging, and 

portability criteria, repectively 

6.5.2 Options 

The options for implementing function specifications are as follows. 

Option 1: BPEL and XPath 
A function implementation is defined in BPEL and XPath as part of a 
behaviour-structure implementation. Data manipulation is done in BPEL 
assign activities using XPath expressions. Structured activity constructs, e.g., 
while and switch, can also be used for data manipulation. 
– Feasibility: BPEL structured activity and XPath provide limited support 

for implementing complex function specifications.  
– Efficiency: The function implementation and behaviour-structure 

implementation are executed in the same execution instance. Overhead 
in calling a function is low; the execution efficiency is high. 

– Reusability: The function implementation can only be used by the 
behaviour-structure implementation in which the function 
implementation is defined. 

Table 6-1 
Quantity and quality 
values for the evaluation 
and selection criteria 
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– Merging: The function implementation have to be merged with the 
behaviour-structure implementation to produce an executable 
implementation. 

– Portability: The behaviour-structure implementation includes the 
function implementation. Since the function implementation is defined 
in BPEL and XPath, the behaviour-structure implementation is 
supported by, and hence portable between, different BPEL execution 
engines. 

Option 2: Embedded code 
A function implementation is defined in a general-purpose implementation 
language. The function implementation is then embedded in a behaviour-
structure implementation. This option is supported by extensions to BPEL, 
such as BPELJ [19] and Java embedding [97]. 
– Feasibility: A general-purpose implementation language, e.g., Java, 

typically provides full support for implementing complex function 
specifications.  

– Efficiency: The function implementation and the behaviour-structure 
implementation are executed in the same execution instance. Overhead 
in calling a function is low; the execution efficiency is high. 

– Reusability: The function implementation can only be used by the 
behaviour-structure implementation in which the function 
implementation is embedded. 

– Merging: The behaviour-structure implementation must be merged with 
the function implementation to produce an executable implementation. 

– Portability: The behaviour-structure implementation can only be 
executed on a BPEL execution engine that supports the extension. 

Option 3: Server functions  
A function implementation is defined in a general-purpose implementation 
language. After compilation, the function implementation is deployed in a 
BPEL execution engine on which a behaviour-structure implementation will 
be executed. The function and behaviour-structure implementations are on 
different implementation artefacts. In execution, the behaviour-structure 
implementation calls the function implementation. This option is 
supported by extensions to BPEL, such as custom functions [1]. 
– Feasibility: A general-purpose implementation language, e.g., Java or C#, 

typically provides full support for implementing complex function 
specifications.  

– Efficiency: The function implementation and the behaviour-structure 
implementation are executed in different execution instances. A 
function call establishes an interprocess communication between those 
execution instances. The execution efficiency is lower than the 
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execution efficiency of the previous options because of the higher calling 
overhead. 

– Reusability: The function implementation can be used by multiple 
behaviour-structure implementations that run on the same BPEL 
execution engine. Behaviour-structure implementations on different 
BPEL execution engine cannot use the same function implementation. 

– Merging: The behaviour-structure implementation and the function 
implementation are deployed separately. No merging is required.  

– Portability: The behaviour-structure implementation can only be 
executed on a BPEL execution engine in which the function 
implementation is deployed. Not every BPEL execution engine supports 
this extension.  

Option 4: Function call as operation call 
A function implementation is defined as one or more operations that are 
provided by Web service(s). A function call in a constraint of a coordinator 
model is implemented as an operation call. This option is used in [25, 63, 
64, 87]. 
– Feasibility: The function implementation can be defined in a general-

purpose implementation language, e.g., Java or C#. Such an 
implementation language typically provides full support for 
implementing complex function specifications. 

– Efficiency: The function implementation and the behaviour-structure 
implementation are executed in different execution instances. Possibly, 
they run on different execution engines. A function call establishes an 
interprocess communication (via a communication network) between 
those execution instances. Execution efficiency is low because of the 
high calling overhead. 

– Reusability: Since the function implementation is provided as Web 
Services operations, it can be used by multiple behaviour-structure 
implementations. 

– Merging: The behaviour-structure implementation and the function 
implementation are deployed separately. No merging is required. 

– Portability: The behaviour-structure implementation is defined in only in 
BPEL. Therefore, it is portable between different BPEL execution 
engines. 

Summary 
The analysis is summarised in Table 6-2. We conclude that option 4, 
function call as operation call, seems the best choice since it has the highest 
score. To improve its efficiency, option 4 can be combined with option 1, 
such that simple arithmetic operations are implemented in BPEL and 
XPath, instead of providing them as Web Service operations. For example, 
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a repetition typically uses addition or subtraction operation to increase or 
decrease its repetition index. Implementing these arithmetic operations in 
BPEL and XPath will improve the execution efficiency significantly. 

 
Options 

Criteria 1. BPEL and 
XPath 

2. Code 
embedding 

3. Server 
functions 

4. Function as 
operation 

Feasibility limited full full full 
Efficiency high high middle low 
Reusability none none limited full 
Merging  yes yes no no 
Portability yes no no yes 

Score 2.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 

6.5.3 Transformation rules 

The ISDL2BPEL transformation tool uses option 4 (function call as 
operation call) to transform constraints in a coordinator model. Five 
transformation rules are defined and implemented; each of which deals 
with constraints that are associated with different model elements. The 
rules are independent from each other. They can be applied in any order.  

These transformation rules are applied to a CBPL model and result in 
another CBPL model. To illustrate the rules, we use the ISDL notations 
because we do not define notations for the CBPL concepts. For generality 
reasons, an interaction contribution, in this section, is used to represent an 
operation call and execution.  

Rule 1  
This rule deals with the contribution constraint of the accept or return part of an 
operation. This contribution constraint determines the message that can be 
received by the accept or return part. When such a message is received, the 
execution of a coordinator may continue. Figure 6-14 illustrates this rule. 

 

Operation execution oper enables interaction contribution a. The accept 
part of this operation execution has contribution constraint [m = fn()], 
where m is the message to be received and fn() is a function call. This 
operation execution only receives message m that is equal to the result of 
fn(). 

Table 6-2 
Comparison between 
options 

Figure 6-14 
Rule 1  
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The transformation should replace this structure with operation 
execution oper’, operation call Fn’, and interaction contribution a’ that are 
to be executed sequentially. Operation execution oper’ implements a part of 
operation execution oper, i.e., receiving a message. Operation call Fn’ calls 
an operation that implements function fn() and returns a message f. 
Interaction contribution a’ implements action a. The causality relation 
between operation call Fn’ and interaction contribution a’ has causality 
constraint [m = f]. This constraint is equivalent to original contribution 
constraint [m = fn()], in which fn() is replaced with the result of operation 
call Fn’. 

Rule 2  
This rule deals with the contribution constraints of the invoke or reply part of an 
operation. These contribution constraints determines the message that can 
be sent by the invoke or reply part. Figure 6-15 illustrates this rule. 

 

Operation call oper enables interaction contribution a. The invoke part 
of this operation call has contribution constraint [m = fn()]. This operation 
call only sends message m that is equal to the result of fn(). 

The transformation should replace this structure with operation call Fn’, 
operation call oper’, and interaction contribution a’ that are to be executed 
sequentially. Operation call Fn’ calls an operation that implements function 
fn() and it returns a message f. Operation call oper’ implements a part of 
operation call oper, i.e., sending a message. The invoke part of this operation 
call has contribution constraint [m = f]. This constraint is equivalent to 
original contribution constraint [m = fn()], in which fn() is replaced with 
the result of operation call Fn’. 

Rule 3  
This rule deals with the causality constraints of an enabling condition. Figure 
6-16 illustrates this rule.  

 

Interaction contribution a enables interaction contribution b. The 
enabling condition of interaction contribution b has causality constraint 

Figure 6-15 
Rule 2 

Figure 6-16 
Rule 3 
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[fn() = x], where x is a certain value. Interaction contribution b can occur 
only if interaction contribution a occurs and this causality constraint is 
satisified. 

The transformation should replace this structure with interaction 
contribution a’, operation call Fn’, and interaction contribution b’ that are 
to be executed sequentially. Interaction contributions a’ and b’ implement 
interaction contributions a and b, respectively. Operation call Fn’ calls an 
operation that implements function fn() and it returns a message f. The 
enabling condition of interaction contribution b’ has causality constraint [f 
= x]. This constraint is equivalent to original causality constraint [fn() = 
x], in which fn() is replaced with the result of operation call Fn’. 

Rule 4  
This rule deals with the causality constraints in an or-split. Figure 6-17 
illustrates this rule.  

fn1() = x

fn2() = y

f1 = x

f2 = yFn1’

f2

Fn1’

f1
a

b

a’

b’
 

An or-split is used to define the choice between interaction 
contributions a and b. Interaction contribution a may occur if causality 
constraint [fn1() = x] is satisified, and interaction contribution b may 
occur if causality constraint [fn2() = y] is satisified. 

The transformation should replace this structure with operation calls 
Fn1’ and Fn2’ that are to be executed sequentially, followed by a choice 
between interaction contributions a’ and b’. Operation calls Fn1’ and Fn2’ 
call operations that implement functions fn1() and fn2(), respectively. They 
return a message f1 and f2, respectively. Interaction contributions a’ and b’ 
implement interaction contributions a and b, respectively. The causality 
constraint of interaction contribution a’ is [f1 = x] that is equivalent to the 
original causality constraint [fn1() = x], in which fn1() is replaced with the 
result of operation call Fn1’. The causality constraint of interaction 
contribution b’ is [f2 = y] that is equivalent to the original causality 
constraint [fn2() = y], in which fn2() is replaced with the result of 
operation call Fn2’. If the causality constraints of interaction contributions a 
and b is defined by the same function fn(), e.g., [fn() = x] for interaction 
contribution a and [fn() = y] for interaction contribution b; only one 
operation call Fn’ has to be defined preceeding the choice between 
interaction contributions a’ and b’. 

Figure 6-17 
Implementation of 
causality constraint in 
OR-split 
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Rule 5 
This rule deals with the repetition constraint of a repetitive behaviour instantiation. 
Figure 6-18 illustrates this rule.  

 

Repetitive behaviour instantiation B contains interaction contribution a 
to be performed repeatedly while repetition constraint [fn() = true] holds. 
In a general case, behaviour B may contain a number of related interaction 
contributions. 

The transformation should replace this structure with operation call Fn’ 
that is followed by repetitive behaviour instantiation B’. This behaviour 
contains interaction contribution a’ that is followed by another operation 
call Fn’. Operation call Fn’ returns a message f. Interaction contribution a’ 
implement interaction contribution a. Repetitive behaviour B’ has 
repetition constraint [f = true]. This constraint is equivalent to original 
causality constraint [fn() = true], in which fn() is replaced with the result of 
operation call Fn’.  

6.5.4 Example 

We apply the transformation rules to a service provider DiscountedInvoicing 
in Figure 6-19. The execution of this service provider starts when it receives 
an order from a customer with price higher than 500 euro [getPrice(order) 
> 500]. It checks whether the order can be accepted. If so, the service 
provider returns an invoice to the customer. Otherwise, the service returns 
a rejection message.  

 

 

Figure 6-18 
Rule 5 for unchanging 
condition 

Figure 6-19 
A service provider 
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First, we apply Rule 1 to the contribution constraint of operation 
execution rcvOrd. It results in coordinator DiscountedInvoicing1 as depicted in 
Figure 6-20. For brevity reasons, constraints and attributes that are not 
relevant to the application of this rule are omitted. The function call 
getPrice() is transformed to an operation call getPrice to a service provider 
that implements function getPrice(). The or-split is now enabled with a 
causality constraint that refers to the information attribute of the return 
part of operation call getPrice [getPrice$return.ι > 500]. 

 

Secondly, we apply Rule 4 to the causality constraints in the or-split. It 
results in coordinator DiscountedInvoicing2 as depicted in Figure 6-21. 
Function call isAccepted() is transformed to operation call isAccepted. The 
causality constraints of operation call sendInv and sendRej now refer to the 
information attribute of the return part of operation call isAccepted 
[isAccepted$return.ι] and [!isAccepted$return.ι], respectively.  

 

Finally, we apply Rule 2 to the contribution constraints of operation 
calls sndInv and sndRej. It results in coordinator DiscountedInvoicing3 as 
depicted in Figure 6-22. Function calls createInv() and createRej() are 
transformed to operation calls createInv and createRej, respectively. The 
contribution constraints of operation calls sndInv now refers to information 

Figure 6-20 
A coordinator resulted 
from Rule 1 

Figure 6-21 
A coordinator resulted 
from Rule 4 
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attribute of the return part of operation call createInv [sndInv.ι = 
createInv$return.ι]. The contribution constraints of operation calls sndRej 
now refers to information attribute of the return part of operation call 
createRej [sndRej.ι = createRej$return.ι]. 

DiscountedInvoicing3

rcvOrd

sndInv

sndRej

Invoke:
 : Invoice |  = createInv$return.

Invoke:
 : Rejection |  = createRej$return.

getPrice

isAccepted

Invoke:
 : Order |  = rcvOrder$accept.

Return:
 : Rejection

Invoke:
 : Order |  = rcvOrder$accept.

Return:
 : Invoice

createInv

createRej

 

A service provider that implements the specification of all functions 
called in service DiscountedInvoicing3 has to be developed separately. Figure 
6-23 depicts such a service provider called FunctionService. 

 

6.6 Model realisation 

This section presents an approach to transform a CBPL model to a BPEL 
process and WSDL extenstions. 

Figure 6-22 
A coordinator resulted 
from Rule 2 

Figure 6-23 
A service provider that 
implements function 
specifications 
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6.6.1 Annotations 

Restriction 4 in Section 6.3.1 requires that an operation call or execution 
should be annotated with WSDL/BPEL-specific information. ISDL provides 
a stereotyping mechanism that is similar to the UML 1.3 stereotyping 
mechanism [94], i.e., the mechanism adds a stereotype and/or tagged values 
to a model element. We use the ability to add tagged values for annotating 
operation calls and executions with WSDL/BPEL-specific information. 

When an ISDL coordinator model is transformed into a CBPL 
intermediate model, its annotations have to be maintained such that the 
CBPL intermediate model can be later transformed to a BPEL process. 
Figure 6-24 depicts a subset of the CBPL metamodel that is for maintaining 
annotations given in an ISDL coordinator model.  

An annotated element can be an interaction activity or a behaviour (see Figure 
6-12). An annotated element may have a number of annotations. An 
annotation consists of a name and a value. A behaviour can be annotated with, 
e.g., a namespace that should be given to the BPEL process that is 
represented by that behaviour. 

 

6.6.2 Operations 

Table 6-3 lists the annotations that must be given to an operation call or 
execution.  

 
Name Value 

operation The name of the operation to be called or executed.  
This annotation is optional when the operation call or execution 
already represents the name of the operation to be called or 
executed. 

portType The portType in which the operation is defined 
partnerLink The partnerLink in which the portType is used 
namespaceURI The namespace of the portType 
wsdl The location, i.e., URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), of the WSDL 

description in which the portType is defined 

Figure 6-24 
Annotation in CBPL 

Table 6-3 
Annotations for an 
operation 
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Operation call 
Figure 6-25 depicts an operation call op1 with annotations. The annotations 
are defined in the lower text boxt. This annotated operation call can be 
transformed into the BPEL process as depicted in Figure 6-26.  

 

The operation call is transformed into a BPEL invoke activity of which 
the name is equal to the name of the operation call. The information 
attributes of the invoke and return part of the operation call are 
transformed into the input and output variables of the invoke activity, 
respectively. The values of annotations operation, portType, and partnerLink 
supply the values of the operation, portType, and partnerLink attributes of the 
BPEL invoke activity, respectively. For each information attribute of the 
operation call, a BPEL variable is created. Annotation partnerLink is also 
transformed into a BPEL partner link. This partner link specifies that the 
partner plays the role of ‘provider’. Annotation namespaceURI is used to 
define a namespace and namespace alias in the BPEL process. 
 

<bpel:process  

xmlns:ns0="wsdlNamespace"  

xmlns:ns1=”nsName” ... > 

 

<bpel:partnerLink name=”partnerLinkName” 

partnerLinkType=”ns0:partnerLinkNamePLT”  

partnerRole=”provider” /> 

 

<bpel:variable name=”op1.request” 

messageType=”ns1:RequestMessage” /> 

 

<bpel:variable name=”op1.response” 

messageType=”ns1:ResponseMessage” /> 

 

<bpel:invoke name=”op1”  

inputVariable=”op1.request”  

outputVariable=”op1.response” 

operation=”operationName”  

portType=”ns1:portTypeName”  

partnerLink=”partnerLinkName” /> 

Figure 6-25 
An annotated operation 
call 

Figure 6-26 
A BPEL process from the 
transformation of an 
operation call 
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</bpel:process> 

 
When an operation call is used to model a one-way operation call, the 

transformation results in a BPEL invoke activity without attribute 
outputVariable.  

The transformation also results in WSDL extensions as depicted in 
Figure 6-27. Annotation partnerLink is transformed into a partner link type. 
The name of this partner link type is equal to the value of this annotation 
that is appended with PLT. This partner link type defines a role named 
‘provider’. This role is associated with a port type that is specified in 
annotation portType. Annotations namespaceURI and wsdl are used to import 
the WSDL description that defines the port type. 

 
<wsdl:definitions 

 targetNamespace=”wsdlNamespace” 

 xmlns:ns1=”nsName” ... > 

 

<plnk:partnerLinkType name=”partnerLinkNamePLT”> 

<plnk:role name=”provider”> 

<plnk:portType name="ns1:portTypeName"/> 

</plnk:role> 

</plnk:partnerLinkType> 

 

<wsdl:import  

location="wsdlLocation"  

namespace="nsName"/> 

 

</wsdl:definitions> 

Operation execution 
An annotated operation execution as depicted in Figure 6-28 can be 
transformed into the BPEL process as depicted in Figure 6-29. The 
transformation also results in WSDL extensions that are equal to WSDL 
extensions as depicted in Figure 6-27. 

 

 

Figure 6-27 
WSDL extension from 
the transformation of an 
operation call 

Figure 6-28 
An annotated operation 
execution 
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The operation execution is transformed into a BPEL receive and reply 
activity. The activity names are equal to the name of the operation 
execution appended with _accept and _reply, respectively. The information 
attributes of the invoke and return parts of the operation execution are 
transformed into the variables of the BPEL receive and reply activities, 
respectively. Annotation partnerLink is transformed into a BPEL partner link. 
This partner link specifies that the BPEL process plays the role of 
‘provider’. Other annotations are used in the same way as in the 
transformation of an operation call. 

 
<bpel:process  

xmlns:ns0="wsdlNamespace"  

xmlns:ns1=”nsName” ... > 

 

<bpel:partnerLink name=”partnerLinkName” 

partnerLinkType=”ns0:partnerLinkNamePLT”  

myRole="provider" /> 

 

<bpel:variable name=”op1.req” 

messageType=”ns1:RequestMessage” /> 

 

<bpel:variable name=”op1.rsp” 

messageType=”ns1:ResponseMessage” /> 

 

<bpel:receive name=”op1_accept” 

variable=”op1.request” 

operation=”operationName”  

portType=”ns1:portType” 

partnerLink=”partnerLinkName” /> 

 

<!-  

activities for generating the response message are 
inserted here. 

--> 

 

<bpws:reply name=”op1_reply”  

variable=”op1.response” 

operation=”operationName” 

portType=”ns1:portType”  

partnerLink=”partnerLinkName” /> 

 

</bpel:process> 

 

When an operation execution is used to model a one-way operation 
execution, the transformation results in a BPEL receive activity only.  

Figure 6-29 
A BPEL process from the 
transformation of an 
operation execution 
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Operation call and operation execution 
The interaction between a service provider and user may consist of a 
combination of an operation call and execution. For example, a callback 
interaction mechanism can be modelled for the service provider as an 
operation execution that is eventually followed by an operation call. The 
operation execution is used only for receiving a request message from the 
service user and, therefore, it has only the accept part. The operation call is 
used only for sending a response message to the service user and, therefore, 
it has only the invoke part. Figure 6-30 depicts these operation execution 
and call. To indicate that the operation execution and call are related to 
each other, they must have the same value for annotation partnerLink.   

The transformation of operation execution op1 and operation call op2 
that are depicted in Figure 6-30 results in two different roles in a BPEL 
partner link, as depicted in Figure 6-31, and its partner link type, as 
depicted in Figure 6-32. The partnerlink specifies that this BPEL process 
plays the role of ‘provider’, while the partner plays the role of ‘requester’. 

 

<bpel:partnerLink name="Customer"  

partnerLinkType="ns0:partnerLinkNamePLT" 

myRole="provider"  

partnerRole="requester" /> 

 

<plnk:partnerLinkType name="partnerLinkNamePLT"> 

<plnk:role name="provider"> 

<plnk:portType name="ns1:portTypeName1"/> 

</plnk:role> 

 

<plnk:role name="requester"> 

<plnk:portType name="ns2:portTypeName2"/> 

</plnk:role> 

</plnk:partnerLinkType> 

Figure 6-30 
Callback interaction 
mechanism in a service 
provider 

Figure 6-31 
Partnerlink with two 
roles 

Figure 6-32 
Partner link type with 
two roles 
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6.6.3 Compensation  

To indicate that an operation call compensates the effect of other operation 
calls, we define annotation compensate as depicted in Table 6-4.  
 
Name Value 

compensate The name of the operation to be compensated. 

 
Figure 6-33 depicts the use of this annotation. Operation call oper2 is 

performed after operation call oper1. If the result received by the return part 
of operation oper2 indicates that the operation call does not succeed, 
operation call oper3 should be executed to compensate for any changes 
made by operation call oper1. Operation call oper3 is hence annotated with 
annotation compensate with value referring to the name of the operation call 
that has to be compensated, i.e., oper1. To refer to the same partner, an 
operation call and its compensation handler must have the same value for 
annotation partnerLink. This model can be transformed into the BPEL 
process as depicted in Figure 6-34. 

 

Operation call oper3 is transformed into a compensation handler of 
operation call oper1. A causality relation that enables operation oper3 is 
transformed into a BPEL throw activity. A fault name is generated by the 
transformation. A fault handler is defined to catch this fault. A BPEL 
compensate activity is defined in the fault handler to handle that fault. 

 
<bpel:process ... > 

<bpel:faultHandlers> 

<bpel:catch faultName="fault1"> 

<bpel:compensate scope="oper1" /> 

</bpel:catch> 

</bpel:faultHandlers> 

 

<bpel:sequence> 

Table 6-4 
Annotation to indicate a 
compensation 

Figure 6-33 
Operation call oper3 
compensates operation 
call oper1 

Figure 6-34 
Compensation in a BPEL 
process 
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... 

<bpel:invoke name="oper1" ... > 

<bpel:compensationHandler> 

<bpel:invoke name="oper3" ... /> 

</bpel:compensationHandler> 

</bpel:invoke> 

 

<bpel:invoke name="oper2" ... /> 

 

<bpel:switch> 

<bpel:case constraint="oper2 is success"> 

... 

</bpel:case> 

<bpel:case constraint="oper2 is not success"> 

</bpel:throw name="fault1" /> 

</bpel:case> 

</bpel:switch> 

 

</bpel:sequence> 

</bpel:process> 

6.6.4 Behavioural patterns 

The pattern recognition (see Section 6.4) transforms the behavioural 
patterns in a coordinator model to CBPL structured activities. The pattern 
realisation, which is a part of the model realisation, transforms these CBPL 
structured activities to BPEL structured activities. The mapping between 
CBPL and BPEL structured activities is shown in Table 6-5.  

 
CBPL structured activity BPEL structured activity 

Sequence Sequence 
Concurrence Flow 
Iteration 
- constraint 

While 
- condition 

Selection Switch 
Case  
- constraint 

Case of Switch 
- condition 

DefaultCase  Otherwise of Switch 

Example 
Using the mapping in Table 6-5, the CBPL intermediate model as depicted 
in Figure 6-13 can be transformed into a BPEL process as depicted in 
Figure 6-35.  

 

Table 6-5 
Mapping between CBPL 
structured activity and 
BPEL structured activity 
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<bpel:sequence> 

<bpel:receive name=”receiveApplication” ... /> 

<bpel:switch> 

<bpel:case condition= 

”bpws:getVariableProperty(’app’,’type’)=’individual’”> 

<bpel:sequence> 

<bpel:assign ... /> 

<bpel:invoke name=”applyIndividual” ... /> 

<bpel:assign ... /> 

</bpel:sequence> 

</bpel:case> 

<bpel:case condition= 

”bpws:getVariableProperty(’app’,’type’)=’collective’”> 

<bpel:sequence> 

<bpel:assign ... /> 

<bpel:invoke name=”applyCollective” ... /> 

<bpel:assign ... /> 

</bpel:sequence> 

</bpel:case> 

</bpel:switch> 

<bpel:reply name=”replyConfirmation” ... /> 

</bpel:sequence> 

6.7 Related work 

A model that is given as an input to an automatic transformation tool is 
typically restricted. Modelling restrictions specify model elements that may 
be used, structures or patterns that may be formed, and annotations that 
should be added in order to make a transformation to produce correct 
implementations. Such constraints should be explicitly defined as in [22, 
23, 35, 63, 64, 125]. Otherwise, models may contain model elements or 
structures that cannot be transformed. An annotation is necessary if a 
model element can be mapped onto an alternative implementation 
construct. A set of constraints and annotations can be defined using a 
language profiling mechanism [94] as in [9, 35, 71, 92]. 

Workflow patterns [129] may serve as a set of allowed behavioural 
patterns in a coordinator model. It offers more patterns and these patterns 
are behavioural patterns that are frequently used in business process 
modelling. In this case, the pattern recognition has to identify the workflow 
patterns that are used in a coordinator model and document them in an 
intermediate model as a composition of the CBPL behavioural patterns. 
The mapping between some workflow patterns and the CBPL behavioural 
patterns has been defined in [36].  

Figure 6-35 
Implementation in BPEL 
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Transformations from a service composition model to an 
implementation can be found in [25, 63, 64, 101, 120]. None of them 
indicates how the transformations are (de)composed. Each one develops a 
transformation directly based on a transformation specification. 

The need for transformation (de)composition is studied in [67]. The 
study addresses issues that should be considered in transformation 
decomposition and composition, such as order of rule execution, tangling 
and scattering concerns, and additive changes. The study focuses on the 
development of a transformation language that can handle those issues.  

The (de)composition of transformations is also studied in the area of 
aspect orientation [8, 66, 118]. A transformation is decomposed according 
to concerns, e.g., logging, security, and transaction. Aspect orientation does 
not consider the structure and activities of a business process or service 
composition model as a concern and, hence, does not decompose a 
transformation according to them. 

CBPL can be seen as an abstract platform [4] that offers a large set of 
alternative implementation languages to realise an intermediate model, such 
as BPEL, Java, or C/C++. 

The UML 2.1.1 StructuredActivities package [96] supports traditional 
structured programming constructs. It provides the concepts of sequence, 
conditional, and loop nodes, which are similar to CBPL sequence, selection 
and repetition patterns, respectively. However, UML has no single concept 
for representing a concurrence. Furthermore, the CBPL metamodel is 
simpler than the metamodel of UML StructuredActivities. It better 
facilitates the development of the transformation tool. 

6.8 Concluding remarks 

In this chapter, we have explained the development of our ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool. This tool automates the transformation of the 
coordinator model of an orchestration into an executable implementation 
in BPEL. A coordinator model that will be transformed should comply with 
several modelling restrictions and be annotated with WSDL/BPEL-specific 
information. 

The ISDL2BPEL transformation tool is developed as a composition of 
smaller sub-transformation tools, namely: pattern recognition, constraint 
transformation, and model realisation, that have to be performed 
sequentially. Intermediate models are used to decouple the sub-
transformations. We have defined a language called CBPL (Common 
Behavioural Pattern Language) to specify those intermediate models. The 
pattern recognition identifies the behavioural patterns that are used to 
compose the behaviour structure of a coordinator model. The constraint 
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transformation transforms a function call in a coordinator model into an 
operation call. This transformation is to accommodate the approach that we 
select to deal with the BPEL limitation on data manipulation. The model 
realisation transforms a CBPL model into an executable implementation in 
BPEL. 

The decomposition of the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool into sub-
transformations tools opens the possibility of reusing the sub-
transformation tools in other transformation tools, as indicated in [4, 36]. 
This possibility should be further investigated to evaluate whether such 
reuse is feasible. 

We identify some possible improvements for the transformation tool. 
– Incremental transformation. Currently, the transformation tool does not 

support incremental transformation. Any modification on the BPEL 
process that results from the transformation of a coordinator model is 
not preserved when the coordinator model (possibly with some allowed 
changes) is transformed again. In an incremental transformation, the 
modification on the BPEL process is preserved when the coordinator 
model is transformed again. Hence, the BPEL process reflects the 
modification that is done directly on it and the change made on the 
coordinator model. 

– Support for arbitrary behaviour structures. The BPEL flow activity can be used 
to support an arbitrary behaviour structure, i.e., a behaviour structure 
that cannot be mapped onto the sequence, concurrence, selection, 
and/or repetition patterns. Such a structure can be formed by utilising 
the BPEL links between the activities that are defined in a BPEL flow 
activity. Further investigation is necessary to analyse whether the BPEL 
links can represent ISDL causality relations. If so, the mapping between 
(types of) arbitrary structures in ISDL and a BPEL flow activity with 
links can be defined. 

– Support for other types of ISDL causality conditions. Currently, the 
transformation tool supports only the enabling and disabling conditions. 
The disabling condition, however, has to be used in a choice relation. 
Further investigation can be done on the definition of transformation 
rules of the disabling and synchronidation condition. 
 
 
 



 

Chapter 7 

7. Case study: travel reservation 
application 

In this chapter, we apply our interaction design concept and 
transformations to a case study, namely a travel reservation application 
[134], and evaluate the concept and transformations to assess whether they 
serve their purposes well and can be used in practice. This case study 
demonstrates 
– a top-down design process of a business collaboration, from an abstract 

interaction to a concrete interaction structure,  
– preservation of interaction synchronisation in a concrete interaction 

structure, and 
– preservation of the atomic property of an abstract interaction, that is 

implemented as transaction processing in a concrete interaction 
structure. 

In this case study, the services to be composed do not exist yet. 
This chapter is organised as follows: Section 7.1 presents the case 

description for this case study. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 present alternative 
design processes to design a travel reservation application. Section 7.4 
discusses the design processes. Finally, Section 7.5 evaluates the interaction 
concept and design transformations. 

7.1 Case description 

A travel agent wants to offer its customers the ability to compose and book 
a vacation package. A vacation package consists of a return flight and hotel 
reservation. The flight and hotel reservations are performed with a flight 
and hotel reservation system, respectively. The payment of a reservation is 
done using a credit card system provided by a credit card company. The 
steps for booking a vacation package are as follows. 
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– Select flight 

A customer selects a return flight to his destination on preferred dates, 
i.e., the dates of outward and inward flights. The detailed description of 
this step is as follows. The customer provides a destination and dates to 
the travel agent. The travel agent inquiries the flight reservation system 
about the available flights; presents the customer a list of the available 
flights returned by the flight reservation system; and lets the customer 
select a return flight that is suitable for him. The travel agent then puts 
the selected flight on hold in the flight reservation system. The flight 
reservation system returns a confirmation with an expiration date. A 
held flight can only be booked before its expiration date. 

– Select hotel 
The customer selects a hotel at his destination for staying a couple of 
days as indicated by the dates of his flight. It is assumed that the 
customer checks-in to the hotel on the date of his outward flight; and 
checks-out from the hotel on the date of his inward flight. Using 
information from the previous step, the travel agent finds a list of the 
available hotels from the hotel reservation system; presents the list to the 
customer; and lets the customer select his preferred hotel.  

– Book the composed vacation package 
The customer books the composed vacation package. The customer 
provides his credit card information. The travel agent contacts the credit 
card system to request an authorisation that guarantees the payment of 
the total amount of the price of the composed vacation package. The 
credit card system indicates a successful authorisation with an 
authorisation identifier. The travel agent books the selected hotel with 
the authorisation identifier. The travel agent then confirms the selected 
flight with the authorisation identifier. The travel agent charges the 
customer a reservation fee and provides the customer with the booking 
codes of the hotel and flight. If the flight booking cannot be confirmed 
by the flight reservation system, the hotel booking should be cancelled. 
Any payment that might have been made should be paid back to the 
customer. 
 
A vacation package consists of information about outward flight, inward 

flight, and hotel. Flight information consists of flight code, departure place, 
destination place, date of flight, and price. Availability information of a hotel 
includes hotel name, hotel location, check-in and check-out dates, and price. Figure 
7-1 depicts these information types. We assume that function getXyz(abc) is 
available to return the value of attribute xyz of information abc. For example, 
getDeparture(flight) returns the value of attribute departure of flight 
information. 
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The original description of this case includes technological 
requirements, such as description language, ontologies, discovery 
technology, authentication technology, and encryption technology. These 
technological requirements are outside the scope of our case study. 

Design approach 
The case description provides a detailed scenario at an implementation 
level. Our interaction design concept and transformations are meant to 
enable and encourage interaction design at related abstraction levels. Thus, 
we carry out the case study by  
– identifying the essential requirements for a travel reservation,  
– modelling an abstract interaction that satisfies those essential 

requirements, and  
– performing a top-down design process to develop an implementation as 

described above. Information in the case description that is not 
identified as essential requirements is considered as implementation 
requirements. 

 
We present two alternative design processes, which differ in the 

identified essential requirements. Different essential requirements result in 
different abstract interactions that serve as starting points for design 
processes. After presenting the design processes, we discuss our 
observations about those design processes.  

7.2 Design process 1 

In this section, we design a business collaboration between two essential 
entities. Non-essential entities are introduced during the design process. 

7.2.1 Essential requirements 

Two essential entities for making a reservation of a vacation package are 
identified: a customer and travel agent. The flight and hotel reservation 
systems are supporting entities that are used by the travel agent in order to 
deliver its service. The credit card system is not an essential entity because 
the payment can be done using other payment methods, e.g., cash, debit 
cards, or other online payments such as in [102]. 

Figure 7-1 
Information types 
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The customer wants to book a vacation package consisting of a return 
flight to a specific destination and a stay in a hotel in that destination for a 
couple of days. To book the flight, the departure place should be known. 
The customer is willing to pay the price of the vacation package. The travel 
agent provides the flight and hotel reservation as a vacation package. The 
travel agent charges the customer the price of the vacation package plus a 
reservation fee. The travel agent identifies a customer by the customer’s 
name. A vacation package is provided as a complete package of a return 
flight and hotel.  

7.2.2 Abstract interaction 

At a higher abstraction level, we model the collaboration between the 
customer and travel agent as an abstract interaction as depicted in Figure 
7-2. For brevity reasons, attribute types and constraints are omitted. Names 
are used to represent information attributes, instead of indexed information 
attributes, e.g., ι1 and ι2. The complete specification of this interaction 
design is textually expressed in Figure 7-3. Context actions are included to 
allow us to consider the dependency that might exist between the 
interaction and causality context. A vacation package is represented as 
information attributes flightOut, flightIn, and hotel. 

Customer
bCa

b

name
departure
destination
dateStart
dateEnd
flightOut 
flightIn
hotel 
price

TravelAgent
bT c

d

book

name
departure
destination
dateStart
dateEnd
flightOut 
flightIn
hotel 
price

 

Customer = { 
a → bC (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[departure = getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination(flightIn), 
destination = getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture(flightIn), 
destination = getLocation(hotel), 
dateStart  = getDate(flightOut) = getDateIn(hotel), 
dateEnd = getDate(flightIn) = getDateOut(hotel)], 

 
bC → b 

} 

Figure 7-2 
Abstract interaction 
between the customer 
and travel agent 

Figure 7-3 
Textual expression of the 
abstract interaction in 
Figure 7-2 
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TravelAgent = { 

c → bT (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateEnd),  
hotel in listHotels(destination, dateStart, dateEnd), 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn) + getPrice(hotel) + fee], 

 
bT → d 

} 
 
book (bC: Customer.bC, bT: TravelAgent.bT) [remote] 

 
Interaction book is modelled as a remote interaction, because it should 

establish the same set of information values that can be available from 
different time moment and at different location for different participants. 

In the travel agent, function listFlights(departure, destination, date) returns a 
list of the available flights from a departure place to a destination place on a 
specific date. Function listHotels(location, check-in, check-out) returns a list of 
the available hotels in a specific location between check-in and check-out 
dates. 

The contribution constraints of interaction contribution bC of the 
customer specifies that 
– C1: the customer’s departure place is the departure place of the 

outward flight and is the same as the destination place of the inward 
flight 
[departure = getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination (flightIn)]; 

– C2: the customer’s destination place is the destination place of the 
outward flight and is the same as the departure place of the inward flight  
[destination  = getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture (flightIn)]; 

– C3: the hotel is located in the customer’s destination place  
[destination = getLocation(hotel)]; 

– C4: the customer’s vacation trip starts on the date of the outward flight 
and is the same as the check-in date to the hotel 
[dateStart = getDate(flightOut) = getDateIn(hotel)]; and 

– C5: the customer’s vacation trip ends on the date of the inward flight 
and is the same as the check-out date from the hotel 
[dateEnd = getDate(flightIn) = getDateOut(hotel)]. 

 
The contribution constraints of interaction contribution bT of the travel 

agent specifies that 
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– T1: the outward flight should be in the list of the available flights from a 
departure place to a destination place on a specific date. 
[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateStart)]; 

– T2: the inward flight should be in the list of the available flights from a 
departure place to a destination place on a specific date. 
[flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateEnd)]; 

– T3: the hotel should be in the list of the available hotels between check-
in and check-out dates in a specific location  
[hotel in listHotels(destination, dateStart, dateEnd)]; and 

– T4: the price charged to the customer is the sum of the prices of the 
outward flight, inward flight, hotel reservation, and a reservation fee 
[price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn) + getPrice(hotel) + 
fee]. 

7.2.3 Refinement 1 (choreography) 

We refine abstract interaction book into a concrete interaction structure as 
depicted in Figure 7-4. For brevity reasons, attributes and constraints are 
omitted. The refinement is done by applying the interface decomposition 
pattern (see Section 4.7.1). This concrete interaction structure models the 
choreography between the customer and travel agent. The interactions in 
this model are described in Table 7-1. The complete specification of this 
intraction design is textually expressed in Figure 7-5.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7-4 
Choreography between 
the customer and travel 
agent 
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Interaction Description 

sp Start to compose a vacation package 
sf Select a return flight (i.e., outward and inward flights) 
sh Select a hotel 
pp Pay a composed vacation package 
pb Payback the payment for a vacation package 
cp Confirm the booking of a vacation package 

 
Customer = { 

a → spC (departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date), 
 
spC → sfC (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight) 

[getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination(flightIn) = spC.departure,  
getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture(flightIn) = spC.destination, 
getDate(flightOut) = spC.dateStart, 
getDate(flightIn) = spC.dateEnd], 

 
sfC → shC (hotel: Hotel) 

[getLocation(hotel) = spC.destination, 
getDateIn(hotel) = spC.dateStart, 
getDateOut(hotel) = spC.dateEnd], 

 
shC → ppC (name: String, price: double), 
 
ppC ∧ ¬cpC → pbC (payback: double) 

[payback = ppc.price], 
 
ppC ∧ ¬pbC → cpC (code: long[2]), 
 
cpC → b 

} 
 
TravelAgent = { 

c → spT (departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date), 
 
spT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  

[flightOut in listFlights(spT.departure, spT.destination, spT.dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(spT.destination, spT.departure, spT.dateEnd)] 

 
sfT → shT (hotel: Hotel) 

[hotel in listHotels(spT.destination, spT.dateStart, spT.dateEnd)], 
 

Table 7-1 
Descriptions of 
interactions in Figure 
7-4 

Figure 7-5 
Textual expression of the 
choreography in Figure 
7-4  
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shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 
[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee)], 

 
ppT ∧ ¬cpT → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
ppT ∧ ¬pbT → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = getCode(ppT.name, sfT.flightOut, sfT.flightIn), 
code[1] =  getCode(ppT.name, shT.hotel)], 

 
cpT → d 

} 
 
sp (spC: Customer.spC, spT: TravelAgent.spT) [remote] 
sf (sfC: Customer.sfC, sfT: TravelAgent.sfT) [remote] 
sh (shC: Customer.shC, shT: TravelAgent.shT) [remote] 
pp (ppC: Customer.ppC, ppT: TravelAgent.ppT) [remote] 
cp (cpC: Customer.cpC, cpT: TravelAgent.cpT) [remote] 

 
This choreography models the steps in a travel reservation. Interaction 

sp lets the travel agent know about the customer’s preference. To book a 
vacation package, three interactions are used, i.e., interactions pp, pb, and 
cp. After the occurrence of interaction pp (i.e., pay a composed vacation 
package), either interaction pb (i.e., a complete vacation package cannot 
booked and the money is paid back to the customer) or interaction cp (i.e., 
the booking is successfully confirmed) occurs. The occurrences of 
interaction cp and pb represents the occurrence and non-occurrence of 
abstract interaction book, respectively. 

All conformance assessment that is done for this case study is provided 
in Appendix A.  

7.2.4 Refinement 2 (orchestration) 

We refine the travel agent by introducing the supporting entities, i.e., the 
flight and hotel reservation systems as depicted in Figure 7-6. It models the 
travel agent as an orchestration between a travel agent coordinator 
(TACoordinator), flight reservation system (FlightRS) and hotel reservation 
system (HotelRS). For brevity reasons, attributes and constraints are 
omitted. The interactions in this model are described in Table 7-2. The 
interactions between the customer and travel coordinator are the same as 
the interactions described in Table 7-1. The complete specification of this 
interaction design is textually expressed in Figure 7-7.  
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Interaction Participants Description 

cp Customer – TACoordinator Confirm a vacation package 
gf TACoordinator – FlightRS Get the available flights 
hf TACoordinator – FlightRS Hold a flight 
bf TACoordinator – FlightRS Book a flight 
gh TACoordinator – HotelRS Get the available hotels 
bh TACoordinator – HotelRS Book a hotel 
ch TACoordinator – HotelRS Cancel a hotel reservation 

 
Customer = { 

…     ; the same behaviour as in Figure 7-5 
} 
 
FlightRS = { 

√ → gfF (departure: String, destination: String, dateOut: Date, dateIn: Date, flightsOut: 
Flight[], flightsIn: Flight[]) 

[flightsOut = listFlights(departure, destination, dateOut), 
flightsIn = listFlights(destination, departure, dateIn)], 

 
gfF → hfF (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, expiryDate: Date) 

[flightOut in gfF.flightsOut, 
flightIn in gfF.flightsIn, 
expiryDate = getExpiryDate(currentDate())], 

 

Figure 7-6 
The travel agent as an 
orchestration  

Table 7-2 
Descriptions of 
interactions in Figure 
7-6 

Figure 7-7 
Textual expression of the 
orchestration in Figure 
7-6 
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hfF → bfF (name: String, flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, price: double, code: long)  
[flightOut = hfF.flightOut,  
flightIn = hfF.flightIn, 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn), 
code = (if currentDate() < hfF.expiryDate  

then getCode(name, flightOut, flightIn) else -1)] 
} 
 
HotelRS = { 

√ → ghH (location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotels: Hotel[]) 
[hotels = listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut)], 

 
ghH → bhH (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[hotel in ghH.hotels, 
price = getPrice(hotel), 
code = getCode(name, hotel)], 

 
bhH [bhH.code ≥ 0] → chH (code: long) 

} 
 
TACoordinator = { 

c → spT (departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date), 
 
spT → gfT (departure: String, destination: String, dateOut: Date, dateIn: Date, flightsOut: 
Flight[], flightsIn: Flight[]) 

[departure = spT.departure,  
destination = spT.destination, 
dateOut = spT.dateStart, 
dateIn = spT.dateEnd],  

 
gfT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  

[flightOut in gfT.flightsOut, 
flightIn in gfT.flightsIn] 

 
sfT → hfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, expiryDate: Date) 

[flightOut = sfT.flightOut, 
flightIn = sfT.flightIn], 

 
hfT → ghT (location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotels: Hotel[]) 

[location = spT.destination,  
dateIn = spT.dateStart, 
dateOut = spT.dateEnd], 
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ghT → shT (hotel: Hotel)  
[hotel in ghT.hotels], 

 
shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 

[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee], 
 
ppT → bhT (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel 
price = getPrice(hotel)], 

 
bhT [bhT.code ≥ 0] → bfT (name: String, flightOut: flight, flightIn: Flight, price: double, code: 
long) 

[name = ppT.name, 
flightOut = hfT.flightOut, 
flightIn = hfT.flightIn, 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn)], 

 
bfT [bfT.code < 0] → chT (code: long) 

[code = bhT.code], 
 
bhT [bhT.code < 0] ∨ chT  → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
bfT [bfT.code ≥ 0] → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = bfT.code, 
code[1] = bhT.code], 

 
cpT → d 

} 
 
sp (spC: Customer.spC, spT: TACoordinator.spT) [remote] 
sf (sfC: Customer.sfC, sfT: TACoordinator.sfT) [remote] 
sh (shC: Customer.shC, shT: TACoordinator.shT) [remote] 
pp (ppC: Customer.ppC, ppT: TACoordinator.ppT) [remote] 
pb (pbC: Customer.pbC, pbT: TACoordinator.pbT) [remote] 
cp (cpC: Customer.cpC, cpT: TACoordinator.cpT) [remote] 
 
gf (gfT: TACoordinator.gfT, gfF: FlightRS.gfF) [remote] 
hf (hfT: TACoordinator.hfT, hfF: FlightRS.hfF) [remote] 
bf (bfT: TACoordinator.bfT, bfF: FlightRS.sfF) [remote] 
 
gh (ghT: TACoordinator.ghT, ghH: HotelRS.ghH) [remote] 
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bh (bhT: TACoordinator.bhT, bhH: HotelRS.bhH) [remote] 
ch (chT: TACoordinator.chT, chH: HotelRS.chH) [remote] 

 
In Figure 7-6, causality constraints are defined as [succH], [!succH], 

[succF], and [!succF]. They represent successful hotel booking [bhT.code > 
0], unsuccessful hotel booking [bhT.code < 0], successful flight booking 
[bfT.code ≥ 0], and unsuccessful flight booking [bfT.code < 0], respectively. 
The occurrence of a booking interaction results in either a successful or an 
unsuccessful booking. 

The choreography between the customer and travel agent is preserved 
by the customer and coordinator. The causality relations between the 
interaction contributions of the travel agent are refined. For example, the 
causality relation between interaction contributions spT and sfT in Figure 7-4 
is refined by inserting interaction gf. It should be emphasised here that 
refinement of the choreography into the orchestration is not interaction 
refinement, because no interaction in the choreography is refined into a 
concrete interaction structure.  

7.2.5 Refinement 3 (choreography of booking hotel interaction) 

We refine the interactions in the orchestration by focusing on the hotel 
booking interaction bh of Figure 7-6. By applying the interface 
decomposition pattern, this interaction is refined into a concrete 
interaction structure that consists of interactions request, payment, and, 
confirm, as depicted in Figure 7-8. For brevity reasons, the figure shows only 
the concrete interaction structure and context interaction contributions; 
and omits attribute types. This concrete interaction structure models the 
choreography between the coordinator and hotel reservation system. 
Context interaction contributions are coloured in grey. Interaction request 
models a request to book a selected hotel. Interaction payment models the 
payment of the selected hotel. Interaction confirm models the confirmation 
of the hotel booking. The specification of this model is textually expressed 
in Figure 7-9. 
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TACoordinator HotelRS

rhT rhH

phT phH

ohT ohH

request

payment

confirm

chH

obH.code ≥ 0

ghH

ppT

bfT
name
hotel

price = getPrice(rhH.hotel)

code = getCode(rhH.name, rhH.hotel)

name = ppT.name
hotel = shT.hotel

price = getPrice(rhA.hotel)

code

pbT

code ≥ 0

code < 0

 

 
TACoordinator = { 

… 
ppT → rhT (name: String, hotel: Hotel)  

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel], 

 
rhT → phT (price: double)  

[price = getPrice(rhT.hotel)], 
 
phT → ohT (code: long), 
 
ohT [ohT.code ≥ 0] → bfT, 
 
ohT [ohT.code < 0] → pbT 
… 

} 
 
HotelRS = { 

… 
ghH → rhH (name: String, hotel: Hotel) 

[hotel in ghH.hotels], 
 
rhH → phH (price: double)  

[price = getPrice(rhH.hotel)], 
 
phH → ohH (code: long)  

[code = getCode(rhH.name, rhH.hotel)], 
 
ohH [ohH.code ≥ 0] → chH 
… 

} 

Figure 7-8 
Choreography between 
the coordinator and 
hotel reservation system 
for booking a hotel 

Figure 7-9 
Excerpt of textual 
expression of the 
choreography in Figure 
7-8 
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request (rhT: TACoordinator.rhT, rhH: HotelRS.rhH) [remote] 
payment (phT: TACoordinator.phT, phH: HotelRS.phH) [remote] 
confirm (ohT: TACoordinator.ohT, ohH: HotelRS.ohH) [remote] 

7.2.6 Refinement 4 

We now include a solution for an implementation requirement regarding 
payment: “The payment of a reservation is done using a credit card system provided 
by a credit card company”. We focus on the payment for the hotel booking in 
Figure 7-8. We refine the coordinator by inserting interaction auth, as 
depicted in Figure 7-10. Its specification is textually expressed in Figure 
7-11.  

The customer should provide his credit card information. This credit 
card information, together with its authorisation identifier, is used to pay 
the booking of the selected hotel. For this purpose, in interaction pp, we 
introduce information attribute ccNo to represent credit card information. 
In interaction payment, we introduce information attributes ccNo and authID 
to represent credit card information and authorisation identifier, 
respectively. In addition, in interaction confirm, we introduce information 
attribute rcpt to represent the receipt of payment. 

TACoordinatorCreditCardSystem
name
ccNo
authID = authorise(name, ccNo)

auC auT
auth

name = ppT.name
ccNo = ppT.ccNo
authID

HotelRS

rhT rhH

phT phH
payment

ccNo = auT.ccNo
authID = auT.ccNo
price = getPrice(rhT.hotel)

ccNo
authID
price = getPrice(rhH.hotel)

ohT ohH

ppT

name
ccNo
price = ...

request

confirm

 

TACoordinator = { 
… 
rhT → auT (name: String, ccNo: String, authID: long)  

[name = ppT.name, 
ccNo = ppT.ccNo], 

 
auT → phT (ccNo: String, authID: long, price: double)  

[ccNo = auT.ccNo,  
authID = auT.authID, 
price = getPrice(rhT.hotel)], 

 

Figure 7-10 
The credit card system 
is included in the 
orchestration 

Figure 7-11 
Excerpt of textual 
expression of the 
orchestration in Figure 
7-10 
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phT → ohT (code: long, rcpt: String), 
… 

} 
 
HotelRS = { 

… 
rhH → phH (ccNo: String, authID: long, price: double)  

[price = getPrice(rhH.hotel)], 
 
paH → ohH (code: long, rcpt: String) 

[code = getCode(rhH.name, rhH.hotel), 
rcpt = makeReceipt(phH.ccNo, phH.price), 

… 
} 

 
CreditCardSystem = { 

√ → auC(name: String, ccNo: String, authID: long)  
[authID = authorise(name, ccNo)] 

} 
 
payment (phT: TACoordinator.phT, phH: HotelRS.phH) [remote] 
auth (auC: CreditCardSystem.auC, auT: TACoordinator.auT) [remote] 

Alternative implementations for payment interaction 
By modeling payment as an abstract interaction, i.e., interaction pp between 
the customer and coordinator in Figure 7-6 and interaction payment 
between the coordinator and hotel reservation system in Figure 7-8, we 
have a number of alternative implementations. As mentioned in Section 
7.2.1, the payment can be done using other payment methods, e.g., money 
transfer via bank or online payment.  

Different payment methods can be combined in a reservation of a 
vacation package. For example, the payment interaction between the 
customer and coordinator can be done using money transfer via bank, while 
the payment interaction between the coordinator and flight or hotel 
reservation system can be done using credit card.  

7.3 Design process 2 

In this section, we design a business collaboration between three essential 
entities. An intermediary entity is introduced during the design process. 
This design process is an alternative to design process 1. 
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7.3.1 Essential requirements 

Three essential entities are identified: a customer, a flight reservation system, and 
a hotel reservation system. The travel agent and credit card system are 
considered non-essential entities. In real life, a customer can book a return 
flight and hotel to compose a vacation package without a travel agent. The 
credit card system is not an essential entity because the payment can be 
done using other payment methods. 

The customer wants to book a vacation package for a couple of days at a 
destination. The vacation days are identified by the date he starts and ends 
his vacation trip. To plan his trip, his departure place should be known. The 
customer is willing to pay the price of his vacation package and a reservation 
fee, if any. The flight and hotel reservation systems provide a return flight 
and hotel reservation, respectively. The customer is identified by his name.  

In a vacation package, both flight and hotel must be all successfully 
booked. If one of them cannot be booked, the other must not be booked 
either. 

7.3.2 Abstract interaction 

At a higher abstraction level, we model the collaboration between the 
essential entities as an abstract multilateral interaction, as depicted in Figure 
7-12. The ‘all or none’ characteristic of the flight and hotel bookings is 
represented by the atomic property of the abstract interaction. For brevity 
reasons, attribute types are omitted. The complete specification of this 
interaction design is textually expressed in Figure 7-13. Context actions are 
included to allow us to consider the dependency that might exist between 
the interaction and its causality context. A vacation package is represented 
as information attributes flightOut, flightIn, and hotel.  
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Customer = { 

a → bC (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[departure = getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination(flightIn), 
destination = getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture(flightIn), 
destination = getLocation(hotel), 
dateStart  = getDate(flightOut) = getDateIn(hotel), 
dateEnd = getDate(flightIn) = getDateOut(hotel)], 

 
bC → b 

} 
 
FlightRS= { 

e → bF (name:String, departure: String, destination: String, dateOut: Date, dateIn: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, price: double) 

[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateOut), 
flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateIn), 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn)], 

 
bF → f 

} 
 
HotelRS = { 

Figure 7-12 
An abstract multilateral 
interaction between a 
customer, flight, and 
hotel reservation system 

Figure 7-13 
Textual expression of 
interacting behaviours in 
Figure 7-12 
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g → bH (name: String, location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotel: Hotel, price: 
double) 

[hotel in listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut), 
price = getPrice(hotel)], 

 
bH → h 

} 
 
book (bC: Customer.bC, bF: FlightRS.bF, bH: HotelRS.bH)  

[bC.name = bF.name = bH.name, 
bC.departure = bF.departure, 
bC.destination = bF.destination = bH.location, 
bC.dateStart = bF.dateOut = bH.dateIn, 
bC.dateEnd = bF.dateIn = bH.dateOut, 
bC.flightOut = bF.flightOut, 
bC.flightIn = bF.flightIn, 
bC.hotel = bH.hotel, 
bC.price = bF.price + bH.price + fee] 

 
The customer’s behaviour is the same as the customer’s behaviour in 

design process 1 (see Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3). The contribution 
constraints of interaction contribution bF of the flight reservation system 
specifies that 
– F1: the outward flight should be in the list of the available flights from a 

departure place to a destination place on a specific date. 
[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateStart)];  

– F2: the inward flight should be in the list of the available flights from a 
departure place to a destination place on a specific date. 
[flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateEnd)]; and 

– F3: the price is the sum of the prices of the outward and inward flights 
[price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn)]. 
 
The contribution constraints of interaction contribution bH of the hotel 

reservation system specifies that 
– H1: the hotel should be in the list of the available hotels between check-

in and check-out dates in a specific location  
[hotel in listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut)]; and 

– H2: the price is the price of the hotel reservation 
[price = getPrice(hotel)]. 
 
The distribution constraints of interaction book specifies that  

– D1: the customer that flies with the flights is the customer that stays in 
the hotel  
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[bC.name = bF.name = bH.name]; 
– D2: the customer’s departure place is the departure place of the 

outward flight 
[bC.departure = bF.departure]; 

– D3: the customer’s destination place is the destination place of his 
outward flight and is the same as the location of the hotel 
[bC.departure = bF.destination = bH.location]; 

– D4: the customer’s vacation trip starts on the date of the outward flight 
and is the same as the check-in date to the hotel 
[bC.dateStart = bF.dateOut = bH.dateIn];  

– D5: the customer’s vacation trip ends on the date of the inward flight 
and is the same as the check-out date from the hotel 
[bC.dateEnd = bF.dateIn = bH.dateOut]; 

– D6: the outward flight reserved by the customer is the outward flight 
provided by the flight reservation system 
[bC.flightOut = bF.flightOut]; 

– D7: the inward flight reserved by the customer is the inward flight 
provided by the flight reservation system 
[bC.flightIn = bF.flightIn]; 

– D8: the hotel reserved by the customer is the hotel provided by the 
hotel reservation system 
[bC.hotel = bH.hotel]; and 

– D9: the price charged to the customer is the sum of the prices 
demanded by the flight and hotel reservation systems and a reservation 
fee  
[bC.price = bF.price + bH.price + fee]. 

7.3.3 Concrete interaction structure 

We refine abstract interaction book by applying the intermediary 
introduction pattern (see Section 4.7.4). A travel agent is introduced as an 
intermediary between the customer, flight and hotel reservation system, as 
depicted in Figure 7-14. The behaviour of the travel agent defines the 
business logic of the collaboration. For brevity reasons, attributes and 
constraints are omitted.   

From the customer’s view, the occurrences of interactions cp and pb 
represent the occurrence and non-occurrence of abstract interaction book, 
respectively. From the flight reservation system’s view, the successful flight 
booking in interaction bf represents the occurrence of abstract interaction 
book. The unsuccessful flight booking or the non-occurrence of interaction 
bf represents the non-occurrence of abstract interaction book. From the 
hotel reservation system’s view, the successful hotel booking in interaction 
bh and the non-occurrence of interaction ch represent the occurrence of 
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abstract interaction book. The successful hotel booking that is followed by 
the occurrence of interaction ch, the unsuccessful hotel booking, or the 
non-occurrence of interaction bh represents the non-occurrence of abstract 
interaction book. 

Customer FlightRSTravelAgent
gfT

bfT

spT

ppT

gfF

bfF

spC

ppC

a

sfTsfC

shTshC

HotelRS
ghT ghH g

hfT hfF

bhT bhH

chT chH h

succF

!succF

succH
succH

sp

sf

sh

pp

gf

hf

bf

gh

bh

ch

cpTcpCb
cp

pbTpbC
pb

succH

e

f

!succH

succF

 

Transaction processing 
To preserve the atomic property of abstract interaction book, the travel 
agent implements transaction processing with compensation [47, 99] for 
the flight and hotel booking. For modelling the transaction processing, we 
consider not only the occurrence and non-occurrence of an interaction, but 
also two possible outcomes of the occurrence of an interaction: a positive 
and a negative result. A positive result is the intended result of an interaction. 
A negative result is an anticipated but unintended result of an interaction. 
For example, the positive result of interaction bf represents a successful 
flight booking [succF]. The negative result represents an unsuccessful flight 
booking [!succF]. 

Compensation is used to cancel or reverse the effects of a completed 
interaction when another interaction establishes a negative result or does 
not occur. Compensation is application specific [99]. In Figure 7-14, 
interaction ch is to compensate interaction bh, when interaction bf 
establishes a negative result.  

We define two requirements for transaction processing with 
compensation that preserves the atomic property of an abstract interaction.   

Figure 7-14 
The travel agent as an 
intermediary between 
the customer, flight and 
hotel reservation 
systems 
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– TR1: If a final interaction occurs with a positive result and is not 
cancelled; all other final interactions should occur with positive results 
and not cancelled. 

– TR2: If a final interaction occurs with a negative result, occurs with a 
positive result but cancelled, or does not occur; every other final 
interaction should occur with a negative result, occur with a positive 
result but cancelled, or not occur.  
 
We check whether the model in Figure 7-14 satisfies requirements TR1 

and TR2. We determine the following final interaction contributions:  
– in the customer, interaction contribution cpC, 
– in the flight reservation system, interaction contribution bfF, and 
– in the hotel reservation system, interaction contribution bhH. 
Interactions cp, bf, and bh are hence the final interactions. 

 
Requirement TR1: 
– If interaction cp occurs, interactions bf and bh have occurred with 

positive results. 
– If interaction bf occurs with a positive result, interaction bh has occurred 

with a positive result and interaction cp is enabled to occur. 
– If interaction bh occurs with a positive result and not cancelled, 

interaction bf has occurred with a positive result and interaction cp is 
enabled to occur. 

Requirement TR1 is satisfied. 
 

Requirement TR2:  
– If interaction cp does not occur, interaction bf has occurred with a 

negative result or does not occur; or interacton bh has occurred with a 
negative result, has occurred with a positive result but cancelled, or does 
not occur. 

– If interaction bf occur with a negative result, interaction bh has occurred 
but will be cancelled. Interaction cp will not occur. 

– If interaction bf does not occur, interaction bh has occurred with a 
negative result or does not occur. Interaction cp will not occur. 

– If interaction bh occurs with a negative result, interactions bf and cp will 
not occur. 

– If interaction bh occurs with a positive result but is cancelled, interaction 
bf has occurred with a negative result. Interaction cp will not occur. 

– If interaction bh does not occur, interactions bf and cp will not occur. 
Requirement TR2 is satisfied.  
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Both requirements TR1 and TR2 are satisfied. We conclude that the 
atomic property of abstract interaction book is preserved in the concrete 
interaction structure in Figure 7-14. 

Interaction synchronisation 
We check whether the concrete interaction structure in Figure 7-14 
provides synchronisation as provided by abstract interaction book in Figure 
7-12, i.e., whether conformance requirement IR4 holds.  

 
Final interaction cp depends on  
– context action a via interactions pp, sh, sf, and sp; 
– context action e via interactions bf, hf, and gf; and 
– context action g via interactions bf, bh, and gh. 

 
Final interaction bf depends on  
– context action a via interactions hf, gf, and sp; 
– context action e via interactions hf and gf; and 
– context action g via interactions bh and gh. 

 
Final interaction bh depends on  
– context action a via interactions pp, sh, sf, and sp; 
– context action e via interactions gh, hf, and gf; and 
– context action g via interactions gh. 

 
Every final interaction depends on the same context actions, i.e., concrete 
actions a, e, and g. We conclude that the concrete interaction structure 
provides synchronisation as provided by abstract interaction book. The 
complete conformance assessment of this concrete interaction structure is 
provided in Appendix A. 

7.4 Discussion 

In this section, we discuss issues regarding the design processes. 

Essential requirements and design processes 
Design processes 1 and 2 show that different choices of essential 
requirements leads to different design processes. In interaction design, the 
identification of essential entities must be done at the first place. Without 
knowing which entities are going to interact, we cannot identify the 
responsibility of each participating entity.  

In design process 1, we choose the customer and the travel agent as the 
essential entities (see Figure 7-2). In design process 2, we choose the 
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customer, flight and hotel reservation systems as the essential entities (see 
Figure 7-12).  

Although they start from different sets of identified essential 
requirements and thus different abstract interactions, the implementation 
requirements in the case description lead the design processes to result in 
similar concrete interaction structures (see Figure 7-6 and Figure 7-14). 
Figure 7-15 illustrates this possibility. An abstract interaction can be refined 
into multiple alternative concrete interaction structures, e.g., abstract 
interaction D1 can be refined into concrete interaction structures D1.1 and 
D1.2. Abstract interaction D2 can be refined into concrete interaction 
structures D2.1 and D2.2. Concrete interaction structure D1.2 can be 
similar to or the same as concrete interaction structure D2.1. 

 

Transaction processing 
In design process 1, the concrete interaction structure without transaction 
processing as depicted in Figure 7-16 conforms to the abstract interaction 
in Figure 7-2. The occurrences of interactions cp and pb represent the 
occurrence and non-occurrence of abstract interaction book, respectively. 
Abstract interaction book does not impose a requirement that transaction 
processing is necessary in an implementation. The transaction processing in 
Figure 7-6 is defined to satisfy an implementation requirement. The 
correctness of the transaction processing hence should be checked against 
that implementation requirement, and not against requirements TR1 and 
TR2 as defined in Section 7.3.3.  

In design process 2, the atomic property of abstract interaction book in 
Figure 7-12 imposes a requirement that transaction processing is necessary 
in an implementation. The transaction processing in Figure 7-14 hence 
should be checked against requirements TR1 and TR2. 

  

Figure 7-15 
The same concrete 
interaction structure 
implements different 
abstract interactions 
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Negative results and exceptions 
We distinguish between a negative result and an exception message. A 
negative result is part of the application logic. An exception message is 
concerned with an unwanted event that is generated by (an) underlying 
service(s) during execution. An exception message can indicate, e.g., buffer 
overflow, connection termination, locked database, or unsufficient memory 
space. We do not consider an exception message as part of the application 
logic. If an interaction returns an exception message, the interaction simply 
does not occur. Of course, an exception handler can be defined to allow 
that the execution of the application continues or terminates normally. 
Exceptions and exception handling are outside the scope of our case study 
and we leave them for future work. 

7.5 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate our interaction design concept and 
transformations to assess whether they serve their purposes well and can be 
used in practice. 

Interaction concept   
We evaluate our interaction concept from the perspectives of the targeted 
users: business analysts and application designers. A business analyst uses the 
interaction concept to model interactions at higher abstraction levels. An 

Figure 7-16 
Orchestration of a 
customer, flight and 
hotel resercation system 
without transaction 
processing 
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application designer uses the interaction concept to model interactions at 
lower abstraction levels. Regardless of the abstraction level at which a design 
is specified, a design should be complete and precise.  

The interaction concept allows a business analyst to model a complete 
collaboration between business entities as a single abstract interaction. It 
also allows a business analyst to model a complete business collaboration as 
a concrete interaction structure, without having to deal with the 
implementation details of the interactions in that interaction structure.  

The interaction concept allows an application designer to develop a 
complete interaction design at an implementation level, in which all 
interactions can be realised using available interaction mechanisms. All 
interactions in Figure 7-10, for example, are modelled as remote 
interactions. A remote interaction can be implemented as a synchronous 
request-response mechanism (see Chapter 5).  

The contribution and distribution constraints of the interaction concept 
allow business analysts to model a business collaboration precisely. The 
contribution constraints of an abstract interaction allow a business analyst 
to specify precisely the participants’ responsibilities in the establishment of 
the interaction result and their views on it. The distribution constraints 
allow the business analyst to specify precisely the relations between the 
participants’ views.  

Similarly, at lower abstraction levels, the contribution and distribution 
constraints allow an application designer to specify a concrete interaction 
precisely.  

Design transformations 
We have shown that our design transformation can be used in the design 
process of a service composition. However, when an abstract interaction is 
refined into a complex concrete interaction structure, the conformance 
assessment consumes large manual efforts. Tool supports can be developed 
to facilitate the conformance assessment in a (semi-)automatic way.  

 
 





 

Chapter 8 

8. Case study: enterprise application 
integration  

In this chapter, we use our interaction concept and the ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool to a case study, namely enterprise application 
integration (EAI) for an order management system [123]. We evaluate 
whether the interaction concept and the transformation tool serve their 
purposes well and can be used in practice.  

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 8.1 introduces EAI and 
presents an approach to design an integration solution. Section 8.2 
describes the integration case. Section 8.3 presents the design of a solution 
for the integration case. Section 8.4 discusses the possibility of defining an 
integration solution at a high abstraction level. Finally, Section 8.5 evaluates 
the interaction concept and transformation tool. 

8.1 EAI approach 

This section introduces enterprise application integration (EAI) and 
presents an approach to design an integration solution that we use in the 
case study. 

8.1.1 Introduction to EAI 

Enterprise application integration (EAI) is an effort to make existing 
enterprise applications, that are usually designed separately, interoperable 
with each other. It results in an integration solution that enables the 
existing applications to interact with each other to achieve a specific goal.  

Two integration architectures are identified: the point-to-point and hub-
and-spoke architectures [42]. In the point-to-point architecture as illustrated 
in Figure 8-1, the existing applications interact directly with each other.  
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In the hub-and-spoke architecture as illustrated in Figure 8-2, the 
existing applications interact indirectly with each other via a mediator 
between them.  

 

Service-oriented computing emerges as a paradigm to support 
enterprise application integration [42, 77]. In service-oriented computing, 
an application exposes its external functionality without revealing the 
internals of the application. This allows an enterprise to make its 
applications interoperable with other enterprises’ applications, while safely 
keeping its valuable assets, e.g., business logic and data, from the other 
enterprises’ sight. 

8.1.2 An integration approach 

In this case study, we follow an integration approach [105, 112] that is for 
designing a mediator between the applications being integrated. This 
integration approach enables business analysts to participate actively in the 
design of an integration solution. Also, it facilitates automation of parts of 
the integration process.  

The integration approach consists of the following steps. These steps are 
illustrated in Figure 8-3.  

In Step 1, the platform-independent service descriptions of the 
applications being integrated are derived, by abstracting from platform-
specific information. In terms of the MDA approach [90, 91], this means 
that the service PSMs (platform-specific models) of the applications being 
integrated are transformed to their respective service PIMs (platform-
independent models).  

 

Figure 8-1 
Point-to-point 
architecture 

Figure 8-2 
Hub-and-spoke 
architecture 
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In Step 2, the service PIMs are semantically enriched by adding 
information that cannot be (automatically) derived from the service PSMs. 
For example, a service PSM may be complemented by some text document 
that describes part of the service in natural language. The purpose of 
semantic enrichment is to make the service PIMs complete and precise. 

In Step 3, a mediator between the service PIMs is designed as an 
integration solution. Since the mediator is designed at the PIM level, this 
step enables the more active participation of business analysts. In Step 4, 
the correctness of the mediator is verified using one or more analysis 
techniques. 

Finally, in Step 5, a mediator PSM is derived from the mediator PIM, by 
adding platform-specific information. Further, the mediator PSM is 
(automatically) transformed to an executable implementation. 

We follow this integration approach by using our design concepts for 
modelling service PIMs and a mediator PIM. We then use our ISDL2BPEL 
transformation tool to transform the mediator PIM to an executable 
implementation in BPEL.  

8.2 Case description 

An ordering application (OA) of a customer company Blue will be integrated 
with a customer relation management (CRM) and an order management 
(OM) system of a manufacturing company Moon. Blue’s OA and Moon’s 
CRM and OM are Web Services applications. All interactions are 
implemented as Web Services operation invocations. 

Blue’s OA interacts using a simplified RosettaNet PIP3A4 message 
format. Blue’s OA first sends a PIP3A4 Purchase Order Request 
(PIP3A4POR) to Moon. A purchase order request contains one or more 
items to be ordered. In return, Blue’s OA receives an Acknowledgment of 
Receipt indicating that Moon has received the purchase order request. 
Blue’s OA then waits for a PIP3A4 Purchase Order Confirmation 
(PIP3A4POC) from Moon with a status that indicates whether the purchase 
order request is accepted, rejected, or pending. Upon receipt of a purchase 

Figure 8-3  
Integration approach 
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order confirmation, Blue’s OA sends an Acknowledgment of Receipt to 
Moon. Figure 8-4 depicts the types of messages to interact with Blue’s OA.  

 

Moon’s OM interacts using a proprietary data model and 
communication protocol. Moon’s OM expects Blue to create a new order 
using a separate message containing a customer ID. It returns an order ID 
with which Blue can add the ordered items one-by-one to the created 
order. Moon’s OM returns an acknowledgment each time an item is added 
to the order. After adding all items to the order, Blue must close the order. 
Moon’s OM returns the number of items in the order. It then starts to send 
confirmations; each of which indicates the order status of an item in the 
order, i.e., accepted, rejected, or pending. Blue should return an 
acknowledgment for each confirmation. Figure 8-5 depicts the types of 
messages to interact with Moon’s OM.  

 

Moon’s CRM returns the customer ID of a given customer. Figure 8-6 
depicts the types of messages to interact with Moon’s CRM. 

Figure 8-4 
Messages to interact 
with Blue’s OA 

Figure 8-5 
Messages to interact 
with Moon's OM  
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The information model of the original description of this integration 

case is larger than the information models that are depicted in Figure 8-4, 
Figure 8-5, and Figure 8-6, e.g., it contains information about customer 
address, shipment addresses, telephone numbers, e-mails, units of 
products, dates of order, dates of shipment, etc. As we focus on the design 
of the behaviour of an integration solution, we consider only the necessary 
information for defining an integration solution. 

8.3 Integration solution 

This section illustrates the application of the integration approach 
presented in Section 8.1.2 to the integration case described in the previous 
section. We use our interaction concept to specify the interactions in the 
integration solution. 

Step 1: Abstraction from service PSMs to service PIMs 
In this step, we derive the platform-independent service descriptions of 
Blue’s OA and Moon’s CRM and OM from their WSDL descriptions. This 
step results in the service PIMs that are depicted in Figure 8-7. We model 
the operation calls and operation executions of the applications using their 
shorthands (see Section 6.3.1). Names are used to represent information 
attributes, i.e., req and rsp, instead of indexed information attributes, e.g., ι1 
and ι2.  

Blue’s OA has one operation call and one operation execution. 
Operation call por is for sending a purchase order request (PIP3A4POR) 
and receiving the acknowledgment for that purchase order request. 
Operation execution poc is for receiving a purchase order confirmation 
(PIP3A4POC) and sending the acknowledgment for that purchase order 
confirmation. 

Moon’s CRM has one operation execution only. Operation execution 
srch is for receiving a search string containing a customer’s name and 
sending the customer ID of that customer. 

Moon’s OM has three operation executions and one operation call. 
Operation executions new, add, and close are for creating a new order, adding 
an item to an order, and closing an order, respectively. Operation call conf is 
for confirming the status of an item of an order 

 

Figure 8-6  
Messages to interact 
with Moon's CRM 
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Moon OM

Blue OA Invoke:
req: PIP3A4POR
Return:
rsp: Acknowledgment

Accept:
req: PIP3A4POC
Reply:
rsp: Acknowledgment

Moon CRMAccept:
req: SearchCustomerReq
Reply:
rsp: SearchCustomerRsppor

poc

srch

Accept:
req: NewOrderReq
Reply:
rsp: NewOrderRsp

Accept:
req: AddItemReq
Reply:
rsp: AddItemRsp

Accept:
req: CloseOrderReq
Reply:
rsp: CloseOrderRsp

Invoke:
req: ConfirmItemReq
Return:
rsp: ConfirmItemRsp

new

add

close

conf
 

Step 2: Semantic enrichment of the service PIMs  
In this step, we define the relation between the operation calls and 
operation executions in Blue’s OA and Moon’s OM, based on the informal 
description in Section 8.2. Figure 8-8 depicts the semantically enriched 
service PIMs of Blue’s OA and Moon’s CRM and OM. The repetitive steps 
in Moon’s OM are made explicit and modelled as repetitive behaviour 
instantiations.  

Step 3: Design of the mediator PIM 
In this step, we design a mediator PIM between the semantically enriched 
service PIMs of Blue’s OA and Moon’s CRM and OM. The definition of the 
mediator PIM consists of the definition of 
– the offered and requested services of the mediator; 
– the composition of these services by relating their respective operation 

executions and operation calls; and 
– the information mapping between the information attributes of the 

operation executions and operation calls. 
 
The mediator offers one service that must match the requested service 

of Blue’s OA. This service can initially be defined as the ‘complement’ of 
the requested service of Blue’s OA. The complement of a service is 
obtained by changing each operation call into an operation execution, and 
vice versa, while keeping the same information attributes. Analogously, the 
requested services of the mediator can be obtained by complementing the 
offered services of Moon’s CRM and OM. 

Figure 8-7 
Service PIMs of Blue's 
OA and Moon's CRM 
and OM 
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Blue OA

por

poc Moon OM

new

add

close

conf

Add

Confirm

add

conf

Moon CRM

srch

Accept:
req: SearchCustomerReq
Reply:
rsp: SearchCustomerRsp

Accept:
req: NewOrderReq
Reply:
rsp: NewOrderRsp

Accept:
req: AddItemReq
Reply:
rsp: AddItemRsp

Accept:
req: CloseOrderReq
Reply:
rsp: CloseOrderRsp

Invoke:
req: ConfirmItemReq
Return:
rsp: ConfirmItemRsp

Invoke:
req: PIP3A4POR
Return:
rsp: Acknowledgment

Accept:
req: PIP3A4POC
Reply:
rsp: Acknowledgment

 

The design of the mediator can now be approached as the search for a 
composition of the requested services from Moon’s CRM and OM, which 
conforms to the offered services to Blue’s OA. The structure of this 
composition is defined as causality relations among the operation calls and 
operation executions. Figure 8-9 depicts the obtained mediator PIM. For 
brevity reasons, information attributes are omitted.  

Blue OA

por

poc Moon OM

new

add

close

conf

Add

Confirm

add

conf

Moon CRM

srch

Mediator

Add

Confirm

por srch

new

add add

close

poc

conf conf
 

 

Figure 8-8 
Semantically enriched 
service PIMs of Blue’s 
OA and Moon’s CRM 
and OM 

Figure 8-9 
Mediator PIM 
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The definition of information mapping between information attributes 
of the operation calls and operation executions can be approached as a 
refinement of the causality relations among the operation calls and 
operation executions. This information mapping defines how the value of 
the information attribute of an operation call or operation execution is 
generated from the values of the information attributes of the other 
operation calls and/or operation executions.  

The information mapping between the attributes of the operation 
executions and operation calls of the mediator is illustrated in Figure 8-10. 
The information mapping is used to specify constraints in the mediator 
PIM.  

 

Step 4: Verification of the mediator PIM 
In this step, we verify the mediator PIM by means of simulation. The 
simulation of ISDL behaviours is supported by the Grizzle tool [57, 109]. 
Simulation allows a designer to analyse the possible orderings of operation 
occurrences, as well as the information results that are established in these 
operations. In addition, the Grizzle tool provides hooks in the simulation 
process to execute application code upon execution of an operation. This 
enables the simulated mediator to perform real Web services invocations 
and to incorporate the results that are returned by Web services during the 
simulation. For this purpose, stub-code is linked to a modelled Web-
services operation call. Furthermore, the simulator allows external 
applications to invoke a modelled Web-services operation execution.  

Figure 8-10  
Information mapping 
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Step 5: Derivation of the mediator PSM  
In this final step, we transform the mediator PIM to a mediator PSM in 
terms of BPEL. Further, we transform the mediator PSM to an executable 
implementation in BPEL. The mediator PSM should contain WSDL/BPEL-
specific information, as defined in Chapter 6. 

We annotate the mediator PIM in Figure 8-9 with WSDL/BPEL-
specific information. The following annotations are given to an operation 
call or operation execution: operation, portType, partnerLink, namespaceURI, 
and wsdl (see Table 6-3). Figure 8-11 illustrates the annotations that are 
given to operation execution por. 

Mediator

por

Accept:
poReq: PIP3A4POR
Reply:
ack: Acknowledgment
operation receiveRequest,
portType MediatorPortType,
partnerLink Customer
namespaceURI mooncompany,
wsdl http://sws-challenge.org/...  

After the model is properly annotated, the model is given as an input to 
the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool. The transformation tool produces a 
BPEL process that is ready to be deployed on a BPEL execution engine.  

8.4 Discussion 

In the previous section, we use our interaction concept to specify operation 
invocations. An integration solution is defined at that abstraction level. In 
this section, we discuss the possibility of using the interaction concept at a 
high abstraction level and, thus, defining an integration solution at a high 
abstraction level. 

When the offered and/or requested services of an application being 
integrated can be represented as an abstract interaction contribution, as in 
[38], an integration solution can be modelled as a single abstract 
interaction. The information mapping is specified as the distribution 
constraints of the abstract interaction. Figure 8-12 depicts abstract 
interaction order that models an integration solution between Blue’s OA and 
Moon’s CRM and OM. 

Figure 8-11 
Annotated operation 
execution por 
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At an implementation level, the interaction synchronisation of abstract 
interaction order must be preserved by an integration solution. This 
interaction synchronisation specifies the causal dependency of Blue’s OA 
and Moon’s CRM and OM on each other. An integration solution that 
implements abstract interaction order will be more complex than the 
mediator in Figure 8-9 because it must preserve the interaction 
synchronisation of abstract interaction order. The mediator in Figure 8-9 
does not specify the dependency of Moon’s CRM on Moon’s OM. 

8.5 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate our interaction concept and design 
transformations to assess whether they serve their purposes well and can be 
used in practice. 

Interaction concept   
We have shown that our interaction concept can be used in the integration 
approach that is presented in Section 8.1.2. The interaction concept is used 
to specify operation invocations at a low abstraction level, i.e., an 
interaction models the sending of a message between two participants. To 
facilitate the modelling of operation invocations, the shorthands for 
operation calls and operation executions are used. The shorthands make the 
interaction concept be more usable in practice, because designers do not 
have to specify the same composition of interactions to represent operation 
invocations multiple times.   

Figure 8-12  
Integration solution as 
an abstract interaction 
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ISDL2BPEL transformation tool 
We have shown that a mediator PSM that is properly annotated with 
WSDL/BPEL-specific information can be transformed to an executable 
implementation. It generates a BPEL process from the mediator PSM in a 
few seconds and, hence, it saves the development time and effort of an 
integration solution. The ISDL2BPEL transformation tool can be used in 
practice. 
 

 





 

Chapter 9 

9. Conclusions 

This chapter presents the conclusions and contributions of this thesis and 
suggests directions for further research. The chapter is organised as follows: 
Section 9.1 presents the general conclusions of our work; Section 9.2 
presents our main research contributions; and Section 9.3 suggests 
directions for further research. 

9.1 General conclusions 

This thesis proposes a concept and transformations for designing 
interactions in a service composition at related abstraction levels. The 
concept and transformations are aimed at helping designers to bridge the 
conceptual gap between the business and software domains. In this way, the 
complexity of an interaction design can be managed adequately. 

A service is the establishment of some valuable effect through the 
interaction between a service user and service provider(s). In a service 
composition, a number of services are composed to deliver a new service. A 
service composition is specified as one or more interactions between a 
service user and service provider(s). 

Section 1.2.3 identifies three research questions regarding the use of 
related abstraction levels in the development of a service composition. In 
the following, we answer those questions by referring to the chapters in 
which those questions are addressed and answered. 

 
RQ1: What interaction design concept is suitable for modelling interactions at related 
abstraction levels? Are available interaction design concepts suitable for this purpose?   

In Chapter 2, we define a set of suitability requirements to assess 
whether an interaction design concept is suitable for modelling interactions 
at related abstraction levels. Such an interaction design concept should 
allow a business analyst and application designer  
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– to model an interaction between two or more participants, 
– to define different views of different participants on the established 

result, 
– to specify the relation between different views of different participants, 

and 
– to specify participants’ requirements directly. 
In addition, at an implementation level, an interaction design concept 
should be able to model interaction mechanisms precisely. 

We use these suitability requirements to analyse the interaction design 
concepts that are used in a number of design methods for service 
compositions. The analysis concludes that none of the analysed interaction 
design concepts satisfies all the suitability requirements. 

In Chapter 3, we define an interaction concept that satisfies these 
requirements by enhancing the ISDL interaction concept.  We show that 
the interaction concept is suitable for modelling abstract interactions. In 
Chapter 5, we show that the interaction concept is suitable for modelling 
interaction mechanisms as concrete interaction structures and abstract 
interactions. 

 
RQ2: How to transform interaction designs between related abstraction levels? How to 
assess the conformance between interaction designs at different abstraction levels? 

In Chapter 4, we define two design transformations to support 
interaction design at related abstraction levels, i.e., direct interaction 
refinement and abstraction, as opposed to indirect interaction refinement 
and abstraction [107]. Direct interaction design transformation preserves 
the distribution of responsibility between participants. Indirect interaction 
design transformation performs the transformation in the integrated 
perspective, in which every interaction is modelled as an action. When an 
interaction is modelled as an action, information about the distribution of 
responsibility between participant disappears and, thus, cannot be 
preserved during transformation.  

To assess the conformance between interaction designs at related 
abstraction levels, we define a set of conformance requirements and an 
assessment method to check whether those conformance requirements are 
satisfied. The interaction design transformations and conformance 
assessment method reuse and extend the operational concepts and methods 
for general behaviour transformations in ISDL.  
 
RQ3: How to facilitate the development process of a service composition? How can the 
MDA approach contribute to that process? 

To facilitate the development process of a service composition, we 
provide: 
– patterns for interaction refinements. 
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In Chapter 4, we identify four patterns for interaction refinement. Each 
pattern indicates a possible way to refine an abstract interaction into a 
concrete interaction structure. The patterns are interface 
decomposition, new participants introduction, bilateral interactions 
transformation, and intermediary introduction. We show that every 
pattern can result in a concrete interaction structure that conforms to 
the original abstract interaction. 
 

– abstract representations of interaction mechanisms. 
In Chapter 5, we represent the CORBA and Web Services interaction 
mechanisms as abstract interactions. These representations allow a 
business analyst and application designer to include the interaction 
mechanisms in an abstract interaction design without having to deal with 
the detailed behaviours of the interaction mechanisms. Following the 
MDA approach, those representations also abstract from the details of 
the technological platforms on which the interaction mechanisms are 
implemented. This allows them to be implemented with different 
supporting platforms.  
 

– a transformation tool to transform an interaction design to an 
executable implementation. 
In Chapter 6, we develop a transformation tool to transform 
automatically an interaction design to an executable implementation in 
BPEL. The interaction design must comply with several modelling 
restrictions and be annotated with WSDL/BPEL-specific information. 
The use of modelling restrictions and annotations follow the MDA 
transformation approach that makes use of patterns (i.e., recognisable 
structures of elements) and markings (i.e., annotating a model with 
information that is specific to the target platform) [90]. 

9.2 Research contributions 

Our work contributes to the area of service composition design and model-
driven engineering. Specifically, it contributes to 
– interaction design concepts, 
– interaction design transformations, 
– interaction mechanism representations, and 
– model transformations. 

Contributions to interaction design concepts 
We enhance the ISDL interaction concept to make it suitable for modelling 
interactions at related abstraction levels. Specifically, the enhanced 
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interaction concept allows different participants to have different views on 
the interaction result. Distribution constraints are defined to relate these 
participants’ views. The enhanced interaction concept allows us to 
represent a complex composition of interactions by a single interaction and 
refine it.  

The enhanced interaction concept is generic with regard to abstraction 
levels and application domains. Although the interaction concept is 
developed for ISDL, it can be (partly) adopted by other design languages. In 
a broader scope, we contribute to the research toward concepts for 
representing interactions at various stages in a design process, such as in [3, 
24, 58, 72, 73, 115]. 

Contributions to interaction design transformation 
We define interaction refinement and abstraction methods that preserve 
the distribution of responsibility between participants. We define a set of 
conformance requirements and an assessment method to check the 
conformance between interaction designs at related abstraction levels. Also, 
we identify four patterns for interaction refinement. In a broader scope, we 
contribute to the research toward interaction refinement and abstraction, 
such as in [6, 13, 27, 28, 119, 126].  

Contributions to interaction mechanism representations 
The use of design patterns that are concerned with interactions, e.g., in [11, 
16, 46, 54, 70], have become common practice to describe interaction 
structures that satisfy generic requirements in specific application domains. 
We model the behaviours of interaction mechanisms as interaction 
patterns. Further, we represent them as abstract interactions. These 
abstract representations contribute to the research towards interaction 
mechanism representations, such as in [30, 34, 68, 78, 115, 116].   

Contributions to model transformations 
Our transformation tool is developed as a composition of smaller 
transformations. The purpose of transformation (de)composition, as 
investigated in [5, 39, 67, 79], is to manage transformation complexity and 
to allow reuse. To allow reuse, we define a language for documenting 
behavioural patterns in a source model in an intermediate model. 

We define a framework for evaluating and selecting options for data 
manipulation in a service composition, based on the following criteria: 
feasibility, efficiency, reusability, merging, and portability. The framework 
defines the quality and quantity values for those criteria and a formula for 
selecting an option. 
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9.3 Directions for further research 

We suggest the following directions for further research. 

Quality-of-service modelling 
The ISDL behavioural concepts include, among others, time and 
uncertainty attributes. Further investigation should aim at elaborating those 
attributes for modelling the quality-of-service (QoS) of an interaction, such 
as delay, throughput, and reliability. These qualities can be derived from a 
service level agreement (SLA) between the participants. An abstract 
interaction specifies the desired QoS and a concrete interaction structure 
specifies how to deliver that QoS. Reversely, one should be able to calculate 
the total QoS of a concrete interaction structure and represent it in an 
abstract interaction. This investigation can extend the work in [107, 110]. 

Verification of interaction designs  
Conformance assessment checks whether a concrete interaction structure 
conforms to an abstract interaction. It does not check, for example, the 
possibility of a deadlock during execution. Further investigation should aim 
at the verification of a concrete interaction structure, e.g., for liveness, 
reachability, or boundedness properties. The verification of those properties 
can be done by using an available analysis language, such as Petri Nets. A 
mapping from the ISDL behavioural concepts to an analysis language is 
therefore necessary. Initial work [105] has been done on this mapping and 
further investigation can extend that work. 

Tool support for conformance assessment 
The case studies in Chapter 7 and 8 indicate the need of tool support for 
conformance assessment. Further investigation should aim at the 
development of such tool support. The tool support should include (semi-
)automatic interaction abstraction and interaction design comparison. It 
would facilitate a design process and encourage designers to use our 
interaction design concept and transformations. This investigation can use 
and extend the ISDL formal semantics [107]. 

Mapping other design languages to ISDL 
The aforementioned tool support could serve as a generic tool support for 
conformance assessment, as illustrated in Figure 9-1. This would allow a 
business analyst and application designer to develop interaction designs 
using their preferred design languages, e.g., L1 and L2 in the figure, and 
then to check the conformance between the designs using the tool support. 
In addition, the ISDL2BPEL transformation tool could be used to 
transform the interaction design, which is obtained from the translation, to 
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an executable implementation. In this way, the ISDL behavioural concepts 
serve as a common semantic meta-model that relates design languages, 
analysis languages, and implementation languages [113]. Further 
investigation should aim at mapping the behavioural concepts of other 
design languages to the ISDL behavioural concepts.  

 

 
 

Figure 9-1 
Conformance 
assessment of 
interaction designs that 
use different design 
languages 



 

Appendix A 

A. Conformance assessments in case 
study 1 

This appendix provides the conformance assessment of the refinements that 
are done in case study 1 (travel reservation application). 

A.1 Design process 1 

Four refinements are done in this design process. Refinements 1 and 3 are 
interaction refinements. Refinement 2 and 4 are causality refinements that 
are followed by the refinement of inserted actions into interactions. 

A.1.1 Refinement 1  

Abstract interaction book in Figure 7-2 is refined into the concrete 
interaction structure in Figure 7-4. Table A-1 depicts the correspondence 
relation between them. 

Step 1 
The participants and attributes of the concrete interaction structure that are 
listed in Table A-1 should be preserved. 

Step 2 
The only final interaction cp depends on context actions a and c via 
interactions pp, sh, sf, and sp. The concrete interaction structure provides 
synchronisation as provided by abstract interaction book. Conformance 
requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 
The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant Customer is 
abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bC that has the preserved 
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attributes of concrete participant Customer in Table A-1. The resulted 
abstraction is depicted in Figure A-1. 

 
 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Customer Customer Participants 
TravelAgent TravelAgent 
bC.name ppC.name 
bC.departure spC.departure 
bC.destination spC.destination 
bC.dateStart spC.dateStart 
bC.dateEnd spC.dateEnd 
bC.flightOut sfC.flightOut 
bC.flightIn sfC.flightIn 
bC.hotel shC.hotel 
bC.price ppC.price 
bT.name ppT.name 
bT.departure spT.departure 
bT.destination spT.destination 
bT.dateStart spT.dateStart 
bT.dateEnd spT.dateEnd 
bT.flightOut sfT.flightOut 
bT.flightIn sfT.flightIn 
bT.hotel shT.hotel 

Attributes 

bT.price ppT.price 
Occurrences book cb 

 
Customer’ = { 

a → bC (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination(flightIn) = departure, 
getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture(flightIn) = destination, 
getLocation(hotel) = destination, 
getDate(flightOut) = getDateIn(hotel) = dateStart, 
getDate(flightIn) = getDateOut(hotel) = dateEnd], 

 
bC → b 

} 

 
The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant 

TravelAgent is abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bT that has the 
preserved attributes of concrete participant TravelAgent in Table A-1. The 
resulted abstraction is depicted in Figure A-2. 

Table A-1 
Correspondence relation 
in refinement 1 

Figure A-1 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
Customer 
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TravelAgent’ = { 

c → bT (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateEnd),  
hotel in listHotels(destination, dateStart, dateEnd), 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn) + getPrice(hotel) + fee], 

 
bT → d 

} 

Step 4 
The interactions in Figure 7-4 are defined as remote interactions. Their 
implicit distribution constraints determine the distribution constraints of 
abstract interaction book’ between abstract participants Customer’ and 
TravelAgent’, as depicted in Figure A-3. 

 
book’ (bC: Customer’.bC, bT: TravelAgent’.bT) [ 

bC.name = bT.name, 
bC.departure = bT. departure, 
bC.destination = bT.destination, 
bC.dateStart = bT.dateStart, 
bC.dateEnd = bT.dateEnd, 
bC.flightOut = bT.flightOut, 
bC.flightIn = bT.flightIn, 
bC.hotel = bT.hotel, 
bC.price = bT.price] 

 
Alternatively, this abstract interaction can be defined as a remote 

interaction as depicted in Figure A-4. 
 

book’ (bC: Customer’.bC, bT: TravelAgent’.bT) [remote] 

 
Abstract interaction book’ has an equivalence correctness relation with 

the original abstract interaction book. The concrete interaction structure in 
Figure 7-4 conforms to abstract interaction book in Figure 7-2. 

A.1.2 Refinement 2 

The orchestration in Figure 7-6 is obtained from the refinements of the 
causality relations between the interaction contributions of abstract 
participant TravelAgent in Figure 7-4, that are followed by the refinement of 

Figure A-2 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
TravelAgent 

Figure A-3 
Abstract interaction 
book' between abstract 
participants Customer' 
and TravelAgent' 

Figure A-4 
Abstract interaction 
book' as a remote 
interaction 
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the inserted actions into interactions. An inserted action that is refined into 
an interaction is called an inserted interaction. The inserted interactions are 
– interaction gf, which is inserted between interaction contributions spT 

and sfT; 
– interactions hf and gh, which are inserted between interaction 

contributions sfT and shT; and 
– interactions bh, bf, and ch, which are inserted between interaction 

contributions ppT, pbT, and cpT. 
 
To abstract from an inserted interaction, we define the following steps. 

1. Abstract an inserted interaction into an integrated interaction and model 
it as an action, i.e., an inserted action. 

2. Abstract from the inserted action. 

Interaction gf 
Inserted interaction gf is modelled as inserted action gf. This inserted action 
is depicted in Figure A-5 and textually in Figure A-6. 

 

c → spT (departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date), 
 

spT → gf (departure: String, destination: String, dateOut: Date, dateIn: Date, flightsOut: Flight[], 
flightsIn: Flight[]) 

[departure = spT.departure,  
destination = spT.destination, 
dateOut = spT.dateStart, 
dateIn = spT.dateEnd, 
flightsOut = listFlights(departure, destination, dateOut), 
flightsIn = listFlights(destination, departure, dateIn)], 
 

gf → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  
[flightOut in gf.flightsOut, 
flightIn in gf.flightsIn] 

 
The causality relations in Figure A-5 is abstracted from inserted action 

gf. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure A-7 and 
textually in Figure A-8. 

Figure A-5 
Interaction gf as an 
inserted action 

Figure A-6 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-5 
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c → spT (departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date), 
 

spT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  
[flightOut in listFlights(spT.departure, spT.destination, spT.dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(spT.destination, spT.departure, spT.dateEnd)] 

 
The obtained causality relation between spT and sfT has an equivalence 

correctness relation with the original causality relation.  

Interactions hf and gh 
Inserted interactions hf and gh are modelled as inserted actions hf and gh. 
These inserted actions are depicted in Figure A-9 and textually in Figure 
A-10.  

 

spT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  
[flightOut in listFlights(spT.departure, spT.destination, spT.dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(spT.destination, spT.departure, spT.dateEnd)] 

 
sfT → hf (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, expiryDate: Date) 

[flightOut = sfT.flightOut, 
flightIn = sfT.flightIn, 
expiryDate = getExpiryDate(currentDate())], 

 
hf → gh (location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotels: Hotel[]) 

[location = spT.destination, 
dateIn = spT.dateStart, 
dateOut = spT.dateEnd, 
hotels = listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut)], 

 
gh → shT (hotel: Hotel)  

[hotel in gh.hotels] 

 

Figure A-7 
Abstract from inserted 
action gf 

Figure A-8 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-7 

Figure A-9 
Interactions hf and gh as 
inserted actions 

Figure A-10 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-9 
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The causality relations in Figure A-9 are abstracted from inserted 
actions hf. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-11 and textually in Figure A-12. 

 

spT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  
[flightOut in listFlights(spT.departure, spT.destination, spT.dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(spT.destination, spT.departure, spT.dateEnd)] 

 
sfT → gh (location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotels: Hotel[]) 

[location = spT.destination, 
dateIn = spT.dateStart, 
dateOut = spT.dateEnd, 
hotels = listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut)], 

 
gh → shT (hotel: Hotel)  

[hotel in gh.hotels] 

 
The causality relations in Figure A-11 are abstracted from inserted 

action gh. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-13 and textually in Figure A-14. 

 

spT → sfT (flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight)  
[flightOut in listFlights(spT.departure, spT.destination, spT.dateStart), 
flightIn in listFlights(spT.destination, spT.departure, spT.dateEnd)] 

 
sfT → shT (hotel: Hotel)  

[hotel in listHotels(spT.destination, spT.dateStart, spT.dateEnd)] 

 

Figure A-11 
Abstract from inserted 
action hf 

Figure A-12 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-11 

Figure A-13 
Abstract from inserted 
action gh 

Figure A-14 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-13 
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The obtained causality relation between sfT and shT has an equivalence 
correctness relation with the original causality relation.  

Interactions bh, bf, and ch 
Inserted interactions bh, bf, and ch are modelled as inserted actions bh, bf, 
and ch. These inserted actions are depicted in Figure A-15 and textually in 
Figure A-16.  

 

shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 
[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee], 

 
ppT → bh (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel 
price = getPrice(hotel), 
code = getCode(name, hotel)], 

 
bh [bh.code ≥ 0] → bf (name: String, flightOut: flight, flightIn: Flight, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name, 
flightOut = sfT.flightOut, 
flightIn = sfT.flightIn, 
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn), 
code ∈ {getCode(name, flightOut, flightIn), -1}], 

 
bf [bf.code < 0] ∧ bh [bh.code ≥ 0] → ch (code: long) 

[code = bh.code], 
 
bh [bh.code < 0] ∨ ch  → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
bf [bf.code ≥ 0] → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = bf.code, 
       code[1] = bh.code] 

Figure A-15 
Interactions bh, bf, and 
ch as an inserted actions 

Figure A-16 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-15 
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The causality relations in Figure A-15 are abstracted from inserted 

action bf. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-17 and textually in Figure A-18. The exclusive choice between cpT and ch 
that is implied by the positive and negative results of action bf are modelled 
explicitly. 

ppT

shT

succH

cpT

pbT

succH

!succH

bh

ch

 

shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 
[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee], 

 
ppT → bh (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel 
price = getPrice(hotel), 
code = getCode(name, hotel)], 

 
bh [bh.code ≥ 0] ∧ ¬cpT → ch (code: long) 

[code = bh.code], 
 
bh [bh.code < 0] ∨ ch  → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
bh [bh.code ≥ 0] ∧ ¬ch → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = getCode(ppT.name, sfT.flightOut, sfT.flightIn), 
code[1] = bh.code], 

 
The causality relations in Figure A-17 are abstracted from inserted 

action ch. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-19 and textually in Figure A-20. 

Figure A-17 
Abstract from inserted 
action bf 

Figure A-18 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-17 
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shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 
[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee], 

 
ppT → bh (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel 
price = getPrice(hotel), 
code = getCode(name, hotel)], 

 
bh ∧ ¬cpT → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
bh [bh.code ≥ 0] ∧ ¬pbT → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = getCode(ppT.name, sfT.flightOut, sfT.flightIn), 
code[1] = bh.code], 

 
The causality relations in Figure A-19 are abstracted from inserted 

actions bh. This results in causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-21 and textually in Figure A-22. 

 

shT → ppT (name: String, price: double) 
[price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + fee], 

 
ppT ∧ ¬cpT → pbT (payback: double) 

[payback = ppT.price], 
 
ppT ∧ ¬pbT → cpT (code: long[2]) 

[code[0] = getCode(ppT.name, sfT.flightOut, sfT.flightIn), 

Figure A-19 
Abstract from inserted 
action ch 

Figure A-20 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-19 

Figure A-21 
Abstract from inserted 
action bh 

Figure A-22 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-21 
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code[1] = getCode(ppT.name, shT.hotel], 

 
The obtained causality relation between ppT, pbT, and cpT has an 

equivalence correctness relation with the original causality relation.  

A.1.3 Refinement 3 

Abstract interaction bh in Figure 7-6 is refined into the concrete interaction 
structure in Figure 7-8. Table A-2 depicts the correspondence relation 
between them. 

 
 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

TACoordinator TACoordinator Participants 
HotelRS HotelRS 
bhT.name rhT.name 
bhT.hotel rhT.hotel 
bhT.price phT.price 
bhT.code ohT.code 
bhH.name rhH.name 
bhH.hotel rhH.hotel 
bhH.price phH.price 

Attributes 

bhH.code ohH.code 
Occurrences bh confirm 

Step 1 
The participants and attributes of the concrete interaction structure that are 
listed in Table A-2 should be preserved. 

Step 2 
The only final interaction confirm depends on context interaction 
contributions ppT and ghH via interactions request and payment. The concrete 
interaction structure provides synchronisation as provided by abstract 
interaction bh. Conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 
The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant TACoordinator 
is abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bhT that has the 
preserved attributes of the concrete participant TACoordinator in Table A-2. 
The resulted abstraction is depicted in Figure A-23. 

 
 
 
 

Table A-2 
Correspondence relation 
in refinement 3 
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TACoordinator’ = { 
… 
ppT → bhT (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[name = ppT.name,  
hotel = shT.hotel 
price = getPrice(hotel)], 

 
bhT [bhT.code ≥ 0] → bfT (…) 
bhT [bhA.code < 0] → pbA (…) 
… 

} 

 
The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant HotelRS is 

abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bhH that has the preserved 
attributes of the concrete participant HotelRS in Table A-2. The resulted 
abstraction is depicted in Figure A-24. 

 
HotelRS’ = { 

… 
ghH → bhH (name: String, hotel: Hotel, price: double, code: long) 

[hotel in ghH.hotels, 
price = getPrice(hotel), 
code = getCode(name, hotel)], 

 
bhH [bhH.code ≥ 0] → chH (…) 

} 

Step 4 
The interactions in Figure 7-8 are defined as remote interactions. Their 
implicit distribution constraints determine the distribution constraints of 
interaction bh’ between abstract participants TACoordinator’ and HotelRS’, as 
depicted in Figure A-25. 

 
bh’ (bhT: TACoordinator’.bhT, bhH: HotelRS’.bhH) [ 

bhT.name = bhH.name, 
bhT.hotel = bhH.hotel, 
bhT.price = bhH.price, 
bhT.code = bhH.code] 

 
Alternatively, this abstract interaction can be defined as a remote 

interaction as depicted in Figure A-26. 
 

Figure A-23 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
TACoordinator 

Figure A-24 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
HotelRS 

Figure A-25 
Abstract interaction bh’ 
between abstract 
participants 
TACoordinator’ and 
HotelRS’ 
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bh’ (bhT: TACoordinator’.bhT, bhH: HotelRS’.bhH) [remote] 

 
Abstract interaction bh’ has an equivalence correctness relation with the 

original abstract interaction bh. The concrete interaction structure in Figure 
7-8 conforms to abstract interaction bh in Figure 7-6. 

A.1.4 Refinement 4 

Interaction auth in Figure 7-10 is inserted in the causality relation between 
interaction contributions rhT and phT of participant TACoordinator in Figure 
7-8. We follow the steps defined in Section A.1.2 to abstract from this 
inserted interaction. 

Inserted interaction auth is modelled as inserted action auth. This 
inserted action is depicted in Figure A-27 and textually in Figure A-28. 

 

ppT → rhT (name: String, hotel: Hotel) 
[name = ppT.name, 
hotel = shT.hotel], 
 

rhT → auth (name: String, ccNo: String, authID: long) 
[name = ppT.name,  
ccNo = ppT.ccNo, 
authID = authorise(name, ccNo)], 
 

auth → phT (ccNo: String, authID: long, price: double)  
[ccNo = auT.ccNo, 
authID = auT.authID, 
price = getPrice(rhT.hotel)] 

 
The causality relations in Figure A-27 are abstracted from inserted 

action auth. This results in the causality relations that are depicted in Figure 
A-29 and textually in Figure A-30.  

 

 

Figure A-26 
Abstract interaction bh’ 
as a remote interaction 

Figure A-27 
Interaction auth as an 
inserted action 

Figure A-28 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-27 

Figure A-29 
Abstract from inserted 
action auth 
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ppT → rhT (name: String, hotel: Hotel) 
[name = ppT.name, 
hotel = shT.hotel], 
 

rhT → phT (price: double)  
[price = getPrice(rhT.hotel)] 

 
The obtained causality relation between rhT and phT has an equivalence 

correctness relation with the original causality relation.  

A.2 Design process 2 

Interaction book in Figure 7-12 is refined into the concrete interaction 
structure in Figure 7-14. Table A-3 depicts the correspondence relation 
between them. 

Step 1 
The participants and attributes of the concrete interaction structure that are 
listed in Table A-3 should be preserved. 

Step 2 
This step has been presented in Section 7.3.3. It concludes that 
conformance requirement IR4 is satisfied. 

Step 3 
The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant Customer is 
abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bC that has the preserved 
attributes of concrete participant Customer in Table A-3. The resulted 
abstraction is depicted in Figure A-31. 

The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant FlightRS is 
abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bF that has the preserved 
attributes of concrete participant FlightRS in Table A-3. The resulted 
abstraction is depicted in Figure A-32. 

The concrete interaction contribution structure in participant HotelRS is 
abstracted into abstract interaction contribution bH that has the preserved 
attributes of concrete participant HotelRS in Table A-3. The resulted 
abstraction is depicted in Figure A-33. 

 
 
 

Figure A-30 
Textual expression of 
Figure A-29 
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 Abstract interaction Concrete interaction structure 

Customer Customer 
FlightRS FlightRS 

Participants 

HotelRS HotelRS 
bC.name ppC.name 
bC.departure spC.departure 
bC.destination spC.destination 
bC.dateStart spC.dateStart 
bC.dateEnd spC.dateEnd 
bC.flightOut sfC.flightOut 
bC.flightIn sfC.flightIn 
bC.hotel shC.hotel 
bC.price ppC.price 
bF.name bfF.name 
bF.departure gfF.departure 
bF.destination gfF.destination 
bF.dateOut gfF.dateOut 
bF.dateIn gfF.dateIn 
bF.flightOut bfF.flightOut 
bF.flightIn bfF.flightIn 
bF.price bfF.price 
bH.name bhH.name 
bH.location ghH.location 
bH.dateIn ghH.dateIn 
bH.dateOut ghH.dateOut 
bH.hotel bhH.hotel 

Attributes 

bH.price bhH.price 
Occurrences book  cp ∧ bf ∧ bh  

 
Customer’ = { 

a → bC (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateStart: Date, dateEnd: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, hotel: Hotel, price: double) 

[getDeparture(flightOut) = getDestination(flightIn) = departure, 
getDestination(flightOut) = getDeparture(flightIn) = destination, 
getLocation(hotel) = destination, 
getDate(flightOut) = getDateIn(hotel) = dateStart, 
getDate(flightIn) = getDateOut(hotel) = dateEnd], 

 
bC → b 

} 

 

Table A-3 
Correspondence relation 
in the refinement in 
design process 2 

Figure A-31 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
Customer 
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FlightRS’ = { 
e → bF (name: String, departure: String, destination: String, dateOut: Date, dateIn: Date, 
flightOut: Flight, flightIn: Flight, price: double) 

[flightOut in listFlights(departure, destination, dateOut), 
flightIn in listFlights(destination, departure, dateIn),  
price = getPrice(flightOut) + getPrice(flightIn)] 

 
bF → f 

} 

 
HotelRS’ = { 

g → bF (name: String, location: String, dateIn: Date, dateOut: Date, hotel: Hotel, price: 
double) 

[hotel in listHotels(location, dateIn, dateOut), 
price = getPrice(hotel)] 

 
bF → h 

} 

Step 4 
The interactions in Figure 7-14 are defined as remote interactions. Their 
implicit distribution constraints must be taken into account in the 
distribution constraints of abstract interaction book’ between abstract 
participants Customer’, FlightRS’, and HotelRS’ as depicted in Figure A-34. 

 
book’ (bC: Customer’.bC, bF: FlightRS’.bF, bH: HotelRS’.bH) [ 

bC.name = bF.name = bH.name, 
bC.departure = bF.departure, 
bC.destination = bF.destination = bH.location, 
bC.dateStart = bF.dateOut = bH.dateIn, 
bC.dateEnd = bF.dateIn = bH.dateOut, 
bC.flightOut = bF.flightOut, 
bC.flightIn = bF.flightIn, 
bC.hotel = bH.hotel,  
bC.price = bF.price + bH.price + fee] 

 
The calculation to determine those contribution constraints is shown in 

Figure A-35. Constraints that are preceded with the symbol ‘ ’ are the 
constraints of the abstract interaction. These constraints are obtained by 
replacing the attributes at the concrete level with the corresponding 
attributes at the abstract level. 

 

Figure A-32 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
FlightRS 

Figure A-33 
The abstraction of 
concrete participant 
HotelRS 

Figure A-34 
Abstract interaction 
book’ between abstract 
participants Customer’, 
FlightRS’, and HotelRS’ 
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ppC.name = ppT.name = bhT.name = bhH.name = bfT.name = bfF.name 
ppC.name = bfF.name = bhH.name 

 bC.name = bF.name = bH.name 
 
spC.departure = spT.departure = gfT.departure = gfF.departure 
spC.departure = gfF.departure 

 bC.departure = bF.departure 
 
spC.destination = spT.destination = gfT.destination = gfF.destination = ghT.location = 
ghH.location 
spC.destination = gfF.destination = ghH.location 

 bC.destination = bF.destination = bH.location 
 
spC.dateStart = spT.dateStart = gfT.dateOut = gfF.dateOut = ghT.dateIn = ghH.dateIn 
spC.dateStart = gfF.dateOut = ghH.dateIn 

 bC.dateStart = bF.dateOut = bH.dateIn 
 
spC.dateEnd = spT.dateEnd = gfT.dateIn = gfF.dateIn = ghT.dateOut = ghH.dateOut 
spC.dateEnd = gfF.dateIn = ghH.dateOut 

 bC.dateEnd = bF.dateIn = bH.dateOut 
 
sfC.flightOut = sfT.flightOut = hfT.flightOut = bfT.flightOut = bfF.flightOut 
sfC.flightOut = bfF.flightOut 

 bC.flightOut = bF.flightOut 
 
sfC.flightIn = sfT.flightIn = hfT.flightIn = bfT.flightIn = bfF.flightIn 
sfC.flightIn = bfF.flightIn 

 bC.flightIn = bF.flightIn 
 
shC.hotel = shT.hotel = bhT.hotel = bhH.hotel 
shC.hotel = bhH.hotel 

 bC.hotel = bH.hotel 
 
ppC.price = ppT.price = getPrice(sfT.flightOut) + getPrice(sfT.flightIn) + getPrice(shT.hotel) + 
fee 
ppC.price = bfT.price + bhT.price + fee 
ppC.price = bfF.price + bhH.price + fee 

 bC.price = bF.price + bH.price + fee 

 
Abstract interaction book’ has an equivalence correctness relation with 

the original abstract interaction book. The concrete interaction structure in 
Figure 7-14 conforms to abstract interaction book in Figure 7-12. 

 

Figure A-35 
Calculation to determine 
the distribution 
constraints of abstract 
interaction book’ 
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